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Summary
A need has been identified for a joint analysis tool applicable to a wide variety of joint 
configurations and suitable for use by the designer rather than by the specialised 
stress analyst. The aim of this project was to create a prototype for such a tool, in the 
shape of a software program using as its basis a finite element method, along with 
guidelines for interpreting the results.
A literature review was carried out to provide data on current joint design procedures. 
Testing of some of the software identified in the review was performed. The general 
conclusion was that while many analysis tools for specific joint types exist, there is 
none to satisfy the general case.
A questionnaire was sent out to manufacturing companies using adhesive bonding. Its 
aim was to establish current practice in industry - the joint types, materials, and design 
methods employed. Results from the questionnaire confirmed the need for a tool such 
as the one proposed.
Based in part on the results from the questionnaire, a specification for the software to 
be developed was drawn up. Central to the concept is a simplified system of meshing, 
using beam elements to represent the substrates in the joint and quadrilateral elements 
to model the adhesive. This method substantially reduces the number of elements in 
the model, allowing a faster analysis, without significantly compromising accuracy. 
This approach has been successfully validated in this work.
Implementation of the software formed the major part of the project, and is described 
at some length. The final package presents an intuitive, mouse-driven interface for 
generating models, automatic rule-based meshing, a proprietary finite element analysis 
code, and postprocessing tools for the results.
Related work in generating design allowables for use with the results developed 
guidelines that will allow joint strength prediction for static and fatigue loading.
Detailed appendices furnish information on use of the finished package, and details of 
the program structure.
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1. Introduction
The use of adhesives in structural applications has been steadily increasing in recent 
years. This is because adhesives, if properly used, can offer significant advantages 
over conventional forms of joining. In particular, they are often the only practical 
method for joining composites to other structural elements. However, the adoption of 
adhesive bonding technology has been hampered by a lack of understanding of bonded 
joint behaviour. Adhesive bonding is perceived by many engineers as a ‘black art’ in 
which they would rather not dabble.
One of the principal reasons for this is that engineers have not had access to dedicated 
tools for joint design. The project described in this thesis was conceived as a step 
towards providing just such a tool, to help engineers, and in particular the design 
engineer, to realise the potential of adhesive bonding. As such, its aim was to develop 
a methodology for the design of structural adhesive joints. It was envisaged that a 
major part of this would be a software tool for joint analysis. This would ideally 
combine flexibility, ease of use, and speed.
As the first stage of the project, a survey of existing joint usage and design practice 
was undertaken in order to provide a firm background against which to base the work. 
This took the form of a detailed questionnaire which was circulated to contacts in 
industry. The results of this survey were to guide the future development of the 
software, so that the final product would be as useful as possible to the engineers who 
are its target audience.
With the results from the survey, a system of joint classification and discretisation was 
developed, which would lead into a detailed specification for the way in which joints 
would be modelled in the software.
Implementation of this approach was then undertaken. The software produced is a 
fully-working prototype consisting of a graphical pre- and post-processor written in 
Visual Basic, coupled with an analysis module written in FORTRAN. Meshing of the 
model is transparent to the user, and achieved by a set of rules which modify the mesh 
configuration according to the geometry of the joint. Generation of the mesh and 
analysis thus requires no specific familiarity with the finite element method. The 
meshing system used was validated by a programme of testing, as was the 
performance of the finished software itself.
Finally, data was gathered and generated for design allowables. It is not enough to 
have.raw results from a structural analysis; the engineer must have guidelines for how 
to interpret these results in terms of the behaviour of the real structure. To this end, 
static and fatigue design criteria were generated.
This report follows the description of the work given above. Chapter 2 is a literature 
survey carried out as part of the initial background research. Chapter 3 presents the 
philosophy behind the questionnaire, its design, and the results obtained from it.
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Chapter 4 establishes the specification for the software, while chapter 5 explains the 
system of meshing that is one of the key elements of the finished software. Chapters 6 
and 7 detail the development of concepts for the implementation of the specification, 
and the implementation phase itself. Chapters 8 and 9 summarise the work done in 
testing and validation of the software, and in developing design allowables for use 
with the analysis results. Chapter 10 provides concluding remarks.
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2. Literature Review
This literature review details some of the previous work in the field of adhesive joint 
design that the project draws on. There is much literature available, and most of the 
papers discussed were readily available in the Adhesive Research Group’s own files. 
In addition, information was solicited from various adhesive manufacturing 
companies, and journals searched for further material. The first section of this review 
concerns work in various areas that falls into the category of ‘design aids’. These 
include not only formal research work, but also software and general design 
guidelines. The second section deals with the failure analysis of adhesive joints.
2.1 Design Aids
The literature dealing with design aids falls into three main categories: information 
technology, joint analysis, and design guidelines. These are detailed below.
2.1.1 Information Technology
Material in this section deals with computer software packages of two types; adhesive 
selectors and expert systems.
2.1.1.1 Adhesive Selectors
Adhesive selectors are not in themselves a design methodology; rather they are a 
complementary part of the whole design process for adhesive joints. As the term 
suggests, they are concerned primarily with aiding in the selection of an adhesive or 
type of adhesive for a specific application. The selection will usually be made with a 
known joint geometry and operating conditions, and it is these parameters that the 
selectors take as input.
Lees (1977) prepared and published the first, simple, selection process based on 
elimination in 1977. The process consisted of a logic tree giving various choices at 
different stages, eventually leading to an appropriate adhesive selection. The method 
was then developed further into a grid-based elimination technique which was 
published in 1982. This paper selector was computerised, producing the CAAS 
(Computer Aided Adhesive Selection) program in 1982. This was successful enough 
to warrant further development, resulting in the EASel (Engineering Adhesive 
Selector) program of 1984, which also became popular.
Attempts were made by several other parties in Europe and the United States to 
develop adhesive selector programs larger than EASel, but these were largely 
unsuccessful. It was thus decided to continue the work started with CAAS and 
EASel, expanding it into the program now known as PAL (Permabond Adhesive 
Locator). PAL was first presented in 1989, and has now been expanded and improved 
into the Mark II version (Lees and Selby, 1993). The system works on the principle
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that it is easier to eliminate an adhesive from a given application than it is to 
positively select one. The selection process is achieved through a series of questions 
to the user; with the answer to each question a certain number of adhesives are 
eliminated from the list of possibilities. Further, the response to each question 
determines the questions that will follow. Once the entire cycle of questions is 
finished, the program outputs those adhesives that remain. Additionally, the user may 
ask for close matches, i.e. those adhesives or groups of adhesives that have failed on 
only one, two or three of the selection criteria; in this way alternatives are presented 
for situations in which trade-offs may have to be made. Adhesives can be selected 
according to usage, production considerations, and so on. After the question cycle has 
been performed, the user can go back and change any response and see the effect on 
the output. This renders the system very flexible, since the entire cycle does not have 
to be repeated for minor modifications. Each question also comes with a default 
answer, so that the user need not answer all the questions to get a response. PAL also 
has a computational appendix, P-Stress. PAL transfers necessary data to P-Stress, 
allowing the user to perform simple analyses of lap and coaxial joints.
The CATS (Centre for Adhesives Technology Selector) program of 1992 uses a core 
operating system derived from PAL Mark n, but enhances the method. CATS has the 
ability to handle up to 2000 surfaces, 2000 materials and 500 questions, making it 
highly versatile. CAT’s intention is to integrate this into a future full design 
methodology, which would include a database, abstracts library, and analysis 
software.
Lucas has produced an adhesive selector for in-house use, called Stick. Little 
information is available on this product, since Lucas intend to develop it further and 
integrate it into a full design package, but as yet this has not been done.
The US Army Armament Research, Development and Engineering Centre (ARDEC) 
has developed a computerised Repair Database (Chabot, 1992). This is primarily 
directed at aircraft composite repairs, and consists of two sections. The first contains 
adhesives data abstracted from property description sheets provided by the 
manufacturers. Data on a specific adhesive can be accessed via a series of menus. An 
interesting feature of the database is that it has an option to identify a suitable 
alternative to an adhesive that is not currently available. It does this by comparing key 
characteristics, and recording a good match if the variation falls within certain bounds. 
The program then outputs a list of adhesives with those matching best at the top. The 
other section of the database stores information on composite repair. Data within this 
section falls into several categories, and includes detailed step-by-step procedures for 
effecting repairs to composite materials parts. The package is, however, purely a 
database, and aside from the alternative adhesive selection program, it has no 
interactive element. It is useful as a source of information, but it is not a joint design 
tool.
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2.1.1.2 Expert Systems
So-called expert systems are ideally supposed to be able to furnish the information 
that someone with little experience in a particular field would normally get from an 
expert - hence the name. Expert systems in general cannot replace the expert, but if 
well enough implemented they are useful tools for reference or guidance.
The US Air Force has developed a Portable Computer-Based Expert System for 
Aircraft Battle Damage and Repair’ (Sandow, 1992). The aim of the system is to 
enable USAF personnel to assess the seriousness of combat damage to aircraft, and to 
design the repairs required. The system is designed to work with minimum input from 
the user, and assumes no structural engineering expertise. The system is written in 
generic ADA and FORTRAN, and comprises two parts, running interactively; the 
expert system itself, and a database with aircraft-specific information. The expert 
system can be used on its own to analyse aircraft or parts not included in the database. 
User input is via a graphical interface. Once a repair patch design is established, the 
system performs an analysis of the design, and notifies the user whether the patch 
design will meet requirements defined by local stresses.
This system is not a true design methodology in the scope of the project. It is used to 
design simple patches for damage to composite structures, and not for actual joints. In 
fact, the report is at pains to point out that, as yet, the system designs only bolt-on 
patches, since the use of adhesives under field conditions is considered to be 
inadvisable due to the limitations imposed by the necessity for surface preparation, 
adequate storage of adhesives, and so on. There is provision within the system for 
adhesive design to be incorporated at a later date, should advances in adhesives 
technology mean that the situation is changed.
Although the system does not represent a true design methodology, its approach to the 
problem is interesting, and approximates to that to be used in this project in its use of 
a graphical interface and built-in analysis package.
2.1.2 Joint Analyses
Much research has been undertaken into modelling and design analysis of bonded 
joints, dating back to Volkersen (1938). There are two basic approaches to the 
problem; a closed-form analytical approach and finite element methods, which have 
become increasingly popular with the advent of high-speed computers. In the closed- 
form method, the problem is reduced to sets of differential equations which are then 
solved (possibly numerically); in the finite element method the structure is idealised as 
a number of discrete entities (or elements) which may be analysed individually, the 
overall results being derived from the combination of the individual responses.
The closed-form approach has advantages: it is relatively easy to parametrically assess 
the effects and importance of changes once a solution has been found; however,
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certain simplifications and assumptions must usually be made, and non-linearities are 
difficult to include.
The earliest analyses of bonded joints treated the adhesive as a linear elastic material. 
Volkersen’s analysis accounts only for longitudinal tensile deformation in the 
adherends and shear deformation in the adhesive. Later work (Demarkles, 1955) 
modified this but still failed to take into account the fact that, in single lap joints, the 
bending moments produced by the eccentricity of the loading will set up tensile 
stresses across the thickness of the adherends, and will cause rotation of the joint.
Goland and Reissner (1944) had accounted for the effects of the eccentricity by 
treating the adherends as cylindrically bent plates, but their analysis predicts the 
maximum adhesive shear stress to occur at the free ends of the adhesive, violating the 
stress-free boundary condition. Later work by Renton and Vinson (1975) and Allman 
(1977) has improved on the method, producing more detailed analyses which include 
the effects of bending, stretching and shearing of the adherends, as well as the 
shearing and tearing in the adhesive-modelled by Goland and Reissner. In addition, 
these analyses predict zero shear stress at the ends of the adhesive.
Hart-Smith (1973 a, b, c) provided detailed technical reports presenting the influence 
of a variety of factors on the strength of various configurations of joints. He also 
introduced some non-linearity by including a limited amount of adhesive plasticity in 
shear, taking the adhesive shear stress-strain curve to be elastic-perfectly plastic.
However one of the chief drawbacks of all the above analyses is their ability to model 
only specific joint configurations. This limits their usefulness to the designer, who 
may wish to look at a range of joints; thus a more general analysis, capable of being 
applied to a wide selection of joints, is required. Crocombe and Tatarek (1985) 
implemented just such a method, albeit in simplified form. Their work centred on the 
premise that any joint containing only one overlap could be reduced to a simple 
adherend-adhesive sandwich subject to some combination of end-loads, as shown in 
Fig. 2.1. In this analysis the adherends are modelled as wide plates of varying flexural 
stiffness, and the adhesive as an elastic interlayer transmitting only direct stress. The 
method considers equilibrium and moment-deflection relationships for each beam 
separately, leading to two coupled 4th-order differential equations governing beam 
deflections; these are then solved for deflection, and thus stress in the adhesive layer 
may be found. The solution phase has been implemented into a computer program for 
fast results.
Bigwood and Crocombe (1989, 1990) later refined and extended the method. They 
added non-linearity to the model, approximating the stress-strain curve for the 
adhesive with a continuous mathematical function. Unlike some other approaches, 
non-linear response of both adhesive shear and transverse stresses are modelled. This 
general non-linear analysis was found to agree well with non-linear finite element 
analysis.
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Figure 2.1: The general adhesive sandwich
Many of the analyses described above lend themselves readily to solution using a 
computer, and naturally therefore there are available a range of software packages for 
joint analysis based on these or other closed-form methods. Some of these packages 
are discussed below.
UKAEA at Harwell have produced several programs for the analysis of specific types 
of joints using closed-form methods. The first of these, BISEPS-TUG (Patterson and 
Metcalfe, 1983), is written in BASIC, and analyses the strength of tubular coaxial 
bonded joints. The user is required to input whether the load to be applied is axial or 
torsional, the adhesive properties, certain operating conditions, and the joint geometry. 
Inelastic adhesive properties may be taken into account if required. Predicted stresses 
and strains for axial or torsional loads are then output for a number of points along the 
bondline, enabling the stress distribution in the adhesive to be determined. Strength 
prediction for the joint is based, on a maximum strain failure criterion.
The second program, BISEPS-LOCO (Patterson and Woolfrey, 1984), is aimed at 
predicting the strength of lap joints between sheet adherends, and is written in 
FORTRAN IV. Any combination of 2-dimensional tensile, shear, or bending loads on 
the bond can be analysed. The user must input joint dimensions, loading conditions, 
and whether or not plastic analysis is required. If plastic analysis is used, the adhesive 
layer is assumed to have elastic-perfectly plastic stress-strain behaviour. The analysis 
method itself is very similar to that of Bigwood and Crocombe discussed previously, 
in that the joint is modelled as an adhesive-adherend sandwich with suitable end­
loads; thus the program is not restricted to simple lap joints, but can be used for any 
single-overlap joint where the end-conditions are known. As with BISEPS-TUG, the 
output is in the form of stress and strain readings at various points through the 
adhesive.
Two other programs have been examined; both use closed-form analyses and are 
applicable to limited selections of joint configurations. ESDU Programs 2019 (1984) 
and 2020 (1984), together with their related data items, allow elastic and inelastic 
analysis of single lap or multi-step joints; adherends may be of different materials and 
different thicknesses, and output consists of shear stresses and strains at up to 20 
points on each step.
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Jmenu (CETIM, 1989), a program prepared under the ADENG initiative, can perform 
elastic or elastic-plastic analysis on single lap, double lap, or tubular joints. This 
program uses various analyses, depending on what type of joint is being analysed; for 
instance, Hart Smith’s analyses are used for symmetrical single lap joints and for 
double lap joints.
The alternative to closed-form analyses is the finite element method (FEM). The 
advantage of the FEM is that it allows joints to be modelled more accurately, without 
many of the compromises of the closed-form solution. The FEM is, however, often 
time-consuming in implementation, and can require a complete repetition of the 
solution procedure for any change in initial parameters.
Another AEA program, FELOCO (Gudge and McCarthy, 1988), departs from the 
company’s previous approaches by using a simple finite element method for the 
analysis. The program can model adherends as linear or non-linear isotropic, or as 
linear elastic orthotropic. The adhesive may be modelled only as an isotropic 
material, but may be linear or non-linear. The non-linear behaviour is modelled using 
the material’s stress-strain curve: the elastic properties of some standard materials are 
stored in the program. The program accepts several variations on the basic lap joint 
type, including stepped and tapered joints. Combination welded/ bonded joints are 
also catered for by defining some of the bottom adherend to cross the adhesive layer at 
the point of the weld. The joints are divided into sections for the analysis - up to 15 
except in the case of stepped joints, which have a limit of 4. Tensile loads, shear 
loads, and bending moments may be applied to the joint at adherend ends. A pressure 
load may also be applied to the adherend face, and thermal loads can also be taken 
into consideration. Output is in terms of axial, peel, and shear stress and strain results, 
available along interfaces and along the midplane of each material. Displacements in 
the X and Y directions can also be obtained if required.
There are two versions of the program; one general version designed to be run on any 
platform, and a version specifically for PC’s. The PC version is the more user-friendly 
of the two, since it obtains its input via a graphical interface. In this respect it is very 
similar to the program being developed for this project; however it does not attempt to 
be as generalised, dealing as it does only with lap joints with local loading.
A series of tests was performed to compare a number of the analysis packages and 
methods discussed. A summary of the features of those considered is given in Table 
2 . 1.
Evaluation of the various analyses showed them to be useful tools but limited, 
particularly with respect to the joint configurations it was possible to analyse, and the 
results available. Ease of use also varied considerably, with Crocombe et al.’s 
spreadsheet approach scoring highly in this respect due to the immediate accessibility 
of the graphical display.
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Analysis Joint
Configuration
Material
Behaviour
Comment Type of 
Analysis
1 DLJ in tension Adhesive plasticity • Results for 3 adhesives 
only
• Gives failure load only
Nomograph
2 DLJ in tension Elastic • Gives maximum peel and 
shear stresses only
Nomograph
3 Multi-step SLJ 
and DLJ in 
tension
Elastic PC software
4 SLJ in tension 
and trans. shear
Elastic PC software
5 SLJ and DLJ in 
tension and trans. 
shear
Elastic • Based on Hart-Smith’s 
work
• Also gives loads for 
global and local failure
PC software
6 SLJ and DLJ in 
tension
Elastic/perfectly 
plastic adhesive
• As above except shear 
stress only
PC software
7 Arbitrary end- 
loaded SLJ
Elastic and 
elastic/perfectly 
plastic adhesive
PC software
8 Arbitrary end- 
loaded SLJ and 
DLJ
Elastic • SLJ can be asymmetric Spreadsheet
9 SLJ and DLJ in 
tension
Elastic/perfectly 
plastic adhesive
• Gives failure load only Nomographs
Table 2.1: Summary of the analyses tested.
Analysis 1 
2
3
4
5
6 
7
ESDU 78042
ESDU 2020, Item 80011
ESDU 2020, Item 80039
ESDU 92041
PERA
JMENU
PCLOCO (PC version of FELOCO) 
Crocombe et al.
Hart-Smith
Established commercial packages for general structural analysis may also be used for 
the analysis of adhesive joints; these include ANSYS, NASTRAN, and others. It is, 
however, outside the scope of this literature review to go into detail concerning these.
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2.1.3 Design Guidelines
In this section are those items that are of a more general or empirical in nature. These 
range from rough rules of thumb to guidelines for the design of specific joint types. 
Sources for these are similarly varied.
There are some good introductory texts on the subject of joint design and adhesives in 
general. Shields (1970) provides a comprehensive reference work for all aspects of 
adhesive bonding. The bulk of the book is taken up with an adhesive products 
directory, giving detailed descriptions (including physical form, working life, method 
of application, principal uses) of the many different types of adhesives, both in generic 
terms and under specific tradenames. There are also extensive sections on adhesive 
selection, surface preparation, physical testing of adhesives, and joint design. The 
section on joint design is of particular interest. Shields proposes that all adhesive 
joints fall into four categories: angle joints, ’t’joints, butt joints, and lap (or surface) 
joints. These are shown in fig. 2.2.
ir
(c)
i " "  ' ..........
Figure 2.2: The four basic types of joints: (a) angle, (b) ‘t’, (c) butt, (d) surface
He then produces a large table of joint geometries. The table is laid out such that each 
basic joint type is presented with a variety of loading configurations, and appropriate 
joint geometries to cope with these loading conditions are shown. An example of this 
is shown in Fig. 2.3. Differences between joints suitable for homogeneous materials, 
such as plastics or metals, and for laminated materials, such as wood or composites, 
are highlighted.
or
Figure 2.3: Table of joint configurations
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A useful general introduction to the subject of adhesive bonding is "Adhesives and the 
Engineer" (Lees, 1989). It is divided into sections written by different authors, and 
covering the topics of chemistry of adhesives, design, surface preparation, production 
considerations, and quality assurance and testing. Lees’ own section, on design, 
covers a range of topics, starting with the advantages and disadvantages of adhesive 
bonding. He then goes on to look at the general behaviour of adhesives under load 
before devoting a subsection to general design considerations, using specific examples 
to illustrate various points.
Other texts available include a work by Adams and Wake (1984). This is a 
comprehensive discussion of all aspects of structural adhesive bonding, aimed at 
providing the engineer with sufficient information to enable the design and production 
of adhesive joints. The advantages and disadvantages of adhesive bonding are given, 
and there are chapters detailing standard test procedures, properties of adhesives, 
factors affecting the choice of adhesives, surface preparation, service life, and 
applications. For the purposes of this review, it is the second chapter that is most 
interesting; this deals with stresses in adhesive joints. The chapter reviews bonded 
joint analyses, both elastic and elasto-plastic, and examines the effects of the spew 
fillet, of tapered adherends, and looks at the differences in usage inherent to bonding 
of composites. There then follows a section on use of joints in design. Some general 
advice for the design of adhesive joints is given:
(i) The important point is made that effective use of adhesive bonding requires
design for bonding, and not simply substitution for another type of joining.
(ii) Care should be taken to avoid stress concentrations, and allow the loads to
be carried over as large an area as possible.
(iii) Peel stresses especially should be avoided; whenever possible, the
adhesive should be loaded in shear to reduce peel and cleavage.
Discussion then follows on specific design considerations for several common types 
of adhesive joint.
Another useful textbook is “Adhesion and Adhesives - Science and Technology” 
(Kinloch, 1987). Again, this aims to be a comprehensive guide to adhesive bonding, 
but has a somewhat different slant from Adams and Wakes' book. Kinloch's views the 
subject more from a materials science standpoint, as opposed to the engineering 
standpoint adopted by Adams and Wake. Thus Kinloch deals with subjects such as 
interfacial contact and mechanisms of adhesion, which are not of immediate interest to 
the structural engineer. There is a section, though, on mechanical behaviour of 
adhesive joints, and this is more relevant to this review. The section starts by 
discussing some common joint designs and reviewing some basic design 
considerations. Apart from restating the points made above, Kinloch notes that 
practical joint designs must take production factors into consideration: the design 
must allow cost-effective assembly, and also allow the adhesive to be applied in a 
suitable manner, for instance using shallow grooves for guidance and containment of 
liquid adhesives. There are diagrams of good and poor joint designs to illustrate the 
general design principles. The next part of the chapter considers the standard test
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methods used to assess mechanical properties of adhesive joints. Following this is an 
examination of the stresses in adhesive joints, including a review of analysis methods.
Adhesives manufacturers often provide guidelines for designing with their products. 
One example of this is the booklet from Ciba-Geigy (1976). This aims to show the 
advantages and limitations of Araldite bonding, and to provide guidelines for 
designing with Araldite. General design points are made similar to those discussed 
above. Single lap joints are then given a little more attention. The out-of-line forces 
causing pivoting in the SLJ are noted, and scarfed, tapered and double lap 
configurations are suggested to overcome this. Scarfed and double lap joints are used 
to remove the load path eccentricity, and tapering to reduce the end stress 
concentrations. A simple correlation diagram and formulae are given for the 
determination of the dimensions of an efficient single lap joint.
Figure 2.4: Correlation diagram for determining lap joint dimensions (after Ciba-Geigy, 1976) j
The curve on the correlation diagram is derived from test results. The relationships 
between joint parameters are:
60
o
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
Joint factor t/L
0.8 0.9
Eqns. 2.1, 2.2
and from these two equations it follows that
Eqn. 2.3
where x = mean shear stress in the joint, a  = mean tensile stress in the substrate, P = 
load per unit width of the joint, t = thickness of the substrates (or of the thinner 
substrate, if there is a difference), and L = joint overlap length.
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Eqn. 2.3 can be used in conjunction with Fig. 2.4 to determine optimum joint 
dimensions. Given P and t, a  can be found from Eqn 2.2. This value can be used to 
construct a straight line of slope a  (equal to x/(t/L) ) on the graph (see Fig. 2.4). The 
intersection of the straight line with the experimental results curve (point Y) can be 
used to read off a value of T. The optimum overlap, L, can then be calculated from t 
and the derived values of x and a.
The optimum thickness of the substrate can also be found from the graph. Given 
known values of P and L, x can be found from Eqn. 2.1. A corresponding t/L value 
can be found from where the x value intersects the curve. L is known, so the thickness 
t is easily calculated.
Another booklet (3M, 1990) gives similar general design guidelines, and in addition 
has useful illustrations to demonstrate good and poor design practice (Fig. 2.5). 
Loctite (1987) also publishes its own design guide, again with simple graphs and 
formulae for optimum joint sizing, this time for cylindrical joints.
GOODGOOD GOODGOOD
pG O O DGOOD GOOD GOOD
Figure 2.5: Guide to joint behaviour in various loading modes (after 3M, 1990)
In addition to these sources, many papers that deal with stress analysis or other aspects 
of adhesive joint design also provide some guidelines. Apalak and Davies (1993) 
investigated three types of right-angled corner joints using finite element analysis, and 
later extended the work (Apalak and Davies, 1994) to include the effect of spew 
fillets. Each joint type was subjected to three different loading conditions (vertical 
force, horizontal force, and bending moment), and the geometry of each type of joint 
was varied. Stiffness of the joints and stress levels in the bonded area were examined 
in each case, and, based on these, a number of guidelines for the design of these joint 
types were proposed.
Apalak et al. (1996) used a similar methodology to derive guidelines for the design of 
‘T’ joints with double supports.
Hart-Smith (1973, 1981) performed extensive work on lap joints. Some of his 
guidelines are given below:
(i) Joints should always be designed so that the adhesive is never the weak 
link.
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(ii) It is just as important that the minimum adhesive shear stress at the centre 
of the joint is predicted (to prevent creep), as it is that the maximum shear 
stress at the ends is limited (to prevent static failure).
(iii) Adhesive peel stress can and should be alleviated by suitable tapering of 
the adherends or local thickening of the adhesive.
(iv) There is always an upper limit to the thickness of the adherends that can 
safely be bonded using the double lap or double strap joint, because of the 
stipulation of guideline (i). Thicker adherends require the stepped lap joint.
2.2 Failure Analysis
It is not enough just to know the stress and strain distributions in a joint; it is also 
necessary to be able to relate this information to the failure of the joint in order to 
predict its strength. In order to do this, it is first necessary to establish valid failure 
criteria. Many different criteria have been proposed, and this section aims to review 
some of them. It was felt that within the context of this project, the criteria associated 
with stress and strain conditions were the most appropriate, and so it is outside the 
scope of this review to consider the large body of work regarding those criteria 
associated with fracture mechanics, energy methods, and bimaterial singularities.
Maximum stress and strain criteria assume that the joint will fail when a critical value 
of stress or strain is reached at any point in the joint. Greenwood, Boag, and McLaren 
(1969) proposed a maximum shear stress criterion in the prediction of the strength of 
single lap joints. Hart-Smith (1973) also included maximum shear stress as one of 
three modes of failure of a lap joint. The other two modes are failure of the joint due 
to peel stresses in the joint: for metal adherends which are too thick to yield in 
bending under the applied loads, this manifests itself as peel failure in the adhesive, 
while for composite adherends this mode of failure usually occurs through 
delamination of the adherends at the end of the joint overlap. It should be noted that, 
for ductile adherends, the shear and peel failure criteria are best considered in terms of 
adhesive strains.
Another maximum stress failure criterion is noted by Anderson et al (1977), who 
stated that it is often used for complex stress conditions.. It is based on the octahedral 
shear stress, also known as the von Mises effective stress. Failure is predicted to 
occur whenever at some point in the material
where Gi, G2 and G3 are the principal stresses, and Gtens is the tensile failure stress for 
the material.
Eqn. 2.4
Adams, Coppendale and Peppiatt (1978) used the finite element method to predict 
failure loads of various configurations of double lap joints. They took the spew fillet 
that is usually formed at the ends of overlaps into account, and showed that the highest
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adhesive tensile stresses occur close to the comer of the outer adherends, and that it is 
at these points that failure is initiated. They found that for a linear elastic analysis, 
reasonable predictions were made for the failure load of a brittle adhesive using a 
maximum stress failure criterion. However, joints made with a more plasticised 
adhesive were predicted to be weaker, while in practice they were found to be almost 
twice as strong. It was found to be necessary to include non-linear material properties 
in order to correctly predict failure under these conditions.
Harris and Adams (1984) used finite element analysis to analyse various single lap 
joints. They found a failure criterion based on uniaxial tensile properties of the 
adhesive to be appropriate, but that two variations of this were necessary. For 
untoughened adhesives a maximum stress criterion was used, while for toughened 
adhesives a maximum strain criterion was found to be more suitable. The differences 
in these criteria reflect the brittle and more ductile behaviour of the adhesives in the 
joint.
Crocombe (1989) proposed a global yielding failure criterion with the aim of getting 
around the problems associated with peak stress/strain or fracture mechanics 
approaches. He proposed that it is sometimes possible to make a good estimate of 
joint strength without knowing exactly when local failure will occur. This is because 
it is possible for the whole adhesive to reach a level of strain (before local failure 
occurs) beyond which the load carrying capacity will not be increased; thus global 
failure occurs. Results obtained from a non-linear analysis using this failure criterion 
compared favourably with experimental results.
2.3 Conclusions
• Joint design literature can be divided into three broad areas: information 
technology, joint analysis, and design guidelines.
• Adhesive selectors aim to simplify and speed up the process of choosing the right 
adhesive for a given application, while expert systems ideally enable non-experts to 
use adhesive technology successfully. Neither is a complete design system in its 
own right.
• Various methods of joint analysis are available, ranging from relatively simple 
closed-form analysis, to full finite element systems.
• Analysis work specifically for adhesive joints has tended to concentrate on 
particular joint types; there is no one joint analysis package that can handle a very 
wide range of joint types.
• Design guidelines can indicate the right direction for a successful joint design, but 
require backing up with stress analysis to be of practical use.
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Stress analysis results in a joint are not enough on their own; failure criteria of 
various types are therefore necessary to predict failure of the joint based on these 
results.
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3. The Questionnaire
3.1 Introduction
A survey of current adhesive joint usage and design procedures was carried out by 
way of a questionnaire circulated to a number of companies known to use adhesive 
bonding in structural applications. This chapter details the reasons for performing the 
survey, explains the design of the questionnaire, and presents the information
obtained from it.
3.2 Purpose
One of the first tasks in the project was to gain an understanding of the current state of 
adhesive usage in structural applications. This was necessary in the context of this 
project in order to provide a baseline from which to work. Since the software to be 
produced needed to be useful to engineers, it was important to establish two things: 
first, what features the software should include; second, what design tools were 
already availablC'so that this project would not be needlessly replicating existing 
functionality. The literature survey detailed in Chapter 2 revealed much about 
adhesive joint research, but little about how this research is applied in practical 
engineering terms. It was decided that a questionnaire, submitted to a range of 
engineering companies known or presumed to use adhesively-bonded structures, 
would be the most appropriate and effective way to develop this information.
In order to make the planned software as relevant as possible to the ‘real world’ of 
engineering industry, more information was required on the joints in use. It was 
hoped that the responses to the questionnaire would provide the data required; namely 
types of joint used, the materials from which they are constructed, and so on. 
Diagrams of a selection of common joint types would be provided as prompts, with 
space also for the user to provide sketches of specific joint types employed by his or 
her company. Additionally, a section of the questionnaire requested information (in 
general terms) on the design tools employed.
3.3 Design and Format
Clearly, if the questionnaire was to generate useful results, it would be necessary to 
achieve a reasonable number of responses. In order to encourage this, it was designed 
to be as easy and quick to complete as possible. The design itself went through many 
iterations, gradually being refined as new ideas and questions were incorporated. 
Consultation with the project’s industrial partners led to the inclusion of joint types 
not previously considered, as well as aiding generally with the content and format. A 
copy of the final version of the questionnaire is included in Appendix A.
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The questionnaire uses a simple, clear layout: each joint type has its own section (Fig 
3.1) which includes a diagram of the joint and its variations, plus questions covering 
the adhesive types used, whether combination fastening is used with this joint (and if 
so, what type), the type of assembly in which the joint is used, and what materials are 
bonded. Tickboxes are used extensively to reduce the amount of writing necessary.
Type of adhesive Combination fastening ?
| | Epoxy □  No Q  Yes
| | Polyurethane Q  Rivet
| | Toughened Acrylic EU Spot weld
□  Other   D  Other
Used on what type of assembly ?
Materials joined -----------    —------------------------
Figure 3.1: One section from the questionnaire as an example of the layout
One of the first tasks in designing the questionnaire was to decide how the wide 
variety of joint geometries could be broken down into generic types, and how many 
types should be presented. Initially, the types decided upon stemmed from an 
assertion (Shields, 1970) that all adhesive joint geometries could be reduced to four 
basic types: angle, ‘T \  butt, and lap (see Fig 2.2 in Chapter 2). .It was felt that for the 
purposes of the questionnaire this would be too restrictive, and so these categories 
would be expanded upon. This was done for clarity and because it was felt that 
presenting the user with a wider variety of joints would encourage greater variety in 
the responses. Since the aim of the questionnaire was to provide as much information 
as possible on the joints currently in use, variety of this sort was desirable. Scarfed 
and stepped joints were considered to be different enough from simple single lap 
joints to merit a section of their own, as were double lap joints. Coach and clinch 
joints are commonly used in the automotive industry, and it was suggested by one of 
the industrial sponsors that these were important enough to receive their own section. 
Stiffeners were also separated from the rest for similar reasons. The final list of 
categories used, then, was: single lap joints, scarfed and stepped joints, double lap 
joints, angle joints, ‘T’ joints, stiffeners, coach and clinch joints (grouped together as 
‘Other Common Types’), axisymmetric single lap joints, and axisymmetric stepped or 
scarfed joints.
In addition to the main joint usage sections, a supplementary section was included 
which sought to generate some preliminary data on the design process used in industry 
for adhesive joints. Specifically, this queried three aspects of the joint design process.
a) Single Lap Joints 
r --------------  \
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First, whether companies indeed had an' established formal design methodology. This 
might be in the form of written guidelines, an adhesive selection system (perhaps 
computerised, such as CATS), some form of expert system, or a combination of 
methods.
Secondly, what stress analysis tools they use as part of their design system. These 
could range from simple rules of thumb, through design formulae (such as 
Volkersen’s) and specific joint analysis packages (such as some of the ESDU data 
items), up to full-blown finite element analysis software.
Finally, whether any other criteria are used in conjunction with the stress analysis to 
predict strength of the adhesively-bonded structure under the following service load 
conditions: short-term loading, fatigue loading, creep (or sustained loading), and 
impact.
3.4 Results
A total of 68 companies were targeted by the questionnaire. Suitable company names 
were garnered from the industrial partners, various mailing lists, and from personal 
contacts. A full list of those that responded is provided in Appendix A. The initial 
response was good, with 23 questionnaires returned. A second mailing of the 
questionnaire, together with a short report summarising the results of the first survey, 
was directed at those companies that had not replied to the first questionnaire, plus 
some new ones that were identified as useful targets. This yielded a few more 
responses. Those companies who had responded to the first mailing were also sent a 
summary of the results. Overall the number of completed questionnaires was 
encouraging (though a small number of them were not useful for one reason or 
another); surveys of this nature will generally consider a 5-10% return a success, so 
the figure here (nearly 40% useful returns) is very good. This indicates principally 
that the right companies (and personnel within those companies) were targeted at the 
outset, but also (and more importantly for the purposes of this project) that there is a 
good deal of interest in tools which will ease the successful design of adhesive joints. 
Several companies specifically expressed interest in this project, and a programme of 
visits to some of these was arranged.
The simplest way to show the results from the survey is as a set of bar charts for each 
individual topic on the questionnaire. These are presented and discussed below.
3.4.1 Joint Type
Fig 3.2 shows joint usage by category. The numbers represent the numbers of 
companies using each joint category. Perhaps not surprisingly, the single lap joint 
appears to be the most widely used. Stiffeners come second; since most of the 
responses received were from companies directly or indirectly involved in the 
aerospace or automotive industries, this was to be expected, given the wide usage of 
stiffeners in these areas. Scarfed and stepped lap joints do not appear to be widely
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used, either in their plane or axisymmetric forms; this is likely to be due to the relative 
complexity (and associated manufacturing cost) of such joints.
Figure 3.2: Graph of joint usage by type
Responses on the subject of joint applications fell into two principal categories: 
aerospace and automotive. On the aerospace side, lap joints (both single and double) 
and stiffeners are the predominant types. Uses include general aircraft structures, 
engine nacelle structures and casings, wings, and undercarriage doors, among others. 
Materials used are chiefly aluminium alloys and composites. On the automotive side, 
lap joints and stiffeners are again common, single lap joints being used for vehicle 
panels, and stiffeners for components such as bonnets, roofs, and tailgates. Coach and 
clinch joints are also widely used, for doors, lids and closure panels. Axisymmetric 
joints are also used, principally for drive and propeller shafts. The materials joined 
here were mostly steel and aluminium alloys.
Two companies stated that they only use single or double lap joints for testing or 
quality control purposes, but not in actual structures.
Fig 3.3 shows joint usage by individual type. This is in effect a more detailed 
breakdown of the numbers shown in Fig 3.2. Again, the numbers correspond to the 
numbers of companies using each joint type. With the more detailed figures, it can be 
seen that the very simplest joint type, the single lap joint, is the most widely used.
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Axi-Scarfed
Axi-Stepped
Axi-SLJ 3
Axi-SLJ 2
Axi-SLJ 1
Clinch
Coach
Stiffener 2
Stiffener
An me 2
An de 1
DLJ 2
D U
Stepped
Scarfed
Figure 3.3: Graph of joint usage by individual type
The numerical designations of the joint types in Fig. 3.3 correspond the order of 
presentation of the joints within their respective boxes on the questionnaire. Thus, in 
the single lap joint examples box, SLJ1 is the top single lap joint example, SLJ2 is the 
next one down, and so on.
Note that though the numbers show what is being used, they cannot show in what 
volume they are used - some may be used in large production runs, while others may 
only be used occasionally. There is also no way of knowing on how many different 
types of structures a company uses a particular joint type.
3.4.2 Adhesive Type and Joining Method
Fig 3.4 is a graph of usage of joining types. The numbers show on how many joints 
the individual joining types are used; for example, if a company uses joints from five 
different categories, and uses epoxy bonding on all of them, then the tally for that 
company is five.
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Epoxies are by far the most widely used. The ‘Other Adhesives’ bar on the graph 
includes polyimides, plastisols, elastisols, UV acrylates and a few others. Note again 
that there is no way of telling what amounts of each adhesive type are used. 
Combination fastening is common, but unfortunately is not possible to relate the 
numbers to specific adhesives.
I I I i l m
Figure 3.4: Graph of usage of joining types
The next chart, Fig 3.5, effectively combines the information in Figs 3.2 and 3.4. 
Single lap joints and stiffeners are the only types which have the full range of joining 
methods. Given the numbers of each of these joint types used, this is perhaps not 
surprising. Lap joints, because they are the simplest and quickest to produce, are 
commonly used for testing of adhesive properties, and as stich are used in large 
numbers; stiffeners are very widely used in applications involving sheet materials (for 
example aircraft skins), and so will have been extensively investigated.
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Scarfed/Stepped
Angle 
T Joints
Stiffeners 
| ^ V  Coach 
jly' Clinch 
^Axi-SLJ 
Axi-Scarfed/Stepped
Figure 3.5: Graph of usage of joining methods by joint type
3.4.3 Design Procedures
The final section of the questionnaire dealt with the design methods used. Four of the 
responses left this section blank or replied ‘no’ to all three parts. This is in itself 
significant, and somewhat begs the question of what these companies are doing if they 
do not have such methods. The answer is probably that these companies simply do 
not have a formal, coherent strategy for adhesive joint design. It may be that these 
companies use bonded joints infrequently, or that they limit them to areas where their 
structural performance is not critical, and so needs no detail design work.
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As for the other replies, the results are displayed in Fig 3.6. In the design 
methodologies section, written guidelines are the most widely used. These are mostly 
proprietary company standards or guidelines, with some using British Standards, the 
two instances of expert systems were both Adhesys. The adhesive selectors included 
both PAL and CATS.
Expert system 
Adhesive Selector 
Written Guidelines
Rule of Thumb 
Design Formulae 
Specific Analysis Package 
General Analysis Package
Short T erm 
Fatigue 
Creep 
Impact
10 12 14 16
Figure 3.6: Graph of usage of design methods
For stress analysis, rules of thumb are widely used, but general stress analysis 
packages proved the most popular. These ranged from a company’s own codes to 
established packages such as NASTRAN, ABAQUS, and PAFEC. The specific joint 
analysis packages included ESDU programs, PAL’s PSTRESS program, JMENU, and 
AEA’s FELOCO. These last did not appear in numbers, however. The implication of 
this is that these packages are of limited use to engineers; they are simply not flexible 
enough to accommodate the requirements of any but the simplest configurations; 
hence the preference for the much more versatile general analysis products.
With regard to the design allowables, numbers were reduced; only 15 of the 
companies appear to use these. The work appears to be mostly on short term and 
fatigue loading, with less on creep and impact. This may indicate that creep and 
impact are less likely to be working conditions. It is perhaps significant that very little 
actual detail was provided; the companies that answered this section mainly just 
ticked the boxes without elaborating further. This may indicate that they would 
consider this sort of information to be too sensitive for release.
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3.4.4 Discussion
The results obtained from the questionnaire have been discussed briefly in isolation in 
the preceding sections. Taken as a whole, they affected the direction of the work that 
was to follow. Indeed, as stated at the start of this chapter, this was one of the aims of 
the questionnaire (and perhaps its most important one); to guide the rest of the project 
so as to make is as relevant as possible to its target audience. From the results of the 
questionnaire, and from the industrial visits described in the next section, it was 
possible to define a final specification for the software to be developed.
It was established that the principal uses of adhesive bonding in industry were for 
joining planar substrates, though a variety of joint types are used, depending on the 
application. Axisymmetric joint types were much less used, and so it was decided to 
ignore these and develop the software to be tailored to the joining of plate and sheet 
materials.
The wide variety of materials used, both for substrates and for the adhesives, indicated 
that an efficient system for material definition and organisation would be needed in 
order to maximise the applicability of the software. This led directly to the materials 
database system used in the program. Details of the materials database can be found 
later in this report.
Most of the joint applications described in the questionnaire responses dealt with plain 
adhesive joints, i.e. those not involving combination joining methods such as spot 
welds. Because of this, the initial version of the software does not handle 
combination fastening. This is a capability that could be implemented in future work 
without undue difficulty.
3.5 Industrial Visits
Based on the interest expressed in the project by a number of the companies 
contacted, a programme of visits was set up by Dr. Crocombe. These visits were 
intended to give a deeper insight into the design and manufacture of adhesive joints in 
those companies than the questionnaire had. The companies visited covered a broad 
range of industrial sectors, including aerospace, automotive, telecommunications, 
shipping and chemical plant. The principal conclusions from these visits are 
summarised below:
(a) Increased use of integrated CAD and FEA packages means increasingly that ' 
routine basic stressing is performed by the design engineer rather than the specialist 
stress engineer. Consequently, any tools developed are equally likely to be used by 
design staff as by adhesive experts or structural analysts, and so must require no 
specialist knowledge to operate them.
(b) General design guidelines vary widely in detail and quality, from fully specified 
(e.g. British Standards) through to minimal guidance, though most companies tended
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to the former rather than the latter. With reference to adhesive bonding, however, 
guidelines were generally much less detailed, and there was an awareness within the 
companies that this area needs attention.
(c) Adhesives currently tend to be used in applications where they will experience 
low levels of loading. This is in part due to lack of confidence in their structural 
performance, which is in turn due to a lack of sufficient understanding of joint 
behaviour.
(d) There is a general feeling that confidence in adhesives is growing, and as it does 
their use will increase. There is felt to be a need to back this up with suitable design 
and analysis tools that will facilitate the incorporation of this technology.
3.6 Conclusions
• The questionnaire was successful in generating much of the data that was needed 
in order to proceed with the project.
• The results of the questionnaire indicated a need for greater understanding of the 
design principles for adhesive joints.
• No one tool exists at present that satisfies the needs of the engineering and design 
community in industry. Consequently, use of adhesives remains limited.
• It was decided to tailor the software to the joining of planar substrates with plain 
adhesive bonding, since these are what are principally used in industry.
• Industrial visits reinforced these results and added more depth to them. In 
particular, there is a perceived need and a good deal of enthusiasm for a tool that 
addresses the needs of adhesive bonding design and analysis, and that can be used 
by non-specialist design engineers.
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4.1 Introduction
With the results from the questionnaire collated, the next step was to define a 
specification for the design methodology. This specification would then form the 
basis for the implementation into a working software package. An initial specification 
had of course already been drawn up; the questionnaire results were used to focus the 
remaining work and create a final specification that would yield a useful tool for the 
design engineer.
4.2 Objectives
The specification developed can be broken down into several main areas of 
functionality.
4.2.1 Joint Types
From the results of the questionnaire, it was determined that the software would be 
required to handle joining of sheet or plate materials in as wide a variety as possible of 
joint configurations. Joints other than those involving planar substrates were found to 
be much less used, and so would not be considered initially.
Ideally, the software would be able to model any joint the user could design, with the 
initial limitation that joints would only be modelled in two dimensions, as a section 
through the bonded region; it was felt that the method, once proved, could be 
extended to 3D at a later date. As a minimum, variations on five main joint types 
should be possible, the five types being parallel, corner, ‘T \  stiffener and clinch 
joints.
Further, the joint modelling should be done on a global rather than a local basis; in 
other words, the model should be able to encompass significant portions of the 
surrounding structure, not just the immediate confines of the bonded region, so that 
the effect of the overall structure can be taken into account in the analysis. This 
ability to model more than just the immediate region of the joint is important for 
correct determination of joint loading conditions and overall visualisation of joint 
behaviour in the context of the structure, something that the current specific joint 
analysis programs do not offer.
4.2.2 Materials
The software must be able to handle a wide range of materials. An important use of 
adhesives in industry is in joining polymer composites to metals. Thus the software 
would need to accommodate the different material properties requirements for both
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isotropic and orthotropic materials. In the case of composite materials, it would be 
particularly important to be able to assign individual ply properties, both because this 
is the usual way of defining a composite, and in order to be able to assess failure on a 
ply-by-ply basis.
It was decided to implement a materials database as an integral part of the software. 
This would be particularly useful for the easy definition of laminated composites for 
use in the analysis. The database would initially contain a selection of common 
material types, but could be added to as required by the user. Initially only a linear 
elastic material model would be considered. Ideally, non-linear material behaviour 
should be used for the most accurate understanding of joint behaviour, and the integral 
materials database would be an ideal way to store and manage the necessary data.
4.2.3 Loading
Loading of the joints would be at arbitrary structural locations. This ties in with the 
concept discussed above of modelling the whole joint in its structural context, rather 
than just the bonded region. Current practice with the specific joint analysis packages 
requires a separate structural analysis to be performed in order to resolve the applied 
loads to find the local loads at the bonded joint. The ability to place loads at positions 
far from the bond would mean that the user could simply apply known service loads to 
the model; the structural analysis would be performed as an integral part of the 
analysis of the joint.
4.2.4 Results
The results of the analysis must be made available in a form suitable for easy 
interpretation; specifically, the results must provide the stress data needed for 
assessing the design allowables for static and fatigue loading. In practice, this means 
that there should be postprocessing tools within the software, but also the capability to 
output results data in a format suitable for subsequent external processing.
4.2.5 Interface and platform
The format of the software would need to be easy to use and intuitive, since many of 
the users would not necessarily be experienced in stress analysis. This would require 
a graphical interface, preferably mouse-driven. The whole package must be designed 
to facilitate rapid assessment of joint designs at the concept and detail design stages. 
The target hardware platform would be IBM PC compatibles, since these are widely 
used in industry, meaning that most potential users of the software would already be 
familiar with the platform.
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4.2.6 Analysis system
Finally, given the variety of the joint types that the software should be able to handle, 
a generalised analysis method would have to be used. The finite element (FE) method 
is ideal for this sort of application, since with care and the right choice of elements 
any structure may be modelled. The FE method also fits with the idea of making the 
software easy use, since it is possible to generate the mesh automatically using a rule- 
based system, reducing the need for expert knowledge on the part of the user.
4.3 Software
Given the stipulations for the software that it must run on PCs, and that the package 
should have a friendly, easy-to-master graphical interface, Microsoft Windows was the 
operating environment of choice; most PC users are familiar with it, and it offers an 
excellent selection of programming tools.
C or C++ are the "natural" languages for programming Windows applications, since 
they are able to access low-level functionality of the operating system. However, 
Windows programming using these languages is complex, and requires a thorough 
knowledge of C. Since the programming experience within the project group lay mainly 
in FORTRAN, it was deemed preferable to try to program in this language or a similar 
one, particularly since the analysis portion of the code was to be written in FORTRAN. 
Programming for Windows in FORTRAN is possible, but not practical, since the 
FORTRAN code has no access to the graphical features that make Windows 
applications easy to use. Another language had to be found.
It was decided to use Visual Basic, at the time a recent release from Microsoft. It is a 
language based on BASIC, but created specifically for programming Windows 
applications. It allows for relatively easy Windows programming by removing the more 
complex and tedious elements.
Traditionally, one of the most complex parts of programming for Windows has been the 
definition of the windows themselves. Programming in C/C++ requires every window 
to be defined rigorously and individually in the code. With Visual Basic (VB), windows 
and other entities are defined simply by drawing them on the screen, choosing the 
relevant parts from a palette of tools. Properties of an entity (colour, text, etc.) can then 
be defined by input to the relevant property definition boxes. Thus the look of an 
application can be quickly and easily established, and much of the drudgery of Windows 
programming is removed, allowing the programmer to devote more time to the core 
tasks of developing software.
While based on BASIC, VB is a considerable departure from ordinary linear 
programming languages such as BASIC and FORTRAN. VB is instead "event-driven"; 
that is to say, the program recognizes when an "event" (which could be, say, the left 
mouse button being pressed) has occurred, and reacts accordingly. Sections of code are 
assigned to specific events, so that when an event occurs, its attached code is called and
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run. The facility with which code can be added in this way is one of the features that 
makes VB attractive. And since the type of code used is derived from BASIC, 
familiarity with that language enables a quick start in programming for Windows using 
VB.
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Figure 4.1: The main program flowchart
Fig. 4.1 shows a flowchart detailing the main information flows through the programs. 
The user would interact with the software through the top level of the package, the
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graphical user interface (GUI). This GUI would be made up of standard Windows items 
(command buttons, dialogue boxes, and so on) and would be designed to make the tasks 
required of the user as simple and intuitive as possible.
The problems to be analysed would be defined by templates. Each template would store 
the geometry, material properties, and loading configuration of an adhesive joint. 
Initially, there would be a selection of blank templates (representing common joint 
types) for the user to choose from. To a blank template must be added the data noted 
above; this would be handled by data entry screens that are called up from the main 
screen. Once a template has been filled in, the user would be able to save it as a 
complete problem for reuse at a later time. The complete problems contain all the data 
necessary for the finite element model to be created. The mesh would be generated 
automatically, using rule-based algorithms, and then passed to the analysis module for 
solution. The user would then be able to examine results from the analysis in the 
postprocessing module.
In addition to the blank templates, it would be possible for the user to build templates, to 
cover the specific joint geometries in which the user may be interested. Once these user- 
defined templates have been created and saved, they may be reused at any time in 
exactly the same way as the templates provided with the program. A database of 
materials would also be provided, initially storing data on common structural materials, 
but able to be added to by the user.
4.4 Conclusions
• A specification was drawn up based on initial assumptions of what functionality 
the software would require.
• Working from the results from the questionnaire survey and the industrial visits, 
the initial specification was modified and finalised.
• The specification was used to draw up a list of requirements for the software, 
illustrated by a flowchart showing the interactions of the various program modules.
• Visual Basic was chosen as the programming language, based on its suitability for 
the task, and the ease with which it could be learnt.
• Finite element analysis was chosen as the analysis technique.
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5.1 Introduction
One of the key aims of the project was to produce software that would run quickly on 
a desktop PC. A determining factor in this would be the speed of the analysis. This 
chapter presents work done in devising a new scheme for modelling adhesive bonds 
using finite elements, including details of the new meshing system used, and 
validation of that system.
5.2 Requirements
The essential requirement for the modelling system was to reduce the time needed for 
analysis. Detailed analyses using dedicated modem finite element packages can take 
many hours to set up and run, and it is this that limits their usefulness in the initial 
stages of the design process. What is needed at that stage is a tool which will allow 
several different configurations or combinations of materials to be assessed in a short 
space of time so that detailed design and stressing can be properly targeted. The 
principal factor in determining run times for an analysis is the size of the stiffness 
matrix which must be decomposed. This increases disproportionately as a function of 
the number of elements in the model, so the solution initially seems simple - reduce 
the number of elements. However, fewer elements means a less accurate result, so a 
balance needs to be struck between simplifying the model enough to reduce the run 
times and reducing it so much that it is no longer accurate (and thus of no practical 
use).
5.3 Proposal
The initial proposal was to simplify the mesh by using beam (1-dimensional) elements 
for the substrates and quadrilateral (2-dimensional) elements to represent the adhesive 
layers; hence the name ‘reduced dimensional modelling.’ A conventional finite 
element mesh would use 2D elements for both the substrates and the adhesive. It was 
felt that the substrates would generally act as classic beams (see, e.g., the classic 
analyses of Golland and Reissner, 1944), so the simplification should be valid. 
Additionally, the stresses in the substrates are of less interest than those in the 
adhesive layer, so it is reasonable to sacrifice some accuracy in these regions for the 
sake of reducing the mesh complexity. The adhesive, on the other hand, needs more 
accurate treatment, since this is where the main interest lies - hence the use of 
quadrilateral elements.
The mesh in the adhesive would consist of a single layer of quadrilateral elements. 
Thus the results obtained will only be an average of stress across the adhesive layer;
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however, with care in interpreting the results these average stresses are perfectly 
adequate for determining strength of joints.
The beam mesh would be joined to the quadrilateral mesh by a system of “master” 
nodes on the substrates and “slave” nodes on the adhesive with linked degrees of 
freedom. The relations used for the links can be expressed as
iig — um +  h 6m Vj — vm
where, taking the model to be defined in the X-Y plane, u and v are translations in the 
x- and y-directions respectively, 0 is the rotation about the z-axis, and h is the distance 
between the master and slave node (i.e. half the substrate thickness). Subscripts m 
and s denote master and slave nodes respectively. The equation is only valid when the 
master and slave nodes are vertically aligned, and so in many joints allowance must be 
made for this by translating into a local coordinate frame for calculations in angled 
bonds.
This division into beams and quadrilaterals alone was not felt to reduce the mesh 
sufficiently. Accordingly, it was decided to simplify the mesh further by reducing the 
number of elements in the central span of any adhesive bond. It has been shown 
(reference) that the highest stresses in an adhesive bond occur at its ends, and that the 
middle experiences much lower stresses. Thus there is less of a need for mesh 
refinement in the central section of a bond, and the number of elements can be 
reduced.
Fig 5.1 shows a simple schematic of the proposed system.
Master nodes
Slave nodes
Master nodes
Coarse mesh region
Refined mesh regions
Figure 5.1: Schematic of the proposed system, showing mesh coarsening and arrangement of
master and slave nodes
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5.4 Validation
Validation was performed by comparing the reduced model with a conventional 2D 
model with an equivalent adhesive mesh solved on a commercial FE package. This 
was to be the theoretical ‘best’ answer the reduced model could aim for. All the 
analyses were done in ANSYS, including the reduced mesh models - the idea was to 
test the concept of the reduced mesh, and not the performance of the project analysis 
code or element formulations. These aspects were tested later; those tests and their 
results are reported in chapter 8.
A variety of geometries were modelled in order to test the reduced mesh under a range 
of loading conditions. The benchmark models used a fully-realised 2-dimensional 
quadrilateral mesh, and took some time to run, even on a Sun workstation. The 
reduced mesh models, as expected, were considerably faster in execution.
5.4.1 Single and double lap joints
The initial testing was performed on simple models: the single lap joint (SLJ) and the 
double lap joint (DLJ). The basic geometries used are shown in Fig. 5.2.
21 Nmm
--------------- n All substrates 2mm thick
18 mm 21 Nmm All adhesive layers 0.1 mm thick
Young's Modulus of substrates = 70000 MPa 
Poisson's ratio o f substrates = 0.3
Young's Modulus of adhesive varied from 
400 MPa to 7000 MPa across tests 
Poisson's ratio o f adhesive = 0.32
Figure 5.2: Single and double lap joints used in initial phase of validation
The results were very encouraging; the output from the reduced model matching very 
closely that from the benchmark. The adhesive stresses varied between the reduced 
and continuum models by only about 5% for a variety of combinations of material 
properties in the substrates and adhesive layers. Figures 5.3 and 5.4 illustrate this 
with graphs of peel and shear stresses in the SLJ adhesive layer for both the full and 
the reduced mesh. Young’s Modulus of the adhesive for this test was 4000 MPa.
»  400 N
20 mm
2 0 N <
________ 20 N
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Figure 5.3: Example graph comparing peel stresses in the full and reduced SLJ models
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Simplified beam model032
0 —
8 16 201240
Distance Along Overlap (mm)
Figure 5.4: Example graph comparing shear stresses in the full and reduced SLJ models
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5.4.2 ‘L’-joints
A series of tests using variations on an ‘L’-shaped joint configuration was also 
initiated. The joint geometries to be tested consisted of gradually more complex 
versions of essentially the same type of joint, with the aim of assessing the effect of 
the different geometries on the accuracy of the reduced mesh results. The 
configurations proposed are shown in Fig. 5.5. A series of different loading 
conditions were applied at the free end of each joint.
Figure 5.5: Proposed joint geometries for a series of validation tests
4000
3000-
2 0 0 0 - —  Beams and quads 
- --  Hybrid
—  Full
-1000
-2000  -
-3000
Distance along bondline (mm)
Figure 5.6: Comparison of peel stresses for L-joint model 1 with horizontal loading
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Initial results from these tests were also encouraging, with good correlation between 
the full model and the reduced model, as illustrated in Fig. 5.6 (reduced model results 
labelled “Beams and quads”).
As the joint complexity increased, the reduced model results in the comer region 
deviated more and more from the full model benchmark. This indicated that changes 
might have to be made to the meshing scheme. The “Hybrid” line in Fig. 5.6 shows 
the better correlation achieved with modifications to the mesh introduced later. 
These, together with further tests performed with a ‘T’ joint configuration, are 
described in the next section.
5.4.3 ‘T’ joint
A complex strapped ‘T* joint configuration, illustrated in Fig. 5.7, was also tested. 
This was found to suffer from the same accuracy problems in the corner regions as the 
more complex ‘L’-joints.
A 400 N
Points a-d are reference 
points for graphs o f results
All substrates 2mm thick 
All adhesive layers 0.1 mm thick
Young's Modulus o f substrates = 70000 MPa 
Poisson's ratio o f substrates = 0.3
Young's Modulus o f adhesive varied from 
400 MPa to 7000 MPa across tests 
Poisson's ratio o f adhesive =  0.4
18 mm 18 mm
18
0.1É
Figure 5.7: T  jo in t geometry
It was felt that the cause of these discrepancies are caused by complex local 
deformations which the beam mesh is not capable of reproducing accurately. This 
results in an overly stiff representation of the structure, leading to the higher stresses 
returned by the reduced model (see Figs. 5.8 and 5.9).
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200.0
Peel Stress
0.0
£
Shear Stress
1 - 200.0  —
Continuum model 
Simplified beam model
- 400.0
- 600.0
0.0 5.3 10.6 15.8 21.1
Distance Along Bondline a-b (mm)
Figure 5.8: Peel and shear stresses in bondline a-b: comparison between reduced and full models
500
Peel Stress
I
Continuum model 
Simplified beam model
100
Shear Stress
-100
Distance Along Bondline (mm)
Figure 5.9: Peel and shear stresses in bondline c-d: comparison between reduced and full models
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In order to tackle this, it was decided to investigate a modification to the basic reduced 
model approach. This would involve modelling the substrates in the corner regions 
with quadrilateral elements rather than beams. The adhesive mesh would remain 
unchanged. This variation became known as the hybrid mesh, and is illustrated in Fig 
5.10.
Beam Elements
Figure 5.10: Hybrid mesh (scheme 1)
Perhaps surprisingly, this new mesh was initially found to give results very little 
different from the original reduced mesh model (Fig. 5.11). The reason for this was 
that not enough of the substrate had been modelled with quadrilateral elements to 
account for the effects of the comer area on adhesive stresses. A further modification 
was made, modelling a little more of the substrate in quadrilateral elements (Fig. 
5.12). This yielded considerably better results (Fig. 5.13).
The inclusion of sections of full quad meshing naturally increases the number of 
elements (and thus the run time), but it was necessary to reach some compromise for 
the sake of accuracy; the hybrid mesh models are in any case still much faster in 
execution than the full models for the same joint geometries.
Once the validation of the meshing system was complete, work on the concepts and 
implementation for the mesh generation could proceed. The basic method eventually 
decided upon was to use a system of blocks with parametrically-defined meshes. This 
work is detailed in chapters 6 and 7.
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500
3 0 0 --------- \ Peel Stress
Continuum model 
Simplified beam model
100----
Shear Stress
-100
Distance Along Bondline (mm)
Figure 5.11: Peel and shear stresses in bondline c-d: comparison between hybrid (scheme 1) and 
full models
Beam Elements
Figure 5.12: Hybrid mesh (scheme 2)
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300
2 0 0 -----
Peel Stress
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Continuum model 
Simplified beam model
Shear Stress
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Distance Along Bondline (mm)
Figure 5.13: Peel and shear stresses in bondline c-d: comparison between hybrid (scheme 2) and
full models
5.5 Conclusions
• The reduced dimensional modelling system was validated against a full FE analysis 
benchmark.
• It was found to be more than adequate for simple models, but not sufficiently 
accurate for more complex geometries which include comers.
• A revision to the reduced mesh was made to cope more accurately with complex 
corners. This is the hybrid mesh system.
• The hybrid mesh was validated, and though more complex than the original 
proposal, is still significantly less expensive in terms of solution time than 
traditional FE models.
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6. Software Development:
Selection of the Modelling Concept
6.1 Introduction
The creation of the program made up the bulk of the work carried out. This could 
broadly be split into two phases: conceptualisation and implementation. This chapter 
deals with the first of these, detailing the two concepts, line-based and block-based, 
that were considered and outlining the reasons for the final selection.
6.2 Line-based Method
Ease of use was one of the main objectives of the finished software. The initial 
concept for generating user-defined joints, which will be referred to as the line-based 
method, seemed to offer an intuitive and simple solution, using a very free-form and 
almost infinitely flexible approach; however, it was found to be flawed. The details of
the concept and the reasons for its rejection are explained below.
6.2.1 Model Creation
Using the line-based method, the user was to be able effectively to ‘draw’ the joint on 
screen. The joint would be defined by the relative positions of the substrates in the 
bond. These would be made up of straight line segments that could be generated on 
screen very simply using the mouse - one click of the mouse button at each end of a 
segment. Fig 6.1 shows examples of how this was expected to work. It was 
envisaged that joint models could be built up very quickly using this method.
Figure 6.1: Examples of joints created using lines
Each line would have a set of properties attached to it: substrate thickness, positions 
of the endpoints (from which line length would be derived), and material type. Each 
line would also be ‘tagged’ in the data structure to indicate its relationship to the lines 
around it. Each line would have four possible tagging connections; one at each end 
and one on each side. Each tag would have one of three settings; free, bonded, or
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continuous. ‘Free’ means that there is no other line attached in this area. The 
‘continuous’ setting indicates that the line and the one to which it is attached form part 
of the same substrate; the adjoining line number would be included as part of the 
tagging data. ‘Bonded’ means that the substrate is attached to another by a layer of 
adhesive. In this case, the tagging data would include the numbers of the attached line 
or lines (since there might be more than one) plus the thickness of the adhesive layer. 
Fig 6.2 shows an example of how this might work for a simple case.
Line 1
Line 2
Figure 6.2: Tagging system for the line method
The method described represents a very freeform approach to modelling the joints, 
and is consequently very flexible, allowing almost any conceivable joint configuration 
to be created. This is both its strength and its weakness. Using this method, the 
program would have to determine the lengths of bonded regions based on the 
positioning of the lines; as will be discussed later, this meant that the adhesive layers 
were very loosely defined, which proved to be one of the principal problems with the 
concept.
6.2.2 Meshing
The mesh scheme was to be exactly that discussed in Chapter 5, with a fine mesh at 
bond ends, and a coarser one in the middle. How this would work in the actual 
models is discussed in detail in the following subsections.
6.2.2.1 Straight Sections
The main concern during initial conceptualisation of the meshing method was how the 
refined and coarse mesh areas of the bond would be created. Initially it was felt that 
the changes in mesh density along the length of the bond would be gradual. On 
consideration, however, it became apparent that this would not be practical for the 
geometry modelling method proposed, principally because the substrates would not 
necessarily have adhesive bonds along their entire lengths.
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The proposed solution was to have two discrete mesh densities in each substrate. 
Away from bonded areas the mesh would be coarse. In bonded areas, the mesh would 
be divided into zones. At each end of the bonded region would be a fine mesh zone 
whose length would be determined by the relative thicknesses of the bonded substrates 
and of the adhesive layer. The length of the coarse mesh region in the middle would 
just be whatever was left over after generation of the fine mesh zones; element size 
here would also be determined by the substrate and adhesive thicknesses.
The idea of using the relative thicknesses of substrates and adhesive to determine the 
element sizing and refinement zoning was adopted to allow greater flexibility in the 
mesh. Element sizing in the end regions is driven by the thickness of the adhesive 
layer: the objective here is to create elements that will give the most accurate results, 
since the end regions are likely to be the areas of most interest. This means that the 
adhesive quadrilateral elements should have aspect ratios as close to 1 as possible -
i.e. they should ideally be perfectly square. Hence the element length in the refined 
zones will usually equal the thickness of the bond unless overridden by other mesh 
considerations. Fig. 6.3 Illustrates this zoning system.
Coarse mesh region
Refined mesh regions
Figure 6.3: Example of the zoning system for a sandwich block
The length required for the refined mesh region depends on the stress distribution 
through the length of the bond. In general, as substrate thickness increases in 
comparison with the bond thickness, the regions of significant stress in the bondline 
will extend further toward the middle of the joint. This means that in order to 
maintain the level of accuracy, the refined mesh zones need to increase in length.
The principle of zoning the mesh regions in this way poses some particular problems 
in defining how the mesh ties up from one side of the bondline to the other. Clearly, 
the zones on one side must match exactly those on the other, or the mesh will become
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distorted. In cases where the two substrates are not of equal thickness, the criteria 
outlined above will mean that the refined mesh region on the thicker substrate is 
longer than on the thinner, causing a mismatch in the mesh (Fig. 6.4(a)). The solution 
here is to resize one of the regions so that the two now match. Initially it was decided 
to enlarge the smaller region (Fig. 6.4(b)), but it was soon realised that in such a 
situation it is the thinner of the substrates that will determine the extent of the high- 
stress region in the bond, and thus it is more useful to shorten the length of the refined 
mesh zone on the thicker substrate (Fig. 6.4(c), since this will reduce the overall 
number of elements needed.
(c)
Figure 6.4: Matching of mesh regions
Other situations may arise where the simple solution described above is not suitable; 
for instance when the ends of two equal-thickness bonded substrates are not flush with 
each other (Fig. 6.5(a)). The solution here is to create a new region and adjust the size 
of the original regions so that a match is obtained (Fig. 6.5(b)).
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Figure 6.5: Solution of boundary mismatches in same-thickness substrates
Finally, a modification is required where, for instance, a fine mesh region is bonded to 
a coarse mesh region (Fig. 6.6(a)). In order to preserve the continuity of the mesh 
here, it is necessary to create a new fine mesh region within the coarse area (Fig. 
6.6(b)).
Coarse mesh region
Figure 6.6: Creation of a refined mesh region within a coarse mesh region
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6.2.2.2 Angles
At an angle in a substrate, the mesh is necessarily altered somewhat. For an unbonded 
substrate, this is no more complicated than ensuring that the line of nodes along the 
substrate centreline stops at the centre of the junction, before continuing up the second 
segment (Fig. 6.7).
Figure 6.7: Mesh at a simple corner
Figure 6.8: Mesh at a corner joint
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In the case of an angle piece bonded to a flat substrate (Fig. 6.8(a)), more significant 
changes are necessary. Due to the configuration, the master/slave node arrangement 
used until now has to change, with a number of adhesive nodes being slaved to a 
single substrate node in the comer (Fig. 6.8(b)). On the flat substrate side, the 
master/slave relationship is unchanged, though clearly care needs to be taken with the 
arrangement of meshing zones here.
6.2.2.3 Complex Intersections
As joint complexity increases, the simple rules detailed in the previous sections no 
longer cover all eventualities. Further specialised changes to the meshing system are 
needed, illustrated in this section by two examples; a strapped T-joint and a strapped 
angle or L-joint, both illustrated in Fig. 6.9.
Figure 6.9: Test configurations
In the T-joint, the bonding of the end of the central, vertical substrate requires the 
generation of nodes on the end of this piece. These are all slaved to the central 
substrate end node. Extra adhesive elements also need to be generated to fill in gaps 
that would otherwise occur at the bondline junctions. These affects also require the 
creation of new mesh zones on the horizontal base substrate. All of this is illustrated 
in Fig. 6.10. Note also that the effect of mismatched refined mesh zones may have to 
be corrected as discussed in section 6.2.2.1, shown here on the three vertical 
substrates.
The second example, shown in Fig 6.11, includes some of these same effects, but also 
adds a new one; where before (Fig. 6.8) on an outside corner several adhesive nodes 
had to slaved to a single substrate node, here the bondline is on the inside of the 
corner and two long beam elements must be used to sweep the mesh around this area.
The net effect of all these changes is that the original simplicity of the concept is being 
lost in a wash of specialised exceptions and modifications. This poses particular 
problems for the zoning of refined and coarse mesh regions.
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Modification of 
region size
End master node
Bondline
junction
element
New regions created on 
the base substrate
Figure 6.10: Meshing in a complex ‘T’ junction
Long beam 
elements
Figure 6.11: Meshing in a complex ‘L’ junction
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6.2.3 Problems
As development of the concept progressed, what had at first seemed a simple and 
intuitive method proved to be difficult to extend to the range of joints that would be 
necessary to make this project useful. The following sections examine in more detail 
the major problems that eventually forced a change of approach and the adoption of a 
different strategy.
6.2.3.1 Model Geometry Generation
The system discussed so far provided a very loose definition of the model. As noted 
before, this meant that almost any joint configuration could be modelled, but also 
meant that generating a usable data structure for internal storage of the geometric data 
was more difficult.
This was particularly true for the adhesive regions. These are defined indirectly, 
because the adhesive layer geometry can only be known in terms of the interaction of 
the substrates being bonded. This is unsatisfactory because it means that the adhesive 
layer geometry can never be changed directly, but only ever as a function of changes 
to the substrates, which in turn means that the process of creating and editing the 
model becomes more difficult. This removes much of the intuitiveness that was one 
the goals of the modelling process.
6.2.3.2 Meshing
The chief problem with the meshing system was the creation of the fine and coarse 
mesh zones. The concept itself was sound in the context of the geometric modelling 
scheme, but as more complex joint structures were considered serious difficulties 
were encountered.
As discussed earlier, the creation of the zones was to ensure mesh matching across 
bondlines; zone size would be configured automatically depending on the joint 
geometry. This is a straightforward process for simple sandwich structures, but 
becomes much more complex when three or more substrates must be taken into 
account (for example in a double lap joint). Corners and joint junctions also create 
their own specific difficulties.
To illustrate the complexity of the problem, consider the different ways in which two 
zones on bonded substrates may interact, depending on the orientation of the 
substrates (Fig. 6.12). While some of these are unlikely to be useful joint 
configurations, it is interesting to note the large number of possibilities. In any case, 
since any of these configurations could in theory be built in the software with the 
geometry modelling system so far considered, they all needed to be considered.
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Figure 6.12: Examples of the ways in which two regions can interact
Despite the number of possibilities, the problem of matching up the zones is not yet 
very complex, usually requiring simple resizing of one region, or sometimes creation 
of a single new region, as illustrated earlier in Figs. 6.4 to 6.6. The real difficulties 
start to become apparent when considering three substrates. Taking as an example the 
end of a joint where three substrates of different thicknesses are bonded together, and 
where the substrate ends are not flush (Fig. 6.13(a)). The initial zones are defined 
easily, according to the thicknesses of the substrates (Fig. 6.13(b)). However, when 
the zones have to be modified to allow for the matching of zone boundaries it 
becomes clear that, as well as resizing the original regions, several new ones have to 
be created (Fig. 6.13(c)). These new regions can in turn produce more interactions 
which have to be dealt with in the same way. In this fashion, what may at first appear 
to be a simple matter can soon escalate in complexity. Further, while the solution on 
paper is still not taxing, writing a computer program to automatically sort out all such 
interactions for any given joint is not a simple matter. The programming difficulties 
are exacerbated by the ‘loose’ definition of the model; lengths and thicknesses of 
adhesive layers are never explicitly defined, and consequently the program itself has to 
deduce the geometrical relationships between the lines that make up the model. 
Writing a program capable of dealing with these requirements would have been a
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major task, and it was felt that a simpler method for model and mesh definition should 
be found.
Figure 6.13: Interactions of three substrates
Figure 6.14: Problems of meshing large areas of adhesive (some detail omitted for clarity)
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The second major problem with meshing in the line-based method becomes apparent 
when considering joint structures where the substrates are not all either parallel or 
perpendicular to each other. Here the problems of creating matched regions are 
amplified by the fact that the angled substrates can create large areas that would, in a 
real joint, be filled with adhesive. It is possible to set up a mesh, using the two basic 
element types, that will adequately model this (Fig 6.14); however, complexity is 
greatly increased as compared with the mesh generated for the simple version of this 
joint (Fig. 6.10). Once again, the main problem would have been in writing computer 
code to analyse this and other, potentially even more complex, configurations, and 
make the correct decisions on how to generate a suitable mesh.
Extensive work was in fact performed in trying to overcome all these problems, but it 
became apparent that the amount of time and effort involved was going to 
compromise the schedule of the rest of the project. Thus, a different approach was 
sought: one that would still fulfil the requirements of versatility, while simplifying the 
programming problems.
6.3 Block-based method
Some way of simplifying the potential joint configurations had to be found, and this 
also needed to be more friendly to computer adaptation. A system of predefined 
building blocks with which the user would assemble the model was proposed; these 
might include a single sandwich block, a double sandwich block, and various comer 
joining blocks. This seemed to offer an attractive alternative, offering ease of 
geometry and mesh modelling. Before this could be implemented, some investigation 
was required.
6.3.1 Generic Joint Structures
The first task in the investigation of the proposed new method was to study joint 
configurations to "see if there was some way to break them down into generic 
configurations which could be translated into individual blocks. To some extent this 
had already been done in the preparation of the questionnaire at the start of the project, 
and the information gathered then was very useful at this stage.
Some of the blocks that could be used were readily apparent; a single substrate 
section, a sandwich block, a double sandwich block. The matter of block 
configurations necessarily becomes more complex when considering the connecting 
blocks that join these straight sections together. In order to simplify this somewhat, it 
was decided initially only to consider joints whose substrates were parallel or 
perpendicular to each other. The range of possible joints was also limited initially to 
those joining two substrates; it was felt that this approach would limit the number of 
blocks to contend with, while still being able to generate a useful variety of joint 
models (the exception to this is the double lap joint, which joins three substrates; 
however, this is a simple joint to model, and its inclusion was felt to be useful). Fig. 
6.15 shows the blocks initially decided upon, together with examples of the joints in
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which they might be used. Note that this initial limited selection was in fact expanded 
during the implementation phase, once confidence with the programming method had 
been built up.
_________
_____________
  :
Figure 6.15: Initial selection of blocks with joint examples
6.3.2 Model Creation
Using the block system, models would be built up by ‘clipping’ the blocks together on 
screen. Each block has two or more connecting points (CPs); these are the links by 
which blocks are attached to each other. Each block is coded separately into the 
software; the data for each contains the thicknesses of the substrates and adhesive 
layers, and also references to their material types. One of the chief advantages of this 
modelling system over the line-based one is that the model geometry is now 
completely explicitly defined, which makes for much easier programming. More 
importantly, it was felt that this system would be more intuitive in use.
Fig. 6.16 shows an example of the way a simple joint could be built up using the block 
system.
a
f ...-........... : c
t
t t
Blocks a-c: single substrates
Block d: three substrates, two adhesive layers
Figure 6.16: Diagram of double lap joint showing block usage
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6.3.3 Meshing
The meshing of the model is done on a block-by-block basis. Each block has its mesh 
parametrically defined; in other words, each block type has its mesh defined as a 
specific set of rules which are applied to the geometric configuration to generate the 
mesh. There are several advantages to this system. First, it becomes very easy to 
generate the mesh for the model as a whole, since all the problems with iriesh zoning 
inherent in the line-based models disappear - each block has its own individual mesh 
which will not interfere with those of other blocks. There is no problem with mesh 
connections, since these all happen at block interfaces, where they can be more easily 
controlled. Since each parametric mesh definition is individual to a block type, it 
becomes easy to change the mesh definitions without having to rewrite large chunks 
of code. Perhaps most importantly, it presents an easy way to deal with specialised 
meshes, such as those that occur at joint junctions. Instead of having to design code to 
sort through all the possible complexities of the meshing described in section 6.2.2, 
the meshing routines for the junction are built directly into the code for the block 
representing the junction. The system of fine and coarse meshes remains, but again, 
this is done on a block-by-block basis, meaning that the zoning required in the line- 
based method disappears.
Fig. 6.17 shows a more complex joint model built up from just three block types. 
This figure also illustrates simplified versions of some of the meshes used in the 
blocks.
Figure 6.17: Example joint structure showing blocks and simplified examples of meshes used.
6.4 Conclusions
• Two methods for defining joint geometry were investigated.
• The investigations included evaluation of the meshing system to be used with each 
system of geometry definition.
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• The first method, known as the line-based method, though more flexible, was 
ultimately deemed too demanding to program and too unfriendly to the user.
• The second, based around a system of predefined blocks, was found to present 
significant advantages over the line-based method, simplifying programming an 
usability without significantly compromising applicability.
• Table 6.1 summarises of the advantages and disadvantages of the two methods.
Advantages Disadvantages
Lines • Almost infinite range of joints 
possible
• Very complex to program, 
especially with regard to meshing
• Not an intuitive way of creating 
joint models
Blocks • Easy to build models
• Easier to program
• More flexible for meshing
• Using predefined blocks may 
limit the variety of joints possible
Table 6.1: Summary of advantages and disadvantages of line- and block-based creation methods
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7.1 Introduction
Once the modelling and meshing concepts were decided upon, they had ter be 
implemented in a computer program. The steps necessary are covered m detail in this 
chapter. Two different concepts for building up the joint geometry on screen are 
considered, and the implementation of the one chosen is detailed. The translation o 
the meshing scheme described in chapter 5 into a working set of mesh ru es for each 
block type is explained, and the data structure that holds all the model and mesh 
information is elaborated. Finally, the integration of the pre-processor with the 
analysis code and the postprocessing module is covered.
7.2 Elaboration of the model construction method
7.2.1 Dimensioning
Two different methods for defining the joints on screen were c o n s i d e r e d .  Initially it
method. The exception to this would be the first block to be placed, which would be 
assigned a datum position to ‘anchor* it and the rest of the structure. This principle 
was an obvious starting point, but as it was investigated further, problems with it
became apparent.
The main difficulties were identified when the question of editing structures was 
investigated. The simplest editing case occurs when the user decides that a block just 
placed is in fact wrong, and wishes to remove it and replace it with something 
different. This case is easy to cater for; the block and its associated data are simp y 
removed. It was at first felt that comprehensive editing capabilities would be 
unnecessary, since the bulk of editing would be done in the mode just described. This 
was soon felt to be too restrictive; in the case where the user decides much later 
alter the configuration of the joint - removing a block placed several stages earlier - 
then any blocks placed after the target block must also be deleted, since each is 
defined relative to the ones that came before. This results in a frustrating situa ion 
where the user must rebuild a potentially substantial part of the model Even this case 
might be deemed acceptable in a prototype for the sake of ease of programrmng, 
however it raises real problems if the user decides to delete the first placed block 
which contains the model datum point. Now the whole model must be deleted, since 
everything goes back to the datum ‘anchor*. This is clearly not acceptable, so at 
point it was decided that a minimum requirement for editing the model would be th 
ability to define a new datum should deletion of the original be necessary.
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In the interests of making the software more accessible and user-friendly, it was 
decided to continue investigating ways of overcoming the limitations imposed by the 
editing constraints. One possible solution was to assign a temporary datum to any 
block or group of blocks which would otherwise have to be deleted. This would in 
effect allow two or more separate structures within the model, each with its own 
datum point and identification ‘tag’. When two such structures are joined together, 
the temporary datum is deleted and all blocks reference the original datum. Fig. 7.1 
illustrates this.
Temporary datum
Original datum
!!>
Structure ID = 2
Tagged to temporary datum
Structure ID = 1 
Tagged to original datum
Structure ID = 1 on both 
sides of the gap
Temporary datum deleted
Figure 7.1: The tagging system separate structures in the same modell
Although this system eliminated many of the problems so far encountered, and work 
could thus proceed on programming the software, another system for defining the 
models was suggested, and it was felt that this merited careful study in its turn before 
programming began.
The second method used a system referred to as ‘grid-based’ dimensioning. This 
system calls for a number of construction lines to be defined on screen. Grid points 
are defined at the intersections of these construction lines. It is to these grids that the 
connecting points of the blocks are attached. Two initial lines, one horizontal and one 
vertical, define the origin of the model. Every new line is defined by a datum line and 
an offset from that datum. Fig. 7.2 illustrates this.
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Figure 7.2: The datum and offset system
Each grid point is thus defined by its offsets from given x- and y-datum positions. 
Because of this, all points on a given horizontal or vertical line will effectively be tied 
together; if one is moved, then the rest will move to match it, retaining the relative 
positions of the blocks making up the model. The ability to reassign the datum of any 
given line adds further flexibility, since a block can thus be dimensioned relative to 
any desired point. Also, since each block is defined by the grid points to which it is 
attached, rather than in relation to the blocks around it, any block can be removed 
without affecting any other part of the model.
In the course of investigating this method it was found that there would be occasions 
when it would be necessary to have lines which are not directly modifiable by the 
user. These situations occur when the offset between construction lines defines the 
thickness of a block. Consider Fig. 7.3, which shows a sandwich block. When this is 
placed, only connecting points 1 and 2 on line ‘a’ are initially used to anchor the 
block. The positions of points 3 and 4 relative to 1 and 2 depend entirely on the 
thicknesses of the substrates and adhesive layer. Thus the second construction line 
(line ‘b ’) needs to be tagged in some fashion so that its offset is defined exclusively by 
the thicknesses of the layers of the block; in other words, the only way to change this 
offset is then to change the thicknesses of the components of the block.
Construction line b 
(tagged to line a)
Construction line a
Figure 7.3: Tagging system for construction lines
The sequence of Figures below (Figs. 7.4(a) To 7.4(d)) illustrate the process of 
building up a simple joint model using the system discussed. The sequence of 
operations illustrated runs as follows:
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(a) X and Y datum construction lines are already present in the model. To these is 
added a new X construction line, XI, with a specified offset from the X datum.
(b) The first block (a simple straight substrate) is placed, by attaching its connecting 
points to the intersections of construction lines. A new X construction line, X2, has 
also been created.
(c) The second block in the model is placed. This is a sandwich block, and the 
connecting points on the upper substrate are ‘clipped on’ to one end of the exiting 
block, and to the construction line crossing at X2. At this point, the user must supply 
thicknesses for the adhesive layer and the second substrate. Once this is done, 
construction line Yl is automatically created, and tagged as being constrained; in 
other words, its offset from the Y datum is dependent on the thicknesses of the layers 
in the sandwich block.
(d) A final X construction line is created, and the third and last block is dropped into 
place. The lap joint model geometry is now complete, and awaits assignment of 
materials, loads, and boundary conditions.
y datum y datum
x datum
(a)
xl
(c)
(d)
x datum xl
(b)
ï 2
y datum —--—-f;
yl -------- 1- :
x datum xl x2
y datum —
yl —-
x datum xl x2 x3
Figure 7.4: Example of geometry construction
In summary, while the block-based dimensioning system seemed initially to offer a 
straightforward solution, it was shown to have flaws. Careful consideration was given
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as to how these could be overcome, and the system could have been made to work; 
however the grid-based system was easier to implement and offered significant 
advantages, particularly with regard to modification of the model. For these reasons, 
it was decided to proceed with development of the grid-based system.
7.2.2 Assignment of other data
Assignment of other data to the model is handled as simply as possible. For 
thicknesses and material properties, this means selecting the required block, then 
entering the data for each layer. These properties are ‘mapped through’ from block to 
block; essentially this means that if a block is attached to another block whose 
properties have already been defined, the properties from this original block will 
automatically be passed to the relevant parts of the new block, and so on through the 
model. This means that the user need only define properties once for each continuous 
layer. Fig. 7.5 illustrates this; here, the properties from block one are mapped into the 
upper substrate of block 2, and the properties of the lower substrate of block 2 are 
mapped into block 3.
Figure 7.5: Mapping system for material and thickness assignments
In the case of material properties, the user has access to full database functionality. 
The user can choose from a selection of predefined materials or input property values 
directly. The ability to add materials to the database for use in other models is 
included, and any database entry may be edited. The database capabilities include 
facilities for defining composite materials with arbitrary layup, thickness, and 
component orthotropic materials. The materials database may be accessed on its own, 
so it may be worked on independently of any model. More details of the materials 
handling are given in section 7.3.2.
Loads and boundary conditions are set by applying them to individual connecting 
points. Currently only point loads and boundary conditions are definable; however the 
model definition and data structure are flexible enough to allow distributed loads in a 
later version of the software.
7.2.3 Meshing
The principles of the meshing system have already been detailed in chapter 6. This 
section presents the application of the system to the block types currently available for 
model construction, which are displayed in Fig. 7.6. This figure shows the block 
selection display as presented to the user in the program.
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Figure 7.6: The current selection of building blocks
Meshing is carried out on a block-by-block basis; meshing each block in turn until the 
full model is generated. A separate routine in the code is called for each block type, 
generating a mesh on the block according to the pre-set parametric meshing rules. 
Nodes are generated first, then the element topology is defined with reference to the 
nodes.
The rules for meshing the individual blocks are fairly straightforward. It was decided 
for this release of the software to keep the meshing on the corner blocks simple. This 
was principally due to constraints of time. Consequently, the comer blocks all have 
fixed numbers of elements; in contrast, the number of elements in the straight blocks 
vary as a function of their lengths and the thicknesses of the substrates and adhesive 
layers. The current meshing scheme for the corner blocks follows the original beam- 
and-quadrilateral system. Work has been done on implementing the improved hybrid 
mesh that has been described in section 5.4, and this has resulted in a working mesh 
for the first joining block type. This has not been integrated into the current version of 
the software, chiefly because of time constraints.
7.2.3.1 Straight Substrate
For straight substrates, the number of elements is based simply on the thickness and 
length of the substrate. The minimum element size is set at half the thickness of the 
substrate, and a required number of elements on the block determined from the length 
of the substrate. These variables are then passed to a routine which uses them to 
generate the node spacing for the graduated mesh. Once the spacing is set, the actual 
nodes and elements are created. Fig. 7.7 shows a flow diagram for the procedure. In 
this flow diagram, L is the block length, t is the substrate thickness, minsize is the 
minimum element length, and nelem is the number of elements required in the block. 
Note that nelem must be an even number for the node spacing routine to work.
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Is nelem  an even 
number?
■No-
Yes
Is nelem  < 3 ? ■No-
This section traps two possible 
problem  cases:
1. If nelem =2, then bypass the 
SetSpacing routine and use 
equispaced nodes.
2. nelem =0 is clearly not acceptable, 
so set it to 2
Yes
Generate mesh
Set nelem  to 2. 
Generate even node 
spacing
Subtract 1 from nelem 
to make it even
SetSpacing
routine
Determ ine smallest 
allowable elem ent size
m insize =  t/2
Determ ine num ber o f 
elem ents along length
nelem =  l/2t
Figure 7.7: Flow diagram for the substrate meshing routine
Fig. 7.8 shows a sample mesh generated with this routine, illustrating the graduation 
of element size through the length of the block.
Figure 7.8: Substrate block and sample mesh 
7.2.3.2 Sandwich Block
For the sandwich block, the meshing system becomes a little more complex. There 
are two reasons for this: the first is clear - there are more variables to consider, since 
the thicknesses of all three layers (two substrates and the adhesive) in the block have 
to be taken into account. The second reason is less obvious. To ensure proper 
performance of the quadrilateral elements used in the adhesive layer, steps had to be 
taken to ensure that they did not become overly distorted. The ideal shape for a
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quadrilateral element is square; the more it deviates from this, the less accurately its 
behaviour reflects the real material it represents. Various criteria exist for measuring 
element distortion, but the only one relevant here is aspect ratio. This is the ratio of 
the length of the longest side of an element to the length of its shortest. As a general 
rule of thumb, it is accepted that the performance of quadrilateral elements becomes 
unreliable beyond an aspect ratio of 5:1. It was therefore decided that this would be 
the limit for element aspect ratio in the ends of the blocks. As discussed elsewhere, 
the results in the central portions of the blocks are of less interest, so ensuring good 
element performance in these regions is less important than reducing the overall 
number of elements in the model.
Meshing of the sandwich block starts with the determination of the minimum 
allowable element size. This is set at either (a) half the thickness of the adhesive layer 
or (b) 10% of the thickness of the thinner substrate. The larger of (a) and (b) is taken, 
unless this will violate the 5:1 aspect ratio rule in the adhesive layer; in this case, the 
minimum size is reduced to comply with the rule. For clarity in the next paragraph, 
this latter case will be referred to as case (c).
The number of elements required along the length of the block is then determined. 
The length of the block is divided by the adhesive thickness. If case (c) is not in 
effect, this is the number of elements used; otherwise, 20% of this number is used. 
This system is used because it was found that for case (c) (which will occur with a 
relatively very thin adhesive layer), the number of elements being generated was too 
great. The reduction to a fifth of the initial number was found to work better for these 
cases.
This process is illustrated in a flow diagram. The diagram is split into two parts: Fig. 
7.9(a) and Fig. 7.9(b). The circled A in each part of the diagram shows where the join 
between them occurs. In the flow diagram, L is the block length, f? and t2 are the 
substrate thicknesses, and ta is the adhesive layer thickness, minsize and nelem have 
the same definition as for the straight substrate block.
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Is mintemp >
Yes
Yes'
No
'No Is fla g l set?
Yes
-'"'will this mak&" 
quad aspect ratio 
\  > 5 ?  ^
m insize =  mintemp
nelem  =  L /  ( 5ta )nelem  =  L / 1.
Set fla g lSet m insize = 5t
m insize =  t /2
mintemp = 
min (tj/10 , t2/10)
©
Figure 7.9(a): Flow diagram for sandwich block mesh generation
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Is nelem an even 
number?
No'
Yes
■NO'Is nelem <3? ■No'Is nelem = 4?
This section traps two possible 
problem cases:
1. If nelem=2, then bypass the 
SetSpacing routine and use 
equispaced nodes.
2. nelem=0 is clearly not acceptable, 
so set it to 2
Yes
Yes
  Too few
elements. Adjust 
minsize and 
. nelem v/ z’'
SetSpacing
routine
Generate mesh
Set nelem to 2. 
Generate even node 
spacing
Subtract 1 from nelem 
to make it even
Figure 7.9(b): Flow diagram for sandwich block mesh generation
Once the number of elements required has been decided, this and the minimum 
element size are passed to the routine that generates the graduated spacing along the 
block. The end result is a well-conditioned mesh which has refined areas at the ends 
and a coarse area in the middle, just as intended. Fig. 7.10 shows a sample mesh for 
the sandwich block.
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Figure 7.10: Sandwich block and sample mesh
7.2.3.3 Double Sandwich Block
The double sandwich block uses much the same system, except that the minimum 
element size is now determined by comparing the relative thicknesses of three 
substrates and two adhesive layers. As with the basic sandwich block, the meshing 
algorithms used were developed extensively by testing; thus some of the constraints 
used were determined empirically, by evaluating different systems and observing 
which generated the most suitable meshes in a variety of configurations. Figure 7.11 
shows the first part of a flow diagram for the double sandwich block. The remainder 
of the flow diagram is identical to that shown in Fig. 7.9(b).
Is minsize < 
max(tal/2, t J 2 )  ?
Yes
minsize = mintemp
nelem = 
L /m in (tal, t a2)
minsize = 
max (ta,/2, ta2/2)
mintemp = 
min (t,/10, t2/10, t3/10)
nelem =
L /  5 x min(tal, t^)
©
Figure 7.11: Flow diagram for the double sandwich block
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In Fig. 7.11, L is the block length; tu fz and t3 are the substrate thicknesses; tai and ta2 
are the adhesive layer thicknesses, minsize and nelem are as before.
Fig. 7.12 shows a double sandwich block, together with the mesh produced from this.
Figure 7.12: Sandwich block and sample mesh 
7.2.3.4 Joining Blocks
There are currently three corner joining blocks implemented. As mentioned 
previously, the meshes on these blocks are currently not graded in the same way as for 
the linear blocks; instead they have fixed mesh densities.
The three blocks and associated sample meshes are shown in Fig. 7.13.
Figure 7.13: Corner joining blocks and sample meshes
7.2.3.5 Angled Blocks
In order to increase the variety of joints possible, it was decided to implement angled 
joining blocks. There are currently four of these, allowing joining of single substrates 
or sandwich blocks on a clockwise or anti-clockwise angle. Currently these blocks, 
too, have a fixed mesh density. Fig. 7.14 illustrates them.
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Figure 7.14: Angled blocks with sample mesh
1 2 3 .6  Mesh Continuity
One further issue had to be taken into account. Because of the way in which each 
block is meshed individually, where blocks join together, there will be nodes 
duplicated along the common boundary. Left unaddressed, this would create 
discontinuities in the model, preventing a successful analysis. The solution is a 
straightforward one. With the system of master and slave nodes used to tie the beam 
mesh to the quadrilateral mesh, a mechanism already exists for linking together the 
degrees of freedom of nodes. This system is used to attach the duplicate nodes to each 
other, making the behaviour of one directly dependent on the behaviour of the other, 
and in effect creating a single node.
The whole meshing process is transparent to the user. Currently it is possible to 
inspect the mesh that has been created, but not modify it directly. Limited mesh 
editing tools are a possibility for further development of the software.
7.3 Data Structure
Once the model creation method was settled, the data structure could be finalised. A 
good data structure is central to allowing ease of programming; as such, the system 
used here was designed to be relatively simple, and flexible enough to accommodate 
changes should they become necessary. In the descriptions below, items in italics 
denote names of arrays used in the software.
7.3.1 Model
The model geometry data is stored in a set of interlinked arrays. The principal model 
array is the block data array, bdata, which contains all the basic data for definition of 
each block within the model. Each line of the array represents a block in the model. 
The data format for the array is as follows:
Block type 
Block length
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Block angle
Starting point for thickness references 
Number of thickness references 
Starting point for material properties 
Number of material properties 
Starting point for beam property references 
Number of beam property references
The “block type” entry points to the block type array, btype, which defines each block 
type in terms of its number of connecting points, number of substrates, and number of 
adhesive layers. The block type array is stored in a file and read in when the program 
is run.
Block length and angle are determined from the positions of the connecting points 
making up the block. For each of the thickness, material, and beam property 
references there are two numbers, used for referring to the arrays that actually hold the 
information for these items. This system of secondary arrays is used because each 
block can have several of each type of reference; for example, a sandwich block will 
have three thickness references (not necessarily all different), three material 
references, and two beam property references. The first number from each pair points 
to the starting location for the references within the relevant array. The second 
number indicates how many references there are for that block. The secondary arrays 
referenced by these pairs of numbers are:
Thickness references array blockThickrefs
Material properties references array blockMatrefs
Beam property references array blockBeamprops
The thickness references array is in turn linked to the thickness value array, where the 
actual item thicknesses are stored. This system of referencing is used to facilitate the 
mapping of values as described in section 7.2.2. The other two arrays refer to data 
described later. For clarity, Figures 7.15 and 7.16 illustrate the array connections just 
described.
Four other interrelated arrays complete the definition of the basic model: the block 
points array, blockcp, the keypoints reference array, kpref, and the position reference 
arrays. The block points array contains the connecting point numbers for the blocks; 
each line of the array holds the connecting point numbers for a block in the model. 
The keypoints reference array contains the x- and y-references assigned to each 
connecting point, and the position reference arrays contain the positional data for the x 
and y construction lines. There are two position reference arrays, one for the x- 
positions (xref) and one for the y-positions (yref). Both arrays have three items on 
each line, a line representing the data for one construction line:
Datum 
Offset type 
Offset value
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Figure 7.15: Array connections
Primary thickness data
Primary materials data
Block Data Array
Material
References
Thickness
References
Thickness
Values
Figure 7.16: Representation of array interactions
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The datum is the datum position for the current point. The offset type is effectively a 
flag, set to 1 or 0. A value of 1 means that the offset value represents a thickness, and 
so is tied to other points on the block. As described earlier (section 7.2.1), this will 
have an effect on the construction line definitions. The offset value itself is the 
distance from the datum, either defined in isolation or as a function of layer 
thicknesses. This is clarified in Fig. 7.17.
•*-< i—
y-offset (type 1)
y datum
x-offset (type 0)
x datum x-offset (type 0)
Figure 7.17: The datum and offset system
7.3.2 Materials and Beam Properties
As described in the previous section, the material properties reference array is the first 
link from the main block data array to the actual materials data. The information 
found there points to another array, the material type reference array matref. This has 
the following elements:
Material type 
Reference number 
Number of plies
The material type can have a value of 0 or 1 ; 0 signifies an isotropic material, while 1 
denotes an orthotropic one. The meaning of the reference number depends on the 
material type. If the material type is 0, i.e. an isotropic material, then the reference 
number points to the appropriate line of the isotropic material properties array, and 
‘number of plies’ is left blank. Each line of the isotropic materials array contains the 
value of Young’s Modulus and the Poisson’s ratio for a material.
For orthotropic materials, a different array is accessed. This is the layup array, in 
which each line represents the data for an individual ply of a composite; thus a 
composite substrate will usually take up several lines of this array. So, if material type 
is 1, the reference number points to the first line relating to the required material in the 
layup array, and the number of plies indicates how many lines of the array are used by
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the particular composite. The array connections for the materials arrays are illustrated 
in Fig. 7.18.
Isotropic
Properties
Type = 0
Material
Type
References
Type = 1 Orthotropic
PropertiesLayup
Figure 7.18: Array connections for materials definition
Each line of the layup array contains the following elements:
Ply thickness
Ply orientation
Ply property reference
The ply thickness and orientation are self-explanatory. The ply property reference is a 
pointer to a further array, the orthotropic material properties array orthomat, that 
contains all the actual orthotropic materials properties data. Each line of the array 
contains:
(En, E22, G12, Gb, G23, V12)
En, E22 - Young’s Moduli for the lamina 
G12, G13, G23 - Shear moduli for the lamina 
V12 - Poisson’s ratio
Beam properties are accessed from the main data array via the beam properties 
reference array blockBeamprops. The values of the beam properties are derived from 
substrate material and geometry data, and are automatically generated in the first steps 
of the meshing routines. They are created solely for the purposes of the FE analysis 
and are not directly modifiable by the user. The beam properties are:
EF - beam axial stiffness 
EJZ - beam bending stiffness 
GFy - beam effective shear stiffness 
GJX - beam torsional stiffness
F is the beam cross-sectional area. Rectangular section beams are assumed, so that for 
a beam section with width b and height h:
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F = bh
Jz is the second moment of area of the beam cross-section about the Z axis: 
bh3J/ = 12
G is the shear modulus: 
EG = 2 ( l + v )
Jx is the torsional constant for the beam.
It should be noted that for the plane problems solvable with the current version of the 
software, b = 1 since only a unit width of the joint is considered; and moreover GJX= 1 
since no torsion of the beam is permitted.
The relations described above pertain to isotropic substrates. For composite laminate 
substrates, a series of routines derives the equivalent isotropic beam properties from 
the definition of the composite layup and material properties.
Four additional properties are generated for the quadrilateral elements at analysis time. 
These are the four nonzero terms of a plane elastic coefficients matrix [D] which 
relates the stress {a} to the strain {e}, i.e.
{cr} = [D ] {s}
The matrix D can be expressed as
D1 D2 0
[D] = D2 D3 0
0 0 D4
The values of D 1-4 depend on whether the analysis to be performed is in plane stress 
or plane strain. For plane stress, they are
D1 =D3 = 
D 2=  v D l 
D4 = G =
E
( i - v )
2 ( l  + v)
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For plane strain
E ( l - v )
D1 = D3 =
D2 =
( l + v ) ( l - 2 v )  
v D l
D4 = G =
( 1 - v )
E
2 ( l  + v)
In the above equations, E is Young’s Modulus, G is shear modulus, and v is Poisson’s 
ratio.
7.3.3 Loads and Constraints
The loads and constraints data are held in two arrays. The constraints array has a line 
for each constrained connecting point of the model, containing the connecting point 
number and three other elements representing the x, y, and rotational constraints of the 
point. These are set to 1 if the point is constrained in the relevant direction, and left as 
0 if not.
Loads have a similar structure; each line of the loads array has the connecting point 
number, and the value of the acting forces and/or moments in terms of their 
components (Fx, Fy, Fz, Mx, My, Mz). Distributed loads are not currently implemented 
in the software.
7.3.4 Mesh Data
The mesh is only created after the complete geometry of the joint has been defined, 
and just before analysis is to take place. The mesh data is stored in three arrays; the 
node array nodes, the beam elements array bedmelem, and the quad elements array 
quadelem. Each line of the node data array stores the data for one node; its x, y, and z 
coordinates, the node qualification number, and its master node number. The node 
qualification number is a six-digit number which defines the degrees of freedom for 
the node. Each node is allowed to have up to six degrees of freedom: u, v, w, 0X, 0y, 
0Z. Each degree of freedom is assigned a digit of the node qualification number, in the 
order shown. The digits may take the following values:
0: a degree of freedom not considered in a particular analysis. For instance, in a plane 
two-dimensional problem, the displacement w (in the z direction) and the rotations 0X 
and 0y are not considered, and so are set to 0.
1: indicates a displacement or rotation to be found from the FE analysis.
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2: indicates a slave node displacement or rotation, which must be calculated from the 
behaviour of the relevant master node.
3: indicates a constraint.
So, for a typical unconstrained master node in a 2-D problem, the node qualification 
number will be 110001, while for a slave node it will be 220002. If a constraint is 
introduced, say in the x-direction, the number might 310001.
The beam elements array stores the data for one element in each line of the array. 
Each line contains the node numbers of the two end nodes defining the element, and 
the material and beam property reference numbers. The adhesive elements array is 
similar, storing on each line the node numbers of the four nodes defining a quad 
element, and the material reference number for that element.
7.4 Geometry Model Building
At a certain point in the project it became apparent that it would be difficult to 
complete the prototype package in the time remaining. The bulk of the conceptual 
work was complete, but the implementation would be time-consuming. An 
undergraduate student was brought in to assist with the implementation of the 
geometry-building part of the user interface, which would form the basis for his final- 
year project. This section summarises this element of the project.
The work can be divided into four main sections: design of the menu system, 
development of the construction line module, improvement of basic block drawing 
routines previously implemented, and development of the block positioning module.
The menu system for the construction lines and block positioning was designed to be 
intuitive, leading the user through the steps required for generating these parts of the 
model. This starts with a form at the top of the screen from which the main choices 
are made; other options appear when appropriate based on previous selections, so that 
the whole process flows logically from one step to the next. Examples of the final 
format of the forms can be seen later in this chapter, in section 7.5.
The next stage was to implement the construction line routines. This involved putting 
new construction lines on screen or modifying existing ones, according to user inputs. 
As well as code to draw the construction lines in the appropriate positions, checking 
routines were implemented to ensure that the construction line information being 
input was consistent - for example to check that construction lines are not being 
referenced to themselves. When existing construction lines are modified, this will 
usually represent a change in model geometry, so further routines recalculate the block 
lengths and angles each time a construction line is moved. These routines also take 
into account the effect that changes in thickness have on construction line positioning.
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Block drawing on screen is handled through a separate routine for each block. In each 
of these routines, the block in question is subdivided into segments (based on the 
dimensions and thicknesses given by the user); for instance, a sandwich block is 
divided into three segments - two substrate segments and an adhesive layer segment. 
Each segment is drawn on screen individually by a separate, generic drawing routine 
called from within the specific block drawing routine.
In addition, other routines were added to enable blocks and construction lines to be 
labelled (at the user’s discretion). A zoom feature was also added, enabling the user 
to view an area of the model in greater detail.
The final and most complex phase of this work was the implementation of the block 
positioning module. The block types available to the user are presented in a picture 
menu; once the user chooses a block, the relevant from is displayed for entering the 
block’s data. Since the blocks have varying numbers of connecting points and layers, 
it was necessary to devise an individual form layout for data entry for each one. 
Underlying this was a separate piece of code to deal with each configuration.
The block positioning system incorporates a certain degree of ‘intelligence’; for 
example, when a new block is attached to an existing one, the program checks to see 
which layers of the new block are attached to which on the old one. The layer 
thicknesses and material types are passed on to the new block, as described in section 
7.2.2, saving the user the effort of having to define all of the data for every new block.
Initially the construction line creation and block positioning forms only accepted input 
from a set of list boxes containing the IDs of the various objects in the model. This 
was later modified to enable an option of direct picking of construction lines or 
connection points from the model viewport, making it considerably easier and quicker 
to generate models.
Details of the routines described, plus flowcharts showing how they interact, can be 
found in Appendix E.
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7.5 Interfaces and Integration
At this stage, a brief overview of the program interfaces is in order. The interfaces 
can essentially be split into two main parts: the pre-processor, which contains all the 
functions for defining a joint model for analysis, and the postprocessor, which allows 
the results of the analysis to be interpreted. Both the pre- and post-processors are 
written entirely in Visual Basic.
Full details of all the various parts of the interfaces appear in Appendix B, but the 
principal features are discussed here.
On starting the program, the user is presented with a selection of common joint 
configurations. These are predefined joint templates; they consist only of the basic 
geometric definition of the model, which the user may optionally use as a starting 
point when defining a configuration for analysis. Fig. 7.19 shows these initial options.
Predefined Joints
C a n ce l:
Fig. 7.19: Predefined joint selection
Should the user not wish to start from one of the joint templates, he may choose to 
start from scratch or to open up a previously saved model. Models may be saved at 
any stage of completion, and stored for later work. Currently it is not possible to save 
the mesh associated with a model, or the results from a particular analysis, though 
these are options that could be considered for future work.
The two main parts of the interface are the top menu bar and the model viewport. The 
main menu bar allows easy access to the controls for all the principal functions of the 
package through a series of menus. The viewport is where the user will do most of the 
work, either in defining the model to start with, or in viewing results once an analysis 
is complete. Fig. 7.20 shows a typical display with a model in progress.
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Figure 7.20: Model in progress
The various windows through which data are entered are called forms. As well as the 
main menu and the viewport, Fig 7.20 illustrates one of the geometry forms. The 
variations of the geometry forms are illustrated in Fig. 7,21 below. Fig. 7.21 (a) 
shows the base geometry form, from which the user can choose to generate or modify 
construction lines (using the forms in Fig. 7.21 (b)), or to add new blocks to the model 
(using forms similar to the one in Fig. 7.21 (c)).
Once the model geometry is fully defined, meshing is achieved simply by selecting the 
mesh option under ‘Analysis’ on the main menu. The mesh generated may be viewed, 
but not modified directly in this version of the software. Analysis of the model is 
similarly initiated from a menu call. The results module can be accessed once the 
analysis has run; its features are described in section 7.5.2, and also more fully in 
Appendix B.
The finite element solver had already been developed, as had the prototype of the 
postprocessor. These two programs had to be linked to the pre-processor to produce 
the final, integrated package.
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Figure 7.21: Geometry building forms
7.5.1 Integration of the solver
The finite element analysis program used with this pre- and post-processor was 
written in FORTRAN. The pre-processor outputs ASCII files that the analysis code 
reads as input. Initially, the user had to generate the input file, then run the analysis 
manually from a DOS window. This was enough to show that the system worked, but 
hardly elegant or user-friendly. In order to fit in with the overall concept of the 
complete package, it was necessary to make it possible to run the analysis directly, 
from inside the pre-processor.
At first, it was intended to compile the FORTRAN program into a DLL (Dynamic 
Link Library); this is the preferred method for interfacing between Visual Basic and 
FORTRAN. However, it was found that DLLs do not support ‘huge’ array types, 
which are needed in the FORTRAN solver code.
The true solution to the interfacing problem is probably to write C code to link the 
programs together; however, it was felt that this would probably be too time 
consuming, as the group had no expertise in this area. This option will probably be 
reconsidered in any future work on the program.
A compromise solution was reached. The FORTRAN program was compiled as a 
stand-alone Windows program. This is called from the pre-processor, and the user is 
instructed to wait until the analysis is finished before proceeding. On completion, a
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message box appears; this is the signal to the user to continue with postprocessing. 
This system works well, though it is not ideal; however this was felt to be acceptable 
in the scope of this project.
7.5.2 Integration of the postprocessor
The postprocessor module enables the results of the analysis to be examined. Much 
work was required to integrate the postprocessor prototype into the package as a 
whole. The module was linked into the main program by making all its functions 
accessible from the main menu bar. The style of the interfaces was tidied up and 
brought into line with the rest of the package, so that the whole has a common ‘look 
and feel’.
Results can be viewed in three ways. The first is via a plot of deformation of the joint, 
and the user has the choice of including the original joint shape in the plot for 
comparison. An example is shown in Fig. 7.22.
Postprocessing
Close
Figure 7.22: Deformed plot of lap joint superimposed on undeformed shape
Graphs may be plotted of stresses in the substrates or in the adhesive layers. This is 
done on a block basis; i.e. the user selects a block or blocks in which to examine the 
results, then selects which result to view. The choices are, for adhesive layers: peel 
stress, shear stress, maximum principal stress, von Mises stress, and maximum shear 
stress. For isotropic substrates, results for longitudinal direct stress in the top and 
bottom surfaces of the material are available, while for composites longitudinal and 
transverse stresses are accessible for each ply.
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As part of the integration work, the graphing functions were extended so that more 
than one block’s results could be viewed on one chart. A feature was also 
implemented which means that if a substrate or adhesive layer extends through more 
than one block, the results may be viewed in a continuous line through the whole 
length of the material. Fig. 7.23 shows typical output in graph form. The results may 
also be viewed in tabular form, and the table may then be written to file for later use.
 Postprocessing__________________
2.9E2
2.4E2
1.9E2
-  - 11.4E2
9.2E1
4.3E1
1.14 2.27 3.41" 4 .55 5.68 6 .82 7.95 -9:0^ 10.23 11,36 12.50  
Reel S tresf'
-6.5E0
-5.6E1
Close
Fig 7.23 showing example graph
7.6 Software Documentation
Detailed documentation on the use and programming of the software is provided in 
appendices B to G. These are intended to aid understanding of how the software 
works, to facilitate any further development of the code.
Appendix B presents a user manual for the package. This guides the user into using 
the software via a simple tutorial, and also provides full details on the functionality of 
the various parts of the interfaces.
Appendix C provides a list and explanation of user-defined variable types in the 
Visual Basic program, together with a list of all the global variables and the principal 
local variables.
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Appendix D lists and explains every subroutine in the Visual Basic code, and details 
the parameters passed to and from these subroutines.
Appendix E is a structure guide for the software. It explains how the subroutines fit 
together and interact, and also what routines are activated by each of the items in the 
user interface.
The package has the ability to store user-defined models for later use. Appendix F is a 
guide to the structure of the files used to store the model data.
Finally, Appendix G gives details of the files used for data transfer from the 
preprocessor to the analysis code, and to transfer results from the analysis code to the 
postprocessor.
7.7 Conclusions
• Two implementation schemes for the model building system, block-based and grid- 
based, were investigated in detail and evaluated.
• The meshing system for the blocks was described and implemented, successfully 
producing meshes that match the concept specification.
• The full data structure for the joint models was elaborated, including materials, 
loads and boundary conditions, element properties, and the mesh itself.
• The work performed by two other contributors was described, along with the steps 
taken to integrate their work into the final package.
• Principal functionality of the interfaces was described. More detail is available in 
Appendix B.
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8. Software Development: 
Testing and Validation
8.1 Introduction
In the final stages of the software development, a programme of testing and detail 
validation was implemented. Its aims were slightly different from those of the 
original validation work. In the earlier study, the objective had been to demonstrate 
the validity of the reduced-dimension finite element model. Here the aim was to test 
the completed software’s capabilities, by comparing analysis results with those from a 
conventional finite element analysis package - in this case ANSYS - with an 
equivalent mesh density in the bondline.
The work was performed in conjunction with a recent graduate from the Department 
of Mechanical Engineering over a period of three months. This chapter serves as a 
summary of the work. Some additional discussion of the significance of the test 
results is also included.
The software had by this time acquired a name, SAAS (standing for Stress Analysis 
for Adhesive Structures), which will be used to refer to it from now on.
8.2 The Models
A selection of five joint types was used in the tests. The joints chosen were in fact the 
five types available for selection as templates when the software is started up: the 
single and double lap joints, the ‘T’ joint, the clinch joint, and the top hat stiffener. 
The tests were set up to include some extremes, so as to test the limits of the software. 
These would consist of thick substrates, thick adhesive layer, mixing isotropic and 
laminated substrates, and complex configurations.
In each case, the same model dimensions were used in the ANSYS model as in the 
SAAS software, and the ANSYS mesh generated was designed to be similar in density 
in the adhesive layer to that automatically generated by the SAAS software. The chief 
difference between the meshes was that the ANSYS mesh was a fully-continuous 2D 
model, made up entirely of quadrilateral elements. All the models used the plane 
strain assumption, treating the 2D model as a slice through a long continuum.
In all the tests, results were recovered in the same locations in the joint for both 
ANSYS and SAAS. Results in SAAS can be recovered along the centreline of the 
adhesive bond, and on the top and bottom surfaces of isotropic substrates; 
consequently, the results from ANSYS were also recovered in these locations for 
direct comparison. In the case of composite laminates, results were recovered on a 
ply-by-ply basis.
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Summaries of the tests and their results are presented in the following sections.
8.2.1 Single lap joint
The single lap joint used consists of two overlapping substrates with a layer of 
adhesive joining them. This is the simplest type of adhesive joint, and is widely used 
for testing purposes because of the ease of its construction. The model used for this 
test was as shown in Fig. 8.1; it has equal thickness aluminium substrates and an 
epoxy adhesive layer. One end if the joint is pinned in both X and Y directions, while 
the other is free to move in the X direction. Figs. 8.2 and 8.3 show the SAAS and 
ANSYS meshes for comparison. Only the region of the bondline is shown for clarity. 
Note that the ANSYS mesh was made up of 8-noded quadrilateral elements.
* F = 400 N
62.5
75.0 Substrates: Aluminium t =1.5 mm 
Adhesive: Epoxy t = 0.25 mm137.5
Poisson’s RatioYoung's Modulus (N/mm“)
70000
3000
Aluminium
Epoxy
0.33
0.4
Figure 8.1: Single lap joint configuration
24 elements along bondline
Figure 8.2: SAAS mesh, zoomed in to the bonded region
The total numbers of elements in the two models were 116 for the SAAS model, and 
740 for the ANSYS mesh.
Results compared closely between the two analyses, both in magnitude and in trend. 
In the adhesive layer, the greatest differences between them occurred at the bond ends, 
where the stresses are highest. For peel stress and maximum principal stress, the
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greatest differences were 39% and 42% respectively, though these fell quickly further 
into the bond.
-
20 elements along bondline
Figure 8.3: ANSYS mesh, zoomed in to the bonded region
Shear stresses were extremely close through most of the bondline, only deviating in 
the final 0.5 mm at each end. Maximum difference here was 14%. In contrast, the 
maximum shear stress results matched almost exactly along the entire length of the 
bond, including the ends. Von Mises stress was also very close throughout the bond, 
with a maximum difference of 10%. Figures 8.4 and 8.5 show graphs of two of the 
comparisons. Note that some of these differences are likely to be due to the difference 
in the number of elements making up the adhesive layer in each model, and also to the 
difference in element type used in the two models (8-noded quadrilaterals in the 
ANSYS mesh, and 4-noded in the SAAS mesh).
3 0 0 .0 0
2 5 0 .0 0
200.00
Ansys
150.00 SA A S
5 0 .0 0
0.00
-5 0 .0 0
Distance along overlap mm
Figure 8.4: Comparison of peel stresses in the adhesive layer
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§  100
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0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14
Distance along overlap mm 
Figure 8.5: Comparison of von Mises stresses in the adhesive layer
Results for the substrates were recovered along their entire lengths. Differences in the 
substrates were most noticeable at the ends furthest removed from the adhesive layer; 
this was chiefly because of the way in which the constraints were applied to the 
ANSYS model. In the bonded region there were minor differences, but overall the 
match is very good; here the maximum difference is 8%. Figure 8.6 shows the 
comparison for the lower substrate. Because of the symmetry of the joint, the upper 
substrate results are an exact mirror image of this.
T o p  (A nsys)
1 3 0 0 .0 0  - B o tto m  (A nsys)
T o p  (S A A S )
B o tto m  (S A A S )
1 .0 0  -
.2 3 0 0 .0 0  -L ns .
- 200.00 f
-7 0 0 .0 0
Distance along substrate mm
Figure 8.6: Graph of comparison of substrate stresses for single lap joint
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8.2.2 Double lap joint
The joint configuration used is shown in Fig. 8.7. It has an inner substrate twice the 
thickness of the outer ones, and a thick adhesive layer. Substrates and adhesive are 
again aluminium and epoxy, respectively. The ANSYS version made use of the 
symmetry of the joint and only modelled half of it, with a final mesh of 675 elements. 
The SAAS mesh modelled the entire joint, and totalled 398 elements. Figs. 8.8 and 
8.9 show the two meshes in the bonded region.
_________
— —!_________
F = 800N
75.0
125.0
200.0
Substrate: A lum inium  
Middle t = 3.0 mm 
Outer t = 1.5 mm 
Adhesive: Epoxy t = 1.0 mm
Young's Modulus {N/mm2) Poisson *s Ratio
Aluminium 70000 0.33
Epoxy 3000 0.4
Figure 8.7: Joint configuration diagram
a # # # # # #
50 elements per adhesive layer
Figure 8.8: SAAS mesh, zoomed in to the bonded region
45 elements along bondline
Figure 8.9: ANSYS mesh, zoomed in to bonded region
Two different ANSYS models were eventually used. The first used 8-noded elements 
throughout. Stress results in the substrates agreed well with the SAAS results; in the
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adhesive layer, the results were close along most of the bondline, but showed sharp 
differences at the ends.
This effect, already observed to a much lesser degree in the single lap joint, was 
thought to be exacerbated by the use of 8-noded elements. To test this theory, a 
second ANSYS mesh was generated using 4-noded elements. The number of 
elements was increased to offset possible loss of accuracy, bringing the total to 890. 
The number of elements in the adhesive layer was unchanged.
Results were much closer in the second test. Substrate results changed very little, but 
the differences between SAAS and ANSYS in adhesive layer stresses dropped 
considerably. Figures 8.10 and 8.11 on the next page compare the three different 
results for peel stress and von Mises stress respectively.
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Figure 8.10: Comparison of peel stresses - SAAS, ANSYS 8-noded mesh, ANSYS 4-noded mesh
A nsys 8 -n o d ed
S A A S
A nsys 4 -n o d ed
Distance along overlap nun
Figure 8.11: Comparison of von Mises stresses - SAAS, ANSYS 8-noded mesh, ANSYS 4-noded
mesh
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8.2.3 T ’ joint
The ‘T’ joint configuration was used to test the behaviour of composite substrates in 
SAAS. Figure 8.12 shows the configuration used. The upper, T-shaped substrate was 
given material properties of aluminium, while the lower, straight substrate was 
modelled as a four-ply composite, with the outer plies at 0° and the inner two at 90°.
F = 100N
Ply 2 90
Ply 3 90
Aluminium Substrates:
Aluminium t = 3.0 
Composite t = 2.0 
Adhesive: Acrylic t = 0.25
Composite
25.0
50.0
75.0
ISOTROPIC MATERIAL PROPERTIES
Young’s Modulus (N/mm2) Poisson \v Ratio
Aluminium 70000 0.33
Acrylic 500 0.45
ORTHOTROPIC MATERIAL PROPERTIES
P l i e s / & 4 ( 0 ) Plies 2 &3 (90 ')
Ex (N/mm2) 200000 40000
Ex (N/mm2) 40000 40000
E, (N/mm2) 40000 200000
0.00 0.3
0.3 0.3
0.06
Gxx (N/mm”) 50000 50000
Gxz (N/mm2) 50000 50000
Gxz (N/mm2) 50000 50000
Figure 8.12: ‘T’ joint configuration
Again, the ANSYS model was created using 8-noded quadrilateral elements 
throughout. The ANSYS model had a total of 2194 elements, while the SAAS 
equivalent had 148. Figures 8.13 and 8.14 show close-ups of the two meshes in the 
region of the bondline.
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44 elements along bondline
Figure 8.13: SAAS mesh, zoomed in on bonded region
54 elements along bondline
Figure 8.14: ANSYS mesh, zoomed in on bonded region
Once again, agreement between the results was generally good. In the aluminium 
upper substrate, as observed in the previous tests, the only significant differences were 
seen in the ends. The over-stiffening effect observed in the comer of this type of joint 
in the original validation tests (see chapter 5) was probably the chief cause of the 
stress differences seen in the substrates and adhesive layer in that region.
2 5 0 0
2000 A nsys
S A A S
§  1500
1000
^  5 0 0
-5 0 0
Distance along ply mm
Figure 8.15: Comparison of longitudinal stress in the top ply (orientation 0°)
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The principal concern here was with the results in the plies of the composite substrate. 
These were found to have very poor agreement. On investigation, it was discovered 
that there were errors in the way the ply stresses were being derived in SAAS. Steps 
were quickly taken to correct these. Figures 8.15 and 8.16 compare the ply stress 
results from ANSYS and the modified SAAS results, which now produce the correct 
answers.
A nsys
S A A S
T3
-10
Distance along ply nun
Figure 8.16: Comparison of longitudinal stress in the second ply (orientation 90°)
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8.2.4 Clinch joint
The configuration used is shown in figure 8.17. This type of clinch joint is commonly 
used in the automotive industry, for instance in coachwork closure panels. This type 
of joint commonly uses a thick adhesive layer and low modulus adhesive, and this is 
reflected in the test model.
Substrates: Steel 
Outer t = 1.0 
Inner t = 2.0 
Adhesive: Acrylic t = 1.0
F = 100N
2 .0  -
20.0
52.0
Young rs Modulus (N/mm2) Poisson *s Ratio
210000
500
Steel
Acrylic
0.3
0.45
Figure 8.17: Joint configuration
As with the other models, the ANSYS mesh was generated using 626 8-noded 
elements, with 27 and 37 elements along the length of the top and bottom adhesive 
layers respectively. In comparison, the SAAS mesh had 20 and 24 elements in these 
regions. The main difference between the two is that the ANSYS model used two 
elements through the thickness of the adhesive layer. Figures 8.18 and 8.19 show 
close-ups of the bonded regions.
-----
Figure 8.18: SAAS mesh, zoomed in on the bonded region
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__
Figure 8.19: ANSYS mesh, zoomed in on the bonded region
Results were generally in agreement, at least in trend. Substrate results were close 
throughout, with the exception of the vertical section at the far left of the joint. Here 
the results were affected by the lack of adhesive in the SAAS model; however, 
stresses were very low, and this would not be a region of interest in a real joint. Initial 
adhesive results were less encouraging. The upper adhesive layer yielded reasonable 
results; stresses throughout this layer were very low, and so the differences in 
magnitude were slight. On the lower adhesive layer, however, where the stresses were 
much higher, the SAAS mesh was very coarse in the corner region, and this caused 
serious problems with the adhesive layer results in that area. Corrections to the 
meshing algorithms were implemented to alleviate this. Fig. 8.20 compares the lower 
adhesive layer results from the ANSYS model and the corrected SAAS model. The 
figure shows adhesive results taken between points a and b (as shown in Fig. 8.17).
200
-200 -
A nsys
SA A S
-600  -
-800
-1000
Distance along bondline mm
Figure 8.20: Comparison of peel stresses in the lower adhesive layer for the ANSYS and 
corrected SAAS results
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8.2.5 Top hat stiffener joint
The final joint type tested in this programme of validation was the top hat stiffener. 
The joint configuration is shown in Fig. 8.21. This might represent a typical panel 
stiffener, of the sort commonly used in the aircraft industry. The model here is used to 
test the response of the software to a complex structure, with two separate bonded 
regions joined together by a substantial amount of external construction.
F=50N F=50N
Substrates: Aluminium t = 6.0 mm 
Adhesive: Epoxy t = 0.1 mm
50.0
85.0
129.0
Young’s Modulus (N/mm2) Poisson’s Ratio
Aluminium 70000 0.33
Epoxy 3000 0.4
Figure 8.21: Joint configuration
The ANSYS model used the symmetry of the joint to reduce the size of the problem. 
The mesh represented one half of the joint, and was made up of 5527 8-noded 
elements. The SAAS mesh modelled the whole joint, with a total of 388 elements. 
Figures 8.22 and 8.23 show the meshed regions of the two joints.
78 elements along bondline
Figure 8.22: SAAS mesh, zoomed in on one of the bonded regions
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89 elements along bondline
Figure 8.23: ANSYS mesh, zoomed in on the bonded region
Results from the SAAS model were initially disappointing. In all cases, the results 
were approximately twice the magnitude of the ANSYS results, though at least the 
shapes of the graphs were the same. This surprising problem was traced to a bug in 
the preprocessor which meant that, for this joint configuration, the load being passed 
to the analysis code was twice that actually applied. Corrections were made to the 
code, and much more satisfactory results were obtained. Figures 8.24. and 8.25 
illustrate the corrected results.
4 0 0  t
200  -
100
100 150 25 0 3 00' - H - h
-1 0 0  -
B o tto m  (A nsys)
-200
T o p  (A nsys)
-3 0 0  4 J
B o tto m  (S A A S ) ;
T o p  (S A A S )-4 0 0  -l
Distance along substrate mm
Figure 8.24: Comparison of longitudinal stress along the bottom substrate
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A nsys
c/5 -40 S A A S
-6 0
-8 0
Distance along adhesive mm
Figure 8.25: Comparison of shear stress in one adhesive layer
8.3 Conclusions
• Testing of the software was performed using a variety of joint geometries. The 
benchmark used for the tests in each case was a full 2D analysis of the same 
configuration performed in ANSYS.
• Certain problems were highlighted: results were not being properly derived for 
individual plies in a composite substrate, the automatic mesh generation produced 
unacceptably coarse meshes in some configurations, and, in one case, joint loads 
were being applied incorrectly. Minor flaws with the software interfaces were also 
noted. All these problems have been rectified.
• Results from SAAS generally compared favourably with those from ANSYS. 
Greatest deviations were at bond ends.
• Results for the more complex models corresponded less well than those for the 
simple models. This can largely be attributed to the known problem with the 
joining blocks, which is overcome with the hybrid meshing system.
• Some of the discrepancies in the results can be attributed to the differences in 
modelling and stress derivation between the two analyses.
• The less accurate results from the SAAS model are acceptable providing that 
failure criteria used with the results are derived using SAAS modelling techniques. 
Chapter 9 details design allowables developed with this in mind.
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9.1 Introduction
Once results have been obtained from any analysis, the engineer needs to know how to 
use these results. In other work carried out as part of this project, the objective was to 
generate a number of rules which could be used in conjunction with analysis output to 
guide design of joints. These are known as the design allowables, and one or more of 
them can be used as acceptance criteria for the validity of a joint design. The work 
can broadly be divided into three separate sections: first, a database of existing 
experimental adhesive joint strength data was compiled. From this, sets of data for 
two contrasting adhesives were chosen and used to establish a procedure for deriving 
static design allowables. Finally, a procedure for fatigue design allowables was also 
elaborated.
The work comprising each of these three sections is summarised in this chapter.
9.2 Database
The first part of the work on design allowables took the form of a computer database 
of experimental adhesive joint strength data. This was initially compiled by an 
undergraduate in the Mechanical Engineering Department from published papers and 
from data generated within the research group (Patel, 1994). The aim was to bring 
together as much of the available data as possible into a single resource which would 
facilitate analysis of the data. The database contains over 150 records, containing 
information on the adhesive and substrate properties, the joint geometries used, 
loading conditions, mode of failure, and the load at which failure occurred. Figure 9.1 
shows a sample dataset from the database as it appears on the computer screen.
J . O B . V 3  r w
TYPE epoxy toughened 
AcresrvEpnoPEmES e =  2.28GPa,v=0.4, yield strength = 20 MPa.
JC* n ' double cantilrver beam  (pre-crack of 12-20m m  by razor)
SURFACE PREP. 1 SOLVEHT WIPED. VAPOUR BICHROMATE/SULFURIC AC ID PAST. PRMËD EITH BR127
ADHEnEM12 SAME AS ABOVE
LOACHGCXMmcMs STATIC and also FATIGUE
RATE OF TEST CON. DISPLACEMENT UNTIL ONSET OF CRACK.
Figure 9.1: Sample page from the database
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The database was used to find a number of data sets which would be useful for 
deriving design allowables. These sets were ones for which strength results for the 
same adhesive were available for a wide variety of different joint types. The results of 
this search are summarised in the chart in figure 9.2.
r u u ig c  
T - P e d  z  Double Lap Joint 
I  /  Thick Adherend Shear Test
Axisymmetric Lap Joint 
Single Lap Joint 
Bulk Shear 
/  Bulk Compression 
Bulk Tens ion
Figure 9.2: Chart showing a summary of the most useful datasets
From this chart it can be seen that the single lap joint and the bulk tension tests were 
the most commonly used across the range of adhesives present. This is unsurprising, 
as the bulk tension test would be used as a gauge for the basic material properties of 
the adhesive, and the single lap joint is the most common simple test for structural 
strength in bonding.
9.3 Static Design Allowables
Of the adhesives in the database, four can be seen to have results for an acceptably 
wide range of joint configurations: FM73, MY750/HY956, AVI 19, and ESP110. 
FM73 was removed from this consideration because the number of results for each 
type of test was low, while for the others the greater number of results gave greater 
confidence in the accuracy of the experimental results. From the remaining three sets,
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two contrasting ones were chosen for a series of finite element analyses: AVI 19, a 
toughened epoxy adhesive, and MY750/HY956, an untoughened epoxy.
9.3.1 MY750/HY956
Analyses using the adhesive properties of MY750/HY956 were carried out on single 
and double lap joints with different substrates, overlap lengths and adhesive 
thicknesses (Page, 1995). The joint configurations used are shown in figure 9.3.
Substrates aluminium; adhesive thickness ta
Txpc D a ta s e f L  ( m m ) ta ( m m ) ft (m m ) fj ( m m )
dlj a 6.35 # # # # 1.6 3.2
dlj b 12.7 0.13 1.6 3.2
dlj c 38.1 0.13 1.6 3.2
dlj d 12.7 0.38 1.6 3.2
slj e 25.0 0.25 3.2 3.2
slj f 12.7 0.125 1.6 1.6
Figure 9.3: Single and double lap joint of MY750/HY956, with table to show variations in 
geometry used
The adhesive meshes used for these analyses followed the same philosophy as those 
generated in the SAAS software, i.e. using one 4-noded element across the thickness 
of the bond, and thus finding the average stress in the adhesive layer. This means that 
the mesh method used in SAAS is taken account of in the failure criteria. For the 
variety of joints analysed, it was found that the maximum adhesive principal stresses 
at the failure load were all of the same order, the average being 36.2 MPa with a 
standard deviation of 5.9. This was felt to be acceptable for the wide range of 
configurations under consideration. Figure 9.4 shows a chart with a comparison of 
experimental results against failure predicted with this type of analysis and failure 
criterion.
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■  Experimental 
II Predicted
Dataset
Figure 9.4: Chart of experimental failure results vs. predicted failure
In terms of the design of joints, this work shows that a value of maximum principal 
stress of approximately 36 MPa can be used as a design allowable for this adhesive; in 
other words, a designer can use this level of stress to determine with reasonable 
accuracy (within around 20%) the failure load of a joint using MY750/HY956.
9.3.2 AV119
In the case of the AVI 19 analyses, three basic configurations were used: a 
conventional single lap joint with a thin adhesive layer, a thick adherend shear test 
joint, and a T-peel test joint (Le Page, 1995). These are shown in figures 9.5 to 9.7.
Dataset A (mm) B (mm) C (mm)
1 1.47 12.5
2 1.47 i.i 12.5
3 12.5
Figure 9.5: TLS joint with table of different dimensions used
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A
^12.5 mm 12.5 mmr — >i
T B
<----------> <------------------------------------------------ ►
17.5 mm 120.3 mm
Dataset A (mm) B (mm)
a 6.0 0.5
b 5.75 1.0
Figure 9.6: TAST joint with table of different dimensions used
2 mm 6 mm
%fillet = % o f length B filled 
with adhesive
25% fillet used
28 mm
k - A
Dataset A  (mm)
c 0.5
d 1.0
Figure 9.7: T-Peel joint with table of dimensions used
Linear static analysis was first performed on all the joints, followed later by non-linear 
analysis using a von Mises model for material non-linearity.
For linear static analysis, it was found that the strength of all the joints, with the 
exception of the single lap joint with the thinnest bondline, could be predicted to 
within 22% using a value of von Mises stress of 73 MPa.
The non-linear von Mises analyses showed that by using a value of maximum 
principal strain of 7%, failure of all but the lap joints could be accurately predicted.
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Figure 9.8 shows a comparison of experimental results with predicted failure using 
this type of analysis.
600
H Experimental 
H Predicted
a b c d
Dataset
Figure 9.8: Chart of experimental vs. predicted results
The conclusion is that for this level of mesh density, the von Mises material model is 
the most useful for this type of analysis.
The net result of the work on both MY750/HY956 and AVI 19 is to reinforce the 
validity of using a relatively coarse adhesive mesh yielding averaged stress results. In 
addition, it has been shown that, with care, design allowables can be developed which 
will allow an acceptable degree of confidence in predicting joint strength using this 
approach; in all cases tested, the degree of error in strength prediction was 
considerably less than the. scatter found in the experimentally measured joint 
strengths.
9.4 Fatigue Design Allowables
The fatigue response of many different joints and adhesives has been obtained from a 
combination of in-house work and published literature. The data have been 
manipulated into a conventional S-N representation where the fatigue load has been 
normalised with respect to the static failure load of that joint. The normalised fatigue 
load to give a lifetime of 10 million cycles (S’e) has been found to be reasonably 
consistent and is summarised in the table below.
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Source Joint Adhesive S 'e
Matting et al slj Redux 775 0.34
Soetcns et al double strap 3M 9293 0.2
3M 7823
Crocombe et al TAST and T-Peel AVI 19 0.23
F241
Harris et al M51 0.35
Imanaka et al butt tension . Epikote 828 0.33
It was proposed to take a conservative value of 0.2 to be applicable to all adhesive 
joints. Design for a specified fatigue life can now be accomplished by finding the 
value of S’ corresponding to the required life and then designing the joint to carry a 
static load equal to the fatigue load/S’, using the safety factor appropriate to the 
industrial sector.
9.5 Conclusions
• A database of experimental joint strength data was compiled in searchable format, 
and useful sets of data were identified from analysis of the database.
• Two data sets, for AVI 19 and MY750/HY956, were chosen for finite element 
analysis-based studies of design allowables.
• Design allowables were developed which allowed the prediction of joint strength to 
within around 20% for two different classes of adhesives.
• The error margin for these design allowables was considerably less than the scatter 
seen in experimentally measured results, showing that the approach used is valid 
for the prediction of static joint strengths.
• Fatigue response data were also collated, and used to derive a design procedure for 
fatigue life of joints based on an S-N curve and static design procedures.
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10.1 Concluding Remarks
This project has resulted in a working prototype of a software tool for joint stress 
analysis. This tool meets the requirements set out for it; namely that it should be easy 
and intuitive in use, that it should be applicable to a wide variety of joint 
configurations using a range of materials, and that it should yield usable analysis 
results quickly.
The software requires no specialised knowledge of the finite element method, and so 
is suitable for use by design engineers, who would not necessarily be expected to have 
this knowledge. The speed with which joint models can be created and analysed 
means that a number of joint designs can be evaluated in a short space of time, 
allowing the designer to rapidly assess the suitability of a variety of configurations.
The specification of the software was arrived at through a process of various stages of 
consultation with industry. These started with the questionnaire, and results from this 
were complemented by visits to various companies. Feedback was also generated by 
the project’s industrial sponsors.
A review of existing joint analysis software packages was also carried out to 
determine their effectiveness. None was found to offer the combination of features 
highlighted in the specification for this project.
The finite element method was chosen for the analysis of the joints, with a new 
approach being adopted to help make the generation of the mesh and the analysis time 
substantially faster than in a conventional FE analysis. This new approach is called 
reduced dimensional modelling (RDM). It models the joint substrates as two-noded 
beam elements, while the adhesive layers are modelled using four-noded quadrilateral 
elements. This cuts down substantially on the number of degrees of freedom that have 
to be considered for the analysis.
The specification was successfully implemented into a software package consisting of 
three main parts: the pre-processor, the analysis code, and the post-processor. The 
pre-processor enables the user quickly to build and mesh joint models. The mesh and 
associated data are then passed to the analysis code, and results from this are passed to 
the post-processor, where they can equally quickly be examined via a choice of 
display options.
The simplified meshing system used in the software has been refined and validated 
through a programme of tests, and results were found to compare favourably with 
those from a more conventional finite element approach, but with much reduced 
solution time. The complete software package has also been subjected to a series of
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benchmark tests, and has been shown to be capable of producing reliable results 
under a range of configurations and loading conditions.
Related work in the development of adhesive joint design allowables has been 
undertaken. This has shown that it is possible to define a number of key criteria 
which may be used in evaluating the failure of bonded joints. These should be used 
in conjunction with results obtained from the analysis software as part of an 
integrated joint design methodology.
10.2 Future work
As mentioned earlier in this report, a decision was taken to limit initial functionality of 
the software in order to set a realistic target for the final product. Flexibility and 
applicability were kept to a maximum by a careful choice of the features to 
implement, so that the finished software is capable of handling a large number of 
different joint types. Nevertheless, there are features which were left out due to time 
constraints which would improve the capabilities of the software.
The most immediate task should be the full implementation of the hybrid meshing 
system. This should be the first step in any new work for two reasons. First, it has 
already, through a process of validation, been shown to improve the accuracy of the 
stress results obtained. Second, the implementation has already been partly 
completed. Due to time constraints, it was not possible to introduce this section of the 
program into the fully-working package, but little additional work would be required 
to complete the implementation.
Introduction of new block types would expand the types of joints possible. The range 
available already provides plenty of variety, but even more types would be possible 
with an expanded block ‘library’; additional joining blocks would increase the options 
available to the user. The way in which blocks are defined and positioned on screen 
could also perhaps be improved; the first steps have been taken in making the process 
mouse-driven, but it is not complete yet.
Loads and boundary conditions at the moment are limited to point application. This 
could be extended relatively easily to allow distributed loads.
In terms of the meshing, the user currently has no direct control over how the mesh is 
defined on any particular joint. Although the mesh generated can be viewed before 
analysis, there is no way of modifying it without changing the geometry of the joint. 
An option could be included to allow some modification of mesh density by the user, 
or perhaps a system of adaptive meshing, where after an initial analysis run to gauge 
the positions of the highest stresses in the joint, the mesh is automatically refined to 
yield improved results in those regions in subsequent analysis runs.
Currently the interface between the graphical interface and the analysis code works 
perfectly well, but because of the problems experienced with getting the interfacing to
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work, it is not very well integrated. This should be corrected; one option studied for 
this during the project was to compile it into a dynamic link library (DLL). This 
option was rejected because of lack of support in DLLs for huge arrays (necessary for 
the analysis). Nevertheless, a better solution than the current one could probably be 
found.
A non-linear material model should be implemented for a fuller understanding of the 
joint behaviour, especially leading up to and during failure. This has in fact been 
implemented in the analysis code, but requires a proper interface within the SAAS 
pre-processor.
Facilities could be implemented to allow automatic or semi-automatic optimisation of 
the joint design using the design allowables developed.
Finally, a long-term goal is to extend the method to cover full 3-dimensional 
modelling of joints. This would be an ambitious undertaking, perhaps requiring a new 
approach to the way in which the joint models are built up, but would be worthwhile, 
since it would greatly expand the ultimate usefulness of the program.
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QUESTIONNAIRE
IN S T R U C T IO N S
• O n the  fo llo w in g  pages p lease  ind ica te  w hat co n fig u ra tio n s  o f 
jo in ts  your com pany uses, by :
(a) tick ing  the appropria te  boxes and
(b) fillin g  in the re levan t spaces.
• A d d itio n a l jo in ts  no t covered  shou ld  be ske tched  in  the  b lan k  
boxes p rov ided  on page 5. P lease  feel free  to copy  page 5 as 
m any tim es as necessary .
. p lea se  answ er the supp lem en tary  questions on page 6.
E X P L A N A T IO N S
• T he jo in ts  show n are no t sup p o sed  to be an ex h a u s tiv e  lis t, 
m ere ly  a selec tion  of com m on types.
. W h e re v e r  d a sh e d  lin e s  a p p e a r  on a jo in t  p ic tu re ,  th is  
re p re se n ts  p o ss ib le  v a r ia tio n s  on the d e s ig n  sh o w n . F o r  
ex am p le , d ash ed  lin es  ap p ear on the seco n d  p ic tu re  in  the 
"A ngle Joints" box. F or a jo in t o f this type, it is usual to support 
the angle w ith  a p iece  of streng then ing  m ateria l bonded  to the 
ou tside or the inside of the angle (or som etim es bo th).
.  in  the "S carfed  or S tepped" box, the dashed lines rep re sen t the 
sy m m etric  jo in t  v arian t.
• T ick  boxes: these are no t necessarily  m utually  exc lu siv e . T ick  
as m any as are appropria te  in each section.
• N ote tha t the ax isym m etric  jo in t types show n on page  4 m ay 
rep resen t e ither tubu lar jo in ts  or jo in ts  of so lid  cy lin d rica l bars.
. F in a lly , p le a se  fe e l free  to p ro v id e  any o th e r  in fo rm a tio n  
and /o r com m ents you feel m ay be useful.
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a) Single Lap Joints
.. —
□
V □  J
PLANAR 2-D JOINTS 
Type of adhesive
□  Epoxy 
| | Polyurethane 
| | Toughened Acrylic 
I I O ther __________
Com bination fasten ing  ? 
□  No
U sed on w hat type of assem bly ?
| | Yes :
I I Rivet 
| | Spot w eld
I I O ther
M aterials joined
b) Scarfed, or Stepped Type of adhesive
□  Epoxy
I | Polyurethane 
| | Toughened Acrylic 
[~~] O ther __________
C om bination fastening ? 
□  No | | Yes :
I | Rivet 
I | Spot w eld  
I I O ther
U sed on w h at type of assem bly ?
M aterials joined :.
c) Double Lap Joints 
z~ Type of adhesive
□  Epoxy Q  No
I | Polyurethane
| | Toughened Acrylic
I I O ther ________________
C om bination fastening ?
| | Yes :
I | R ivet 
I | Spot w eld 
I I O ther
U sed on w h a t type of assem bly ?
Materials joined :.
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d) Angle Joints
 ^ □
9 often 90°
□/Zr6
Type of adhesive
□  Epoxy 
| | Polyurethane
| | Toughened Acrylic
I I O ther __________
Com bination fastening ? 
□  N o □  Yes:
U sed on  w h a t type of assem bly ?
I I Rivet 
| | Spot w eld
I I O ther
M aterials joined
e) T  Joints
L
9 often 90
Type of adhesive Com bination fastening ?
| | Epoxy □ N o I I Yes :
| | Polyurethane
| | Toughened Acrylic 
I I O ther ___________
U sed on  w h a t type of assem bly ?
I I Rivet 
| [ Spot w eld
I I O ther
M aterials joined
f) Stiffeners
J
Type of adhesive C om bination fastening ?
| | Epoxy Q N o EH Yes '
| | Polyurethane (EH Rivet
| | Toughened Acrylic [%] Spot w eld
□  O ther   □  O ther
U sed  on  w h a t type of assem bly ?
Materials joined :.
Page 3
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g)Other Common Types
Coach Joint Q
II
Clinch Joint [~~1
Type of adhesive
□  Epoxy 
[ | Polyurethane
| | Toughened Acrylic 
I I O ther __________
C om bination fasten ing  ? 
□  No
U sed on w h a t type of assem bly ?
| | Yes :
I | R ivet 
[ | Spot w eld
I | O ther
M aterials joined
a) Single Lap
AXISYMMETRIC JOINT TYPES
Type of adhesive
□  Epoxy 
I | Polyurethane 
| | Toughened Acrylic 
I I O ther __________
C om bination fasten ing  ? 
□  No : | [ Yes :
U sed  on w h a t type of assem bly ?
I I R ivet 
[~~i Spot w eld  
I I O ther
M aterials jo ined :.
b)Stepped /  Scarfed Type of adhesive
□  Epoxy
| | Polyurethane
[ [ Toughened Acrylic
I I O ther __________
C om bination fasten ing  ? 
□  N o Q  Yes :
U sed on w h at type of assem bly ?
I I Rivet 
| | Spot w eld
I I O ther
Materials joined :.
Page 4
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z \
Type of adhesive Com bination fasten ing  ?
| | Epoxy □ No CH  ^ es '
| [ Polyurethane [%] Rivet 
| [ Toughened Acrylic Q  Spot w eld  
1 I O ther CZl O ther
U sed on w h a t tvpe of assem bly ?
M aterials jo ined :
z  \
Type of adhesive Com bination fastening ?
| | Epoxy Q  No □  Yes :
I | Polyurethane Q  Rivet 
| [ Toughened Acrylic Q  Spot w eld  
F I  O ther □  O ther
I Tsed on w h at tvpe of assem bly ?
M aterials jo ined :
z  ..  >
X. v
Type of adhesive C om bination fastening ?
| | Epoxy □  No Q  Yes :
[ | Polyurethane Q  Rivet 
| | Toughened Acrylic Q  Spot w eld  
I | O ther EH O ther
U sed on w h at type of assem bly ?
M aterials joined : ---------------------------------------------------------;---------------------------------------------------
Page 5
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SUPPLEMENTARY QUESTIONS
1. D e s ig n  M e th o d s
D o es your com pany fo llo w  a sp ec ific  design m eth od o logy  for  a d h esive  
joints? (Y es/N o) ..................  If 'yes', please specify:
D e ta ils
□  E xpert system  .....................................................................................................................
1— 1 A d h esiv e  se lec to r  ..................................................................................................... ................
D  W ritten  g u id e lin es  ........................................................................................................... .........
2 . D e s ig n  S t r e s s  A n a ly s e s
D o e s  your com pany use any stress an alysis for d e s ig n in g  a d h es iv e  
joints? (Y es/N o)   If 'yes', please specify type o f  analysis:
D etails (w here p o ss ib le )
□  R ule o f  thumb .......................................................................... ..........................................
t— 1 D e s ig n  form ulae
(eg  V o lk ersen ) .....................................................................................................................
0  S p e c if ic  ad h esive  
jo in t  a n a ly sis
□
package (eg  ESD U  
Data Item )
G eneral stress  
a n a ly s is  package  
(eg  F in ite E lem ent 
A n a ly s is )
3. D e s ig n in g  fo r  S t r e n g t h
D oes your com pany use any criteria in conjunction w ith the an alysis in
(2) to predict jo int strength? (Y es/N o) ....................  I f  'yes', p lease sp ec ify
what loadings and the criteria used:
D e ta ils
0  Short term loading
□  F atigue L oading
0  C reep (su sta ined
loading)
D  Im pact L oading
Page 6
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TABLE OF RESPONDENTS
Name Company
Benn, B Rolls-Royce Aerospace Group
Clough, A Lotus Engineering Ltd
Davies, Dr R Rialtech
Dickie, D Motherwell Bridge
Eckold, Dr G C AEA Engineering
Fay, P A Ford Motor Company
Fray,J BAe Civil Aircraft
Gray, B D Plastics Design & Engineering
Halliburton, R BAe Defence
Higgins, A BAe Civil Aircraft
Jones, R A Lucas Aerospace Ltd
Karlsson, H Insitutet for Verkstadsteknik Forskning, Goteborg, Sweden
Lawley, E D Land Rover
Lee, R J AEA Industrial Technology
Lees, Dr W A Permabond Adhesives Ltd
Lewin, B Rolls-Royce pic
McGregor, I J Alcan International
McLean, B Short Brothers pic
Norris, C S AIM Aviation (Fliteform) Ltd
Powell, J Ciba-Geigy Polymers
Simpson, P Hunting Engineering
Stephens, K Gaydon Technology Ltd
Tempest, J BAe Commercial Aircraft
Thomas, A V Jaguar Cars Limited
Viner, P J L A Rumbold Ltd
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1. INTRODUCTION
This is a brief user guide for the evaluation copy of our adhesive joint analysis software.
The software is intended to be used for designing structural adhesive joints. It is capable of 
finding the stresses in arbitrary bonded structures, whether the ones contained as examples 
within the program, or those generated by the user. Model creation is through a simple system 
of building blocks which are clipped together on screen using sets of construction lines as 
guides.
The analysis solution is based on a finite element method, but is transparent to the user, so that 
no specialist knowledge is required to use the software. Stresses can be found in the joint 
bondlines or in the substrates, with facilities for using both isotropic and composite materials. 
In addition, a database of material properties is provided; this can be added to by the user to 
store sets of materials data for inclusion in later models.
This manual is divided into two main sections. The first consists of a tutorial in the form of 
detailed examples of the software’s usage, including:
• Using a predefined model
• The materials database
• Composite materials
• Creating new models
The second section of the manual is a reference section for some of the program’s principal 
functions.
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2. TUTORIALS
2.1 Using a Predefined Model
Upon starting the program, you will first see the title page. Press the button marked Continue 
and the title page will disappear, revealing the main menu bar (which will be discussed in more 
detail later) and a form containing pictures of a small selection of predefined joint types (Fig. 1).
Bonded Structure Analysis
File s is  Fie is y rm Materials Database
Predefined Joints
Cancel
Figure 1: Starting windows
For the purposes of this tutorial, we will work with the first one, a single lap joint. Click on the 
picture to select it and press the Open button, or alternatively double-click on the picture. This 
will open the main working window. Additionally, a small secondary window labelled Geom 
Menu will open, and some new items will become active on the menu bar (Fig. 2)
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Bonded Structure A nalysis
File View A nalysis Materials D atabase
Model
Line xl
/Dimension lines
x&  G2.5
112. Load
=&.
Constraint markers Constructionlines
400 M
Line y r
Zoom In , Zoom Out - Auto Materials ; Thickness; Loads... Close
Geom Menu
Construction Line ^  
Block Positioning O
New > Exist j
E
Figure 2: Main working windows 
The main window shows a picture of the joint. Principal features of the joint picture are:
• Red construction lines
• Green dimension lines
• Model constraint markers
• The load acting
• The different colours present in the model itself.
2.1.1 Construction lines and dimensions:
The construction lines are the guides by which the model is dimensioned. There are two types - 
free and constrained. Each construction line is defined by a datum and its offset from that 
datum; this is the information shown by the green dimension lines. For instance, in our model 
line x2 has datum xl and offset 50: hence the corresponding green dimension line starts from 
line x l and has the offset marked on it. The system of datums and offsets allows very flexible 
manipulation of the model, and is described in more detail a little later.
Constrained construction lines are not initially shown; they can be toggled on and off using the 
Show constrained lines menu option (under the View>Options menu on the main menu bar). 
In the single lap joint we have only one constrained construction line, which appears as a red
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dotted line labelled y2. The reason it is constrained can readily be seen - its offset from its
datum line is entirely defined by the thicknesses of the joint substrates and adhesive layer, and
so this offset may only be changed by modifying the joint component thicknesses.
2.1.2 Constraints and loads
The next things to notice are the constraints and load 
on the model. Loads and constraints may only be 
applied at intersections of construction lines (whether 
free or constrained) on the model, and are handled 
using a dialogue box accessed by pressing the Loads 
button (see Fig. 2). The dialogue box (Fig. 3) has two 
drop-down list boxes, which list all the current x and y 
construction lines. Selecting xl and yl in these boxes 
shows the settings for the intersection of construction 
lines x l and yl: there are no loads present, but the 
model is constrained from moving in the x and y 
directions at this point. Clicking on the theta z tick 
box and pressing Set will introduce a further rotational constraint at (xl,yl). If we now select 
(x4,y2) we can now see the load acting at the other end of the joint. This may be changed 
simply by entering a new value and again pressing Set.
Note that some intersections are not usable for example (x4,yl). No loads or constraints may be 
set at this point, because it is not actually attached in any way to the model.
2.1.3 Thicknesses
Clicking on the Thickness button (see Fig. 2) brings up a dialogue box (Fig. 4) showing the 
thicknesses of the various joinf components. These thicknesses are related to the model by a 
colour key. Try changing the adhesive layer thickness; simply edit the number in the 
appropriate text box and press OK. The change will be immediately reflected in the model.
Thicknesses
■ 2 |
'  1
■ 2
□ 0.1 |
Figure 4: Thicknesses
Loads & Constraints
X L in e  [i ' 1 ± J Y U n e  Fj ±
Fx o
Ux G  Uy □  T heta  z
S e t I C lose
Figure 3: Loads and constraints
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2.1.4 Materials
Pressing the Materials button (see Fig. 2) 
brings up a dialogue box (Fig. 5a) similar to 
the thickness one, but this time relating the 
model colours to the various materials 
present. Any of the material properties may 
be inspected by clicking on View after 
selecting the appropriate radio button. 
Select the adhesive layer (labelled Generic 
epoxy) and press View.
Materials Key " '
O  0 0  Aluminium alloy 
O  |  Aluminium alloy 
•§> Q  Generic epoxy
: CfoW
View... | 
Change...
Figure 5a: Materials key
Isotropic Material
Name: Generic epoxy
Young's Modulus: 2800 
Poisson s  Ratio: 
Comments:
Cancel
Figure 5b: Material properties
A second dialogue box appears (Fig. 5b), showing 
the material properties for the adhesive (Young’s 
modulus and Poisson’s ratio). These may be edited 
at will. If the name of the material is changed as 
well as the properties, you will be asked if you wish 
to assign this material to the permanent materials 
database (which will be described in detail later).
Going back to the materials key, you will notice 
another button, marked Change. This is used to 
replace a material with one from the materials database. 
Select the adhesive, and then press Change. A new 
window will open up (Fig. 6), with a list of available 
materials. Select one of the other adhesives (e.g. 
Loctite 326) and press the Assign button. The adhesive 
in the model will now be changed.
= 1 Materials Database \
Material?
3M 9323  
Aluminium alloy 
Araldite 2007
Ciba epoxy 
Compl A ssign ...
Evode TE181
Generic epoxy  
Generic steel Cancel
lind 
lindatj 
Loctite 326  
Loctite 341 
Loctite 638  
Redux 332  
Redux 775  
XB 5318-3
Figure 6: Materials selection
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2.1.5 Modifying joint geometry
Suppose we now want to change the length of the bonded overlap 
without affecting the free lengths of the substrates. There are two 
ways of doing this. The simplest thing to do is to change the offset of 
x2 to produce a new overlap length; this will in turn require a change 
in the offset of x3 to maintain the substrate length. This method is 
simple, but not very efficient if we want to try out various overlap 
lengths in succession. A more useful method would be to first set the 
datums into a form more suitable for our purpose, as detailed below.
For the next few instructions, refer to Fig. 7. In the small window 
labelled Geom Menu, select the item Construction Line, and then 
press the Exist button. Now click on the required line in the model 
picture (use x3 for this example). The drop-down list box 
immediately below the button will show your selection, and a two 
new windows will appear: one a small confirmation window, the other 
showing the current data for the construction line x3. Its datum is line 
xl, and its offset from this line is 62.5. Now change the datum by 
selecting line x2 in the model picture, and change the offset to 12.5.
Press OK in the confirmation window. The changes you have made 
will appear on the model - the actual geometry of the model has not Figure 7: Geometry 
changed, but the green dimension line defining x3 has changed. modification
An alternative way of selecting the lines is to choose them in manual mode. This can be done 
by first pressing the Auto button (see Fig. 2) to toggle to Man. (for manual). The required lines 
may now be selected directly in the list boxes, but otherwise the method remains the same. 
Wherever the description in this manual refers to picking on the model picture, the manual 
system may be used as an alternative. Use whichever method feels more comfortable for you.
Now repeat the process, but this time change line x4’s datum to x3, and its offset to 50. Now we 
are ready to implement the geometry changes we originally proposed. Select line x3 again. 
This time, just change its offset and press OK. Now the model geometry does change - but only 
the length of the bond is affected; the free substrate lengths stay the same.
2.1.6 Meshing and analysis
Once the model is configured, the next step is to analyse it. First, the mesh must be generated. 
This is simply a case of selecting the menu item Generate mesh under Analysis on the main 
menu bar; the mesh is generated automatically. Next, select menu item Analysis>Execute to 
start the analysis running. You will be asked if the model is to be analysed in plane stress or 
plane strain; choose plane strain and press OK.
Geom Menu 
Construction Line # > 
Block Positioning O ;
Exist
Construction
Construction Line x 3
i-hïïL‘<.vît<J o
Vertical #
Ar.qîetî o
Ref Datum X 1 $:
Displacement| 62.5
Confirm
Cancel Delete
Ok
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A message window will now pop up asking you to wait until the analysis has finished. It 
doesn’t take long, and when it is finished another message box will appear. This will look a 
little like an error message, but is in fact just the normal ending message sent by the FORTRAN 
analysis code upon completion. Press Yes, and then OK to get rid of the first message box if 
you haven’t already done so.
2.1.7 Results
Results can be viewed in three ways:
• Deformed joint shape
• Graphs of stresses
• Listings of stresses
Often the deformed shape of the model will give the first indications as to the results of the 
analysis. To see the deformed shape, select Results>Deformation from the main menu (see 
Fig. 2). You then have the option of viewing the deformed shape superimposed over the 
original model. Whichever option you choose, the postprocessing screen will open, showing 
the result.
The procedure for viewing stress graphs or listings is initially the same; choose 
Results>Selection from the main menu. The results selection window will appear (Fig. 8).
In the top left corner is the block 
selection box, currently reading Block 1.
This corresponds to block 1 in the 
model, and a picture of the block type is 
presented in the picture box (for clarity, 
block numbers may be displayed on the 
model picture by selecting the option 
Show block numbering under the 
View>Options menu). In the other drop­
down list box. Substrate 1 is selected by 
default. For this type of block, there is 
only one substrate, so no other selection 
is possible here. Next is a list of the 
possible stress types. Only Longitudinal 
direct stress is available for isotropic 
substrates, so now type in a label for the
line in the Line Label text box (the label Figure 8: Results selection 
is optional). Now click on Add In. The 
number in the Lines Selected box will 
increase.
Path Selection
Block 1
0  Substrate 1 T j
Stress Component :
Line Label :Longitudinal direct stress
Add In
Lines Selected :
OK Cancel
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Now select Block 2 from the list at top left. This block type is a sandwich block, and a new 
diagram appears in the picture box. A new list box has also appeared, listing the possible 
adhesive layers for this block. Well come back to this in a minute. For now, select Substrate 1 
and Longitudinal direct stress as before. Add a line label, and click on Add In. Now, hitting 
the radio button next to the adhesive list box changes the stress components list to those 
appropriate to the adhesive layer. Add a graph of one of these if you wish.
Once you are satisfied with all your selections, click on OK. The window will disappear. Now 
select Results>Graph from the main menu. A plot of the selected results will appear on screen. 
Note that the graphs you selected for Substrate 1 in the two blocks have been made into one 
continuous line; this is because the substrate is continuous across both blocks. A table of the 
results can be viewed by selecting Results>List from the main menu. The listed results may be 
saved to a file for later use in your favourite spreadsheet.
2.1.8 Zooming
At times, particularly when dealing with more complex models, it may be necessary to look in 
more detail at some part of the model or of the mesh. Pressing the Zoom In button activates the 
zoom function: now, by pressing and holding the left mouse button, you will be able to drag a 
rectangle around the area to be examined. Releasing the mouse button causes the selected area 
to appear blown up in the picture. window. Pressing the Zoom Out button returns to the 
original picture.
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2.2 The Materials Database
The database is accessed through the Materials Database option on the main menu (see Fig. 2). 
Two options are available: a) Isotropies and Composites, allowing access to the principal 
materials in the database, and b) Orthotropic Materials, dealing with the materials making up 
the individual plies of the composites.
Opening the database pulls up a window (Fig. 9) with 
a list of the materials currently in the database. These 
materials may be modified or deleted, and new ones 
may be added. Clicking on the View button displays 
the properties for the currently selected material. 
Changes may be made to the properties displayed, but 
you will be asked to confirm them before any 
permanent alterations are made to the database. The 
Delete button deletes the currently selected material 
from the database, again requiring confirmation before 
proceeding.
Figure 9: Materials database
To add a new material to the database, press the Add button. A small window will open; here 
you chose which type of material you wish to add (isotropic, composite, or orthotropic), and hit 
OK. A blank form will open up, and the relevant data is simply entered here.
Note that composite materials are handled somewhat differently from the other two types. 
These differences are discussed in section 2.3.
*| Materials D atabase
M aterials
3M 9 3 2 3  
Aluminium alloy  
Araldite 2 0 0 7
V iew ...
Ciba epoxy  
Compl A.-.Abr...
E vode TE181
G eneric epoxy  
G eneric s te e l C an cel
lind 
lindatj 
Loctite 3 2 6  
L octite 341 
Loctite 63 8  
Redux 33 2  
Redux 7 7 5  
XB 5 3 18-3
A d d ... J
D e le te  I
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2.3 Composites
Composite materials require a different approach from the other two types:
Viewing a composite in the model: 
selecting a composite material from 
the main materials dialogue box will 
bring up two new windows showing 
the composite material properties (Fig.
10). The upper one gives details of 
the composite layup, while the lower 
one shows the material properties for 
the currently selected ply. Each 
individual ply may be inspected by 
selecting the appropriate option on the 
Ply list box. Press Cancel on the 
layup form to remove the two 
windows.
Composite material thicknesses: 
when the thicknesses key is called up 
(see Fig. 4), any thicknesses
associated with composite materials 
will be labelled Composite. These 
thicknesses may not be changed 
directly in the key, since they are 
determined by the combined 
thicknesses of the individual plies in 
the composite layup.
Modifying a composite: as long as no change in the number of plies is required, modification of 
a composite is simply a matter of changing the data in the appropriate fields. To change the 
number of plies, edit the figure in the Number of plies box and press OK; if you adjust the 
number upwards, the existing ply information will remain, and new plies will appear for 
selection in the Ply list box. If however, you reduce the number of plies in the composite, all 
the current ply information will be erased, so a full set of ply data will have to be entered.
Adding a composite to the database: when the initial form comes up (as in Fig. 10, but with all 
fields blank), the name of the composite and the number of plies must be entered first. Pressing 
the OK button then enables the ply data to be entered. Ply data must be assigned to one ply at a 
time. This is achieved by first selecting the desired ply in the Ply list box. Enter values for the
C om p osites
ComplName:
Number of Plies: 
Comments:
03C
Ply: Ply 1 ±1 Material: Carbon fibre
Orientation: 90 Thickness: 1
Set properties for this ply
..........y .mum........................  I
Orthotropic M aterials
Name: ||Carbon fibre 
Ell: 2.5E+07
G12: 
G 23:
500000
200000
E22: 
G13: 
nul 2:
1000000
OK
500000
.25
Cancel
yffîrtmYiVhmvrhtKYWbYi
Comments:
À sample set of properties
Figure 10: Composite materials dialogue boxes
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thickness and orientation of that ply, then choose a material from the Material list box, which 
displays all the orthotropic materials currently in the database. If the New Material option is 
chosen, then a complete set of orthotropic material properties must be entered in the appropriate 
spaces. Once the data for a particular ply has been input, press the button marked Set 
properties for this ply and move on to the next ply. When the properties for all plies have 
been set, click on OK and the material will be added to the database.
2.4 Creating New Models
As well as being able to use and modify the predefined joints provided with the software, there 
is the facility to build new joints from scratch. The following example will demonstrate this. 
Remember that, whenever the text mentions selecting an item on the picture, the alternative 
manual method may be used simply by pressing the Auto/Man button and thus switching to 
manual mode.
Choose the menu item Build New Model under File in the main menu (see Fig. 2). The model 
display window will appear as before, but this time will be blank apart from two red 
construction lines. These are the base lines XI and Yl. Before placing any blocks, we must 
first define at least one more construction line, in order to have enough points onto which to 
place a block. Select Construction Line and press New in the Geom Menu window (see Fig. 
2). The Construction window appears. Select Vertical (since we want the new construction 
line to be an X-line). Select a datum line on the picture (there is only one X-reference to choose 
from to start with - xl). Enter the offset in the Displacement box - say, 25 to start with. Press 
OK in the Confirm window. The new construction line will appear on screen, labelled x2.
Now we can put down the first block - well use a single substrate to start with. Select Block 
Positioning in the Geom Menu window and press New. Two windows will appear (Fig. 11), 
one containing diagrams of the available block types. The other is the data entry window we 
will use when placing the block. The Notes box on this latter window acts as a prompt for the 
actions required - now it’s asking us to select a block from the ones displayed. Click on the top 
left block - the single substrate. A labelled diagram of the block appears in the Blocklnfo 
window. The block is identified as a single substrate, and its block number is 1, since this is the 
first block in the model. The red dots at each end of the block, labelled 1 and 2, are the 
connecting points for this block. The position of the block is defined by attaching these to 
construction line intersections.
Select connecting point 1 in the Connect Point box. Now select a construction line intersection 
in the picture to define where the connecting point will be attached. Choose the intersection of 
y l and xl, and press Confirm. Now select a new intersection for the second connecting point. 
Choose y l and x2, and again press Confirm. (Should you make a mistake at any point when 
adding a block, simply press Cancel to exit the process entirely, or Restart to start again on the 
block currently selected). Now you must input the thickness for the substrate. Enter 2 in the 
space provided and press Confirm. The Notes now tell us that the block is fully configured. 
Press OK to accept the settings. The substrate appears on screen (Fig. 12).
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B onded  S tructure  A n a ly sis
File View A n a ly s is M ateria ls  D a ta b a se
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Available Blocks
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Continue
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Figure 11: Block addition
B onded  S tructure  A n a ly sis
File View A n a ly sis M ateria ls  D a ta b a se
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Construction Line G  
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% 2: 25
Zoom In Zoom Out Materials Thickness Loads.
Figure 12: F irst block in position
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Now add another ^-construction line, using the same procedure as before; this time, use x2 as 
the datum, and make the offset 15. W e’re now going to add in a sandwich block. Select Block 
Positioning again, press New, and select the bottom left block on the Available Blocks display. 
This block has four connecting points, but only two of them are needed to define its position in 
the model. Select connecting point 1 in the list box. W e’re going to attach this block to the 
right-hand end of the first block, so select intersection yl, x2 in the picture and press Confirm. 
The second connecting point to be defined is automatically selected; this is always the 
corresponding point at the other end of the block - so since we chose point 1 to start with, we 
must now input the position for point 2. If you had chosen point 4 first, you would now enter 
the position for point 3. In either case, the position is yl, x3. Press Confirm. You are now 
given the opportunity to attach any of the remaining points; this would be useful when (for 
example) connecting two sandwich blocks together, but is not relevant here. Press Continue to 
carry on. You are now asked to enter the second substrate properties - layer 2 on the block 
picture. Enter the thickness (make it 3) and press Confirm. Now enter the thickness of the 
adhesive layer (layer 3) - make it 0.2 - and press Confirm. Properties are automatically 
transferred to new sections of a continuous material, so we do not need to worry about assigning 
properties to layer 1 (since this is just a continuation of the first block’s substrate). We are now 
told that the block is configured. Press OK and the sandwich block appears on screen (Fig. 13).
Bonded Structure Analysis
File View Analysis Materials D atabase
Model
x2: 25
Zoom In Zoom Out Auto Materials Thickness^ Loads Close
Geom Menu
Construction Line O  
Block Positioning #
Figure 13: F u rth er progress
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Now, to make things a bit more interesting, let’s add a connecting block. This time, we don’t 
need to add a new construction line, so call up the Available Blocks display straight away. 
Select the rightmost block on the top row. This is an angled sandwich starting block, and w ell 
use it to attach a sandwich block at an angle to the one already present. Start by picking 
connecting point 1 in the connecting point list box, then click on the intersection of lines y l and 
x3 in the picture. Press Confirm: connecting point 4 will now automatically be selected as the 
next point you need to specify. Click on the intersection of y2 and x3 in the picture and press 
Confirm. You will now be asked to input the angle of the connection - say 30 degrees. Press 
Confirm followed by OK, and the angled block will appear on screen (Fig. 14), together with 
some new angled construction lines.
Bonded Structure Analysis
M aterials D atabaseFile View A nalysis
Model Geom Menu
Construction Line O  
Block Positioning <♦>
Hew j
Mir-
Materials Thickness L oads... Close
■'«'«ViY.YiViYi
Zoom PutZoom In
Figure 14: Addition of the angled block
Like the vertical and horizontal construction lines, the angled ones are used for positioning and 
manipulating blocks. In order to place an angled sandwich block on the end of the model now, 
we would apply the same procedures already used for the previous sandwich block, but this time 
using the angled construction lines as starting points. One important point to note with regard to 
angled blocks is that each angled set must be completed with a suitable angled end block if 
further blocks are to added to the model. Referring to our current example, this means that we 
can add as many new blocks as we like at the 30° angle we’ve set; but should we wish to place
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further blocks on the end of these and at a different angle, we would first have to return to a 
vertical or horizontal frame of reference through the use of an angled end block. For the case of 
the sandwich angled start block, the corresponding end block is the one below it on the block 
selection window. Fig. 15 shows the effect of using an end block to return to a horizontal frame
Bonded Structure Analysis
File View Analysis Materials D a tab ase
Model
x2: 25
Zoom in Zoom Out Auto Materials Thickness Loads... Close
Geom  M enu 
Construction Line Q  
Block Positioning <§> 
New |
Figure 15: Use of angled end block
of reference:
Further blocks can be added to the model, but we’ve done enough for this tutorial, which has 
now covered all the main points of creating a joint model. Constraints, loads, and material 
properties are all handled in the same way as for predefined models, and once the new model is 
fully configured, it may be saved, analysed or modified at will. Note that new blocks can be 
added to existing models using the same procedures described above.
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3. REFERENCE
3.1 The main menu:
3.1.1 File:
Build New Model
Open Predefined Model 
Open User-Defined Model
Save Model 
Save Model As
Open Results
Save Results 
Exit
3.1.2 View:
Model
Mesh
3.1.3 Analysis:
Generate Mesh:
Analyse:
3.1.4 Results:
Enables the user to start a new joint model from scratch. Full 
procedure described in the tutorial.
Calls up a small library of predefined joint models
Enables the user to access previously saved joint models. The 
default directory for saving and loading of model files is 
c:\project\models. Model filenames all end in .dat
Enables saving of the currently active model.
Enables saving of the currently active model under a 
different name.
Enables the user to open up previously saved results files. The 
default directory for loading and saving of results files is 
c:\project\results.
Enables the user to save a full set of analysis results for later use. 
Closes down the program.
Opens the main working screen if it is hidden or closed.
Allows the model mesh to be inspected. Two options: to view 
the whole model mesh, or to view the mesh on individual blocks. 
Note that the second option is not implemented at the moment.
Creates the mesh for the current model.
Sets in motion the analysis procedure. Initially opens a selection 
screen where the user chooses a plane strain or plane stress 
analysis.
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Deformation:
Selection:
Graph:
List:
3.1.5 Materials Database:
Isotropies and Composites:
Orthotropic Materials:
Shows the deformed shape of the model once the analysis has 
been performed, with the option to display the undeformed mesh 
at the same time.
Opens the results selection screen.
Displays a graph of the selected results.
Lists the selected results in tabulated form.
Calls up the materials database with isotropic and composite 
materials listed.
Calls up the materials database with orthotropic (ply) materials 
displayed.
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3.2 Predefined joint selection window:
Displays the predefined joints available for use. The user may open any of these models by
clicking on one of the pictures and then pressing the Open button, or alternatively by double­
clicking on a picture. The Cancel button closes the window.
3.3 Main model window:
Where most of the work required to generate a model is performed.
Zoom In: Allows the user to enlarge an area of the model for greater
clarity. The area is enlarged by pressing and holding down the 
left mouse button and moving the cursor to draw a box on the 
model screen. When the mouse button is released, the area inside 
the box will be enlarged to fill the viewing window.
Zoom Out: Reverts to the normal model picture.
Materials: Opens the Materials Key, which displays the materials present in
the model.
Thickness: Opens the Thickness Key, which displays the thicknesses of the
various layers of the model.
Loads: Opens the Loads and Constraints dialogue box.
Close: Closes the main model window.
3.3.1 Materials Key:
Displays the materials present in the model, relating them to the model picture using a colour 
key.
Close: Closes the window.
View: Displays the material properties for the currently selected
material.
Change: Calls up a list of materials in the database which may be used to
replace the currently selected material.
3.3.2 Thickness Key:
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Displays the thicknesses of the various layers (substrates and adhesives) in the model, relating 
them to the model picture using a colour key. The thicknesses may be changed by editing the 
appropriate item and pressing the OK button. If no changes are made to thicknesses, the OK 
button simply closes the window.
Note that composite material thicknesses may not be changed in this way; they may only be 
changed by editing the thicknesses of the individual plies that make up the composite.
3.3.3 Loads and Constraints dialogue box:
Allows the user to modify the loads and the constraint conditions on the model. All loads and 
constraints are applied at construction line intersections. By selecting an X line and a Y line, the 
user defines a particular intersection, and the loads and constraints at that intersection are 
displayed. These may be modified by editing the appropriate fields. Note that some 
construction line intersections will not allow loads or constraints to be placed on them; this is 
because these intersections are not physically part of the model.
X Line, Y Line list boxes: List (respectively) the available vertical and horizontal
construction lines.
Fx, Fy text boxes: Display (respectively) the horizontal and vertical force
components at the selected intersection.
Ux, Uy, Theta z tick boxes: Define constraints in (respectively) the X-direction, the Y-
direction, and rotationally.
Set: Sets the current loads and constraints in the model.
Close: Closes the dialogue box.
3.4 Geom Menu window:
Starting point for adding or editing construction lines, or adding blocks.
New: If Construction Line is selected, opens the Construction and
Confirm dialogue boxes to enable addition of a new construction 
line. If Block Positioning is selected, opens the Available 
Blocks window and Blocklnfo dialogue box to enable addition 
of a new block.
Exist: If Construction Line is selected, activates the
construction line list box and opens a small Confirm dialogue 
box. Inactive if Block Positioning is selected.
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Construction line list box: Lists the unconstrained construction lines currently present in the
model. Selecting one of these opens the Construction dialogue 
box for modification of the construction line’s properties.
3.4.1 Construction dialogue box:
Operates in two modes, depending on whether an existing construction line is being modified or 
whether a new one is being added.
Line modification: Displays the data for the selected construction line. Datum and
offset for the line may be modified by changing the settings in the 
Ref Datum list box and the Displacement text box.
New line: Allows the user to place a new construction line in the model. 
Selection buttons allow a choice of horizontal or vertical line. If 
there are angled joining blocks present, angled construction lines 
may also be selected. Datum and offset for the new line are set 
via the Ref Datum list box and the Displacement text box.
3.4.2 Confirm dialogue box:
OK: Confirms that the current settings in the Construction dialogue 
box should be used.
Cancel: Quits from the construction line addition/modification process 
without changing any settings.
Delete: Currently inactive.
3.5 Analysis Type dialogue box:
Allows the user to select either a plane strain or a plane stress analysis.
OK: Confirms the selection and initiates the analysis.
3.6 Deformation window:
Shows the deformed shape of the joint, either with or without the original mesh.
Close: Shuts down the window.
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3.7 Path Selection dialogue box:
Used to select results for viewing. The user selects a relevant block, a substrate (with specific 
ply if it is a composite) or adhesive layer in that block, and a stress component. A label for the 
data set may be entered if desired. Multiple data sets may be stored for viewing in graph or 
table form.
Blocks list box:
Block picture box: 
Adhesive layer list box:
Substrate list box:
Ply list box:
Stress Component list box:
Line Label text box:
Add In:
Lines Selected text box: 
OK:
Cancel:
Lists the available blocks in the model.
Shows a diagram of the block selected in the blocks list box.
Only appears when the block type selected contains 
adhesive layers. Lists the adhesive layers in the currently 
selected block.
Lists the substrates present in the currently selected block.
Only appears when the Currently selected block contains 
a composite material. Lists the plies in the currently selected 
substrate.
Lists the stress components available for viewing for the 
currently selected item.
Used to input an optional label for the selected results.
Stores the data currently entered in the form. Multiple 
data sets may be entered by setting new data in the form 
repeatedly, pressing Add In between each set.
Displays the number of data sets selected so far.
Accepts all the data entered.
Quits the dialogue box without storing the data.
3.8 Postprocessing window:
Displays the graphs of results previously selected in the Path Selection dialogue box. 
Close: Closes down the window.
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3.9 Stresses Display Table window:
Displays in tabulated form the results previously selected in the Path Selection dialogue box. 
Save:
Exit:
Allows the user to save the tabulated results as a text file, which 
may then be imported into a spreadsheet for further manipulation.
Quits from the window.
3.10 Materials Database window:
Allows access to the material properties stored in the database. The window appears in two 
forms; its primary one, for viewing and editing the database, and a second one which is used for 
assigning materials from the database to a model.
Assigning materials to a model:
Materials list box:
Assign:
Cancel:
Lists the isotropic and composite materials stored in the database. 
Clicking on a material name will select that material. Double­
clicking on a material name will open dialogue boxes showing 
the relevant material properties.
Assigns the selected material to the model in place of the 
material originally chosen in the materials key dialogue box.
Closes the database window.
Viewing and editing the database contents:
Materials list box:
View:
Lists the materials stored in the database; either isotropic and 
composite, or orthotropic, depending on which menu option was 
selected to open the window. Clicking on a material name will 
select the material. Double-clicking on it will open a dialogue 
box or boxes displaying the relevant material properties.
Opens a dialogue box or boxes displaying the material properties 
of the selected material.
Cancel:
Add:
Closes the database window.
Starts the process of adding a new material to the database by 
opening up the Type Selection dialogue box.
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Delete: Deletes the selected material from the database, subject to
confirmation from the user.
3.10.1 Type Selection dialogue box:
Displays the three categories of materials that the user may enter. The required type may be 
added to the database by clicking on the appropriate radio button to select it, and the pressing 
OK.
OK: Confirms the material type selection, and opens the relevant
dialogue box or boxes for input of material properties for the new 
material.
Cancel: Quits the process of adding a material.
3.10.2 Isotropic Material dialogue box:
Allows viewing, editing, and addition of isotropic materials. Appears with all fields blank if a
new material is being added. The data fields are labelled, so need no further explanation here.
OK: Accepts the changes to the material data, subject to confirmation
by the user. If no changes have been made, closes the dialogue 
box.
Cancel: Close the dialogue box without making any changes to the
material data.
3.10.3 Composites dialogue box:
Allows viewing, editing, and addition of composite materials. Appears with all fields blank if a 
new material is being added. The main data fields do not need explanation, since they are 
labelled.
OK: When adding a new material to the database, or when changing
the number of plies in an existing material (whether in the 
database or in a model) pressing OK accepts the primary data 
(name and number of plies) and initialises the ply data entry 
boxes. Otherwise it simply accepts changes to the material data 
and stores them.
Cancel: Closes the dialogue box without saving changes.
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Ply list box:
Material list box:
Orientation text box: 
Thickness:
Set properties for this ply:
Lists the plies available in this composite. When a ply is 
selected from the list, the other ply information boxes change to 
reflect the data for this particular ply.
Shows the material present in the current ply. This list box can 
be used to select a different orthotropic material for the ply. The 
Orthotropic Material dialogue box displays the properties for 
the material currently shown in the Material list box.
Shows the orientation (in degrees) of the current ply.
Shows the thickness of the current ply. The only way to change 
the overall thickness of a composite is to change the thicknesses 
of the individual plies that compose it.
Sets the properties for the current ply. Must be before selecting a 
new ply whenever changes are made to ply data, otherwise the 
changes will not be stored.
3.10.4 Orthotropic Materials dialogue box:
Allows viewing, editing, and addition of orthotropic materials. Most often used in conjunction 
with the Composites dialogue box. Some of the data fields here do need explanation.
E ll ,  E22:
G12, G13, G23: 
nul 2:
OK:
Longitudinal and transverse Young’s Moduli for the material. 
Shear components for the material.
Poisson’s ratio for the material.
Accepts any changes made to the data. If no changes have been 
made, simply closes the dialogue box.
Cancel: Closes the dialogue box without saving any changes.
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APPENDIX C
LIST OF GLOBAL VARIABLES AND 
USER-DEFINED DATA TYPES
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User-Defined Types:
aset angle Single
xref Integer
yref Integer
Used for the basic data that defines an angled construction line set. angle: the angle of 
the set. xref, yref: the references defining the point in the orthogonal construction line
set at which the angled set starts.
Beam nodel Integer
node2 Integer
beamprop Integer
block Integer
item Integer
nodel and nodel hold the
beam, beamprop references the appropriate oeam prupcmc iui - -  - - -  
the number of the block this beam is in; item is the layer identifier within the block.
BeamProps ef Single
ejz Single
gfy Single
gjx Single
B e a m  property data. Items holding the values of the beam properties. (See section
2.4.2 of Project Internal Report 2).
Bellink Node(2) Integer
M Integer
Data for beam elements. NodeO holds the node numbers for the two nodes that define 
the element. M is the material reference.
BlockData bt Integer
length Single
theta Single
thick Integer
nothick Integer
material Integer
nomaterial Integer
beamprop Integer
nobeamprop Integer
Block definition, bt: defines block type, length: defines block length, theta: defines 
block angle, thick: defines the starting point in the array blockThickrefsQ for the
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thickness references for this block, nothick: represents the number of spaces in 
blockThickrefsQ taken up by thickness references for this block, material: defines the 
starting point in the array blockMatrefsQ for the material references for this block, 
nomaterial: represents the number of spaces in blockMatrefsQ taken up by material 
references for this block, beamprop: defines the starting point in the array 
blockBeampropsQ for the beam property references for this block, nobeamprop: 
represents the number of spaces in blockBeampropsQ taken up by material references 
for this block.
BlockType cps Integer
substrates Integer
adlayers Integer
surfaces Integer
Basic block type data, cps: the number of connecting point in this block type, 
substrates: the number of substrates in this block type, adlayers: the number of 
adhesive layers in this block type, surfaces: the number of free surfaces (on which 
distributed loads could be set) in this block type.
CompoDat name String
nPlies Integer
Comments String
Composite material basic data (in the database), name is the name of the composite; 
nPlies is the number of plies in the composite; Comments holds any incidental 
information about the composite.
Conp keypoint Integer
block Integer
Connecting point data, keypoint: connecting key point number, block: connecting 
block for specific key point.
Constrain cp Integer
X Integer
y Integer
tz Integer
Constraint data, cp: the connecting point on which the constraint acts, x, y, tz: take 
values of 0 or 1, with 1 signifying constraint in that direction (tz is a rotational constraint 
inZ).
DrawCoord cp Integer
X Single
y Single
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Data used in drawing the model, cp: the connecting point in question, x and y: the
coordinates of the CP.
DrawProp th Single
mat Integer
Other data used in drawing the model, th: the thickness of the item being drawn, mat:
the material reference of the item being drawn.
Integer 
Single 
Single 
Single 
Single 
Single 
Single
Force data, cp: the connecting point at which the force acts, fx, fy, fz. x, y, and z
components of the force acting, mx, my, mz: moments about x, y, and z acting at t e
point.
IsoDat name String
E Single
nu Single
Comments String
Isotropic material data (in the database and related functions), name is the nametrf the
material; E is its Young’s modulus; nu is its Poisson’s ratio; Comments holds any
incidental information about the material.
IsoProps name String
E Single
nu Single
Isotropic material properties, name: name of the material. E: Young’s modulus, nu:
Poisson’s ratio.
LayupDat Compname String
Ident String
material String
Orientation Single
Thickness Single
Individual ply properties of a composite (in the database and related functions).
Compname is the name of the composite the ply belongs to; Ident is the ply s identi 1er,
Force cp
fx
fy
fz
mx
my
mz
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material is the name of the orthotropic material of which the ply is made; Orientation 
is the angle of the ply in the layup; Thickness is the thickness of the ply.
Line Com Comp Integer
Cnodel Integer
Cnode2 Integer
Nnode Integer
Scomp Integer
Ident Integer
Isec Integer
Xscale Single
Lname Variant
matref Integer
length Integer
Path details for the selected paths. Comp is the block number; Cnodel and Cnode2 are 
the node numbers at the start and end of the path; Nnode is the number of FE nodes on 
the path; Scomp is the stress component for this line; Ident is the ply number (0 if the 
material is isotropic); Isec is the section identifier; Xscale is used in scaling the graph; 
Lname is the line label; matref is the material reference number; length is the length of 
the path.
Itype num Integer
type Integer
dis Single
Used in automatic construction line selection, num is a construction line number; type 
is the line type (normal or angled); dis is the current distance from the line.
MaterialRef isorth Integer
ref Integer
plies Integer
Material final references, isorth: takes values of 0 or 1, where 0 represents an isotropic 
material and 1 an orthotropic one. ref: references the appropriate item. If the material is 
isotropic, this number points to the actual material properties in the array IsoPropsQ; if 
it is orthotropic, then the number points to a line in the layup array, layupQ. plies: the 
number of plies in the material, if it is orthotropic. If isotropic, plies is ignored.
MaterialsT able name String
File String
FilePos Long integer
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Data for the materials table used in finding materials in the database, name is the name 
of the material; File is the name of the file where the material data is stored; FilePos is 
the position of the material data within the file.
MatrixProp dl Single
d2 Single
d3 Single
d4 Single
Matrix items. dl,d2,d3,d4: the four nonzero elements of a plane elastic coefficients 
matrix. Used in generating the file needed by the FE code.
MeshProp th Single
mat Integer
bp Integer
Items used in generating the mesh, th: thickness of the item under consideration, mat: 
material reference of the item, bp: beam property reference of the item (if any).
Single 
Single 
Single 
Long 
Integer 
Integer
Node data, x, y, z: the coordinates of the node, nodequal: the noded qualification 
number (see section 2 of Wu’s document), master: if the node is a slave node, this 
refers to its master node; otherwise it refers to itself, bq: indicates whether the node is 
part of a beam or quad element (bq = 0: beam; bq = 1: quad).
Nblock bt Integer
nosubs Integer
nopoints Integer
adstart Integer
pic String
theta Single
angle Single
length Single
con Integer
New block data, bt: defines the block type, nosubs: specifies the total number of 
substrates and adhesive layers, nopoints: specifies the number of key points, 
adstart: specifies the first adhesive layer, pic: specifies the name of the drawing for 
the block, theta: specifies the block angle, angle: specifies the angle between sides
ModelNode x
y
z
nodequal
master
bq
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for the angled blocks, length: specifies the length of the block, con: specifies the 
block number of a connecting block.
Nodalcom In Integer
Com(3) Single
Nodal FE results. In indicates whether the node belongs to a beam element (In = 1) or a 
quad element (In = 0). Com(3) stores the three results.
N odejnfo Xyz(3) Single
stress(8) Single
Node data for postprocessing. Xyz() holds the node coordinates. stress() holds the 
various stress results for the node.
OrthoDat name String
E ll Single
E22 Single
G12 Single
G13 Single
G23 Single
nul2 Single
Comments String
Orthotropic material properties (in the database and related functions), name: name of
the material. E ll, E22: Young’s Moduli for the ply. G12, G13, G23: shear moduli for
the ply. nul2: Poisson’s ratio. Comments: any incidental information about the
material.
OrthoProps name String
E ll Single
E22 Single
G12 Single
G13 Single
G23 Single
nu!2 Single
Orthotropic material properties. name: name of the material. E ll, E22: Young’s
Moduli for the ply. G12, G13, G23: shear moduli for the ply. nul2: Poisson’s ratio.
PathNodes block Integer
layer Integer
leftnodel Integer
leftnode2 Integer
rightnodel Integer
rightnode2 Integer
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Data used for finding the correct path for results in the postprocessor, block is the block 
number; layer is the layer within the block; leftnodel is the starting node for the path; 
rightnodel is the end node for the path, leftnodel and rightnodel are the start end 
points for the second path needed for the stress averaging in adhesive layers.
Ply name String
thick Single
theta Single
ref Integer
Ply data, name: name of the material, thick: thickness of the ply. theta: orientation of 
the ply. ref: material property reference for the ply.
POINT API x Integer
y Integer
Coordinates used in drawing. The Windows API calls used in the model drawing 
functions require the coordinates passed to them to be integers, hence x and y are the 
coordinates of points used in the drawing, where the coordinate system has been 
manipulated to reference screen pixels.
PointReal x Single
y Single
Real coordinates. Real number coordinates. Various uses in the program.
Qellink Node(4) Integer
M Integer
Data for quad elements. NodeQ holds the node numbers for the four nodes making up 
the element. M is the material reference.
Quad nodel Integer
nodel Integer
node3 Integer
node4 Integer
mat Integer
trans Integer
block Integer
item Integer
Quad element data, nodel, nodel, node3, node4: the nodes defining the quad element, 
mat: the material property reference for the quad, trans: used in transferring the 
material properties from the global system used in the pre-processor to the system
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required by Wu’s FE input file, block: the block this quad is in. item: the layer 
identifier within the block.
datum Single
offtype Integer
offset Single
name String
blockno Integer
ctype Integer
setid Integer
Position references, datum: the datum position from which this line is defined, 
offtype: the offset type for this line (0 - unconstrained; 1 - constrained; 2- angled datum 
line), offset: the magnitude of the offset from the datum, name: the label for this line, 
blockno: the number of the block that constrains the line (if it is constrained), ctype: 
the type of constraint (if this is a constrained line), setid: the identifier for the angled 
line set (if this is an angled line).
SIZEAPI x Integer
y Integer
Screen sizes. Used in scaling the drawing of the joint so that it'fits properly into the 
picture box.
Integer 
Integer 
Integer 
Integer 
Integer 
Integer 
Integer 
Integer
Key point data, x: defines x or ax construction line reference, y: defines y or ay 
construction line reference, set: defines angled construction line set. gcp: specifies 
the global connecting point, thick: specifies thickness reference at particular key 
point, mat: specifies material reference at particular key point, beam: specifies beam 
properties reference at particular key point, uncon: indicates the first point to be 
specified.
Tsub thick Integer
mat Integer
beam Integer
Layer data, thick: thickness reference for the layer, mat: material reference for the 
layer, beam: beam property reference for the layer.
Tcon x
y
set
gcp
thick
mat
beam
uncon
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Xyzinf Xyz(3) Single
Used for storing node coordinates.
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Global Variables: (() denotes an array) 
Name Type
AdhesiveTempO Line_Com
Angleconflag
angset()
AnisoMat()
axrefQ
axtemp
ayref()
aytemp
bdataQ
blockcp()
blockMatrefs()
Integer
aset
Double
ref
Integer
ref
Integer
BlockData
beamelem() Beam
Belement() Bellink
blockBeampropsQ Integer
Integer
Integer
Description
Temporary storage for the second 
adhesive path details used for stress 
averaging in the adhesive
A flag used to identify whether or not 
angled construction lines exist in the 
model.
Used to store angle and origin point for 
the different sets of angled construction 
lines.
Composite material properties 
Angled X-references.
A variable used to denote the next AX 
construction line reference available.
Angled Y-references.
A variable used to denote the next AY 
construction line reference available.
The principal array containing block 
information
Beam element data
Beam element data
A secondary block information array, 
containing the beam property references 
for the block substrates
Contains the block CP numbers (one 
block per line)
A secondary block information array, 
containing the material references for the 
material(s) in the block
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blockThickrefsQ
btypeQ
CompoRecord
conpointsQ
constraintsQ
CurrentModel
CurrentPath
CurrentRes
DataType
depth
DisresultQ
EndNodesQ
FindlQ
Integer A secondary block information array, 
containing the thickness reference(s) for 
the block
BlockType
CompoDat
Conp
Holds the basic information that describes 
each block type (how many CPs, how 
many substrates, how many adhesive 
layers, how many free surfaces). 
Information is read into this array form a 
file at start-up.
Data for a particular composite material
An array used to store data on any key 
point connecting to another block during 
block creation.
Constrain
String
String
String
Integer
single
Xyzinf
PathNodes
Itype
Holds information regarding the 
constraints imposed on the model
Stores the name of the model currently 
being worked on (for use with the 
loading/saving functions)
Stores the directory path for the currently 
selected directory
Stores the name for the current results file 
(for use in loading/saving results)
Used when adding a material to the 
database to indicate the type of material to 
be added (1 = isotropic, 2= composite, 3 = 
orthotropic).
Depth (or width) of the model
Displacement results for nodes
Stores the start and finish nodes for the 
possible paths in the model - used in the 
postprocessing
Stores details of the current line selected 
using graphical picking
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gxborder!
gxdim!
gxmax!
gxmin!
gxstan!
gyborder!
gydim!
gymax!
gymin!
gystan!
hiddenline
InFeadis
InFeamesh
InFeastr
isomat()
Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Integer
Integer
Integer
Integer
IsoProps
Specifies the size of the border on the left 
and right when drawing the model.
Specifies the room allocated for the xref 
dimensions when drawing the model.
Specifies the maximum dimension in the 
x axis when drawing the model.
Specifies the minimum dimension in the 
x axis when drawing the model.
Specifies the standard spacing between 
xref dimensions.
Specifies the size of the border on the top 
and bottom when drawing the model.
Specifies the room allocated for the yref 
dimensions when drawing the model.
Specifies the maximum dimension in the 
y axis when drawing the model.
Specifies the minimum dimension in the 
y axis when drawing the model.
Specifies the standard spacing between 
yref dimensions.
Indicates whether hidden (constrained) 
lines are to be shown on the model 
drawing (hiddenline = 1 : yes)
Used as flag to check whether the 
displacement results have been read into 
memory yet
Used as a flag to check whether the FE 
mesh has been read into memory yet
Used as a flag to check whether the stress 
results have been read into memory yet
Contains isotropic material properties
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IsoRecord
kpref()
LastRecord
LayTempO
layup()
LayupRecordQ
LengthOrthoData
Line_Info()
linex()
loadsQ
MatTable
matref()
IsoDat
Integer
Long integer
LayupDat
Ply
LayupDat 
Long integer 
Line_Com 
Single
Force
MaterialsTable
MaterialRef
Data for a particular isotropic material
Contains the connecting point X and Y 
references
The number of records in the currently 
open material file
Temporary storage for layup data of a 
composite. Used while a composite is 
being created or modified; data entered 
initially goes into this array, and is 
transferred to the database only when the 
whole layup has been finalised
Contains the layup information (one ply 
per line)
Data for the plies of a particular 
composite material
The number of plies in the current 
composite
Data used for plotting or listing each data 
set in postprocessing
Stores the distance of each data point from 
the start of its data set (for plotting/listing 
in the postprocessor)
Contains information regarding the forces 
acting on the model
This array is compiled when the program 
starts and when any changes are made to 
the database. It contains the names and 
file locations of all the materials currently 
in the database, and is used for quick 
access to the data.
Material references array
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matrixelemO
meshelnum
meshnodnum
Mode
mdown%
NewBlock
newbeam
newmat
Nodalinfo()
NodresultQ
numt
oldCompoRecord
oldlsoRecord
MatrixProp
Integer
Integer
Integer
Contains the data for the four nonzero 
elements of the plane elastic coefficients 
matrix for each relevant material.
Indicates whether element numbering is to 
be switched on when drawing the mesh 
(meshelnum = 1: yes)
Indicates whether node numbering is to be 
switched on when drawing the mesh 
(meshnodnum = 1: yes)
Used with the materials database 
functions to define the edit mode. 1 = 
adding a new material to the database; 2 = 
editing an existing material; 3 = editing a 
material in the model.
Integer Indicates that the mouse button is being 
held down.
Nblock
Integer
Holds information regarding to the new 
block being created.
Records the number of new beam 
property references created during block 
creation.
Integer Records the number of new thickness 
and material references created during 
block creation.
Xyzinf
Nodalcom
Integer
CompoDat
IsoDat
Node positions 
Basic FE results
Specifies the current construction line 
when modifying an existing reference.
Stores initial values of composite material 
data, so that any changes made may be 
reversed if required
Stores original data for a particular 
isotropic material, so that any changes 
made may be reversed if required
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oldLayup
oldOrthoRecord
OpenS tatus 
orthmenu
oithomat()
OrthoRecord
osres
picklineflag
planestate
PLYQPPQ
Qelement()
quadelem()
SavePath
SectionQ
sectionprops()
shownum
LayupDat
OrthoDat
Integer
Integer
Orthoprops
OrthoDat
Integer
Integer
Integer
Double
Qellink
Quad
String
Double
BeamProps
Integer
Store initial data for the plies of a 
composite, so that any changes may be 
reversed if necessary
Stores initial data for an orthotropic 
material, so that any changes may be 
reversed if required
Indicates whether a file is currently open 
or not (1 = file open)
Indicates whether the database is to be 
opened showing orthotropic materials 
(orthmenu = 1: yes)
Contains orthotropic material data
Data for a particular orthotropic material
Indicates whether a set of results is 
currently open (osres = 1 : yes)
Only used in testing the code.
Indicates whether or not this is a plane 
strain analysis (planestate = 1 : yes)
Beam properties for a composite substrate
Quad element data
Quad element data
Stores the directory name for the current 
save directory
Ply data for the composite material 
sections
Contains beam property data
Indicates whether block numbers are to be 
shown on the model drawing (shownum = 
1: yes)
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skip Integer
tempcpO Tcon
tempsub() Tsub
tempsub2() Integer
tkeyorigO Single
Total_Drawline Integer
Totalnode Integer
Totalbeam Integer
Totalquad Integer
transmat() Integer
tref() Single
xory Integer
xref() ref
xtemp Integer
Commonly used to identify when an 
error has occurred.
An array used to store information about 
the key points when creating a new 
block.
An array used to store information about 
the substrates and adhesive layers when 
creating a new block.
An array used to store the substrates and 
adhesive layers which need to be created 
and specified by the user.
Stores initial values of thickness when the 
thickness key is opened, so that if changes 
are attempted to a composite material’s 
thickness, the original value is retained
Total number of data sets currently 
selected for plotting or listing
Total number of FE nodes in the mesh
Total number of beam elements in the 
model
Total number of quad elements in the 
model
Used in translating the material data from 
the format used in the pre-processor to 
that required by Wu’s FE input file
Contains thickness values
A variable used to specify which type of 
construction line is being specified in the 
Construction Line Module, 1-xref, 2- 
yref, 3-axref, 4-ayref.
X values
A variable used to denote the next X 
construction line reference available.
yref()
ytemp
zoomxl!
zoomx2!
zoomyl !
zoomy2!
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ref Y values
Integer A variable used to denote the next Y
construction line reference available.
Single Holds the x position for the first comer
of the zoom box.
Single Holds the x position for the second
corner of the zoom box.
Single Holds the y position for the first comer
of the zoom box.
Single Holds the y position for the second
corner of the zoom box.
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PRINCIPAL LOCAL VARIABLES
Input Module:
Sub ReadFile:
Name Type Description
b BlockData Receives the data for one block at a time when the 
input file is accessed; the data is passed to the 
principal block data array bdataQ before the next line 
of the file is read in.
bt BlockType Receives one line at a time of the block type data, 
which is then passed to the array btypeQ.
c Constrain Receives constraint data from the input file for 
passing into the array constraintsQ.
count 1 Integer 
count2 Integer 
counts Integer Counters used in the process of generating the 
secondary arrays associated with bdataQ.
F Force Receives loads data from the input file for passing 
into the array loadsQ.
lay Ply Receives layup data from the input file for passing 
into the array layupQ.
m MaterialRef Receives materials data from the input file for passing 
into the array matrefQ.
mp IsoProps Receives isotropic material properties from the input 
file for passing to into the array isomatQ.
nblocksi Integer Holds the number of blocks in the model.
nbps Integer Number of beam properties in the model.
nconst Integer Number of constrained connecting points in the 
model.
ncps Integer Number of connecting points in the model.
niso Integer Number of isotropic materials in the model.
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nloads Integer Number of forces acting on the model.
nmats Integer Total number of different materials in the model.
northo Integer Number of orthotropic materials in the model.
nplies Integer Total number of orthotropic material plies in the 
model.
nTrefs Integer Number of different thicknesses in the model.
nXrefs Integer Number of different x-coordinates in the model.
nYrefs Integer Number of different y-coordinates in the model.
ort OrthoProps Receives orthotropic material properties from the 
input file for passing to the array orthomatQ.
X ref Receives x-reference data from the input file for 
passing to the array xrefQ.
y ref Receives y-reference data from the input file for
passing to the array yrefQ.
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COMPOSIT.BAS
Sub GETLAM (NS%, SEC#Q)
Gets the correct beam properties for the current composite material section. NS is the 
section number; SEC is the array of beam properties (read from the array PLYQPP) 
returned by the routine.
Sub GETPLYM (M%, E ll# , E22#, G12#, G13#, G23#, RU12#)
Gets the material properties for the current ply. M is the material reference number; 
the other parameters are the material properties returned by the routine.
Routines called: GTCOMA
Sub GETSEC (NS%,N%, H#, B#, CPOP#())
Gets the beam properties for the current composite substrate from the array Section. 
NS is the substrate section number; N is the number of plies returned by the routine; 
H is the overall thickness returned by the routine; B is returned by the routine; CPOP 
is the array of properties returned by the routine.
Sub GETSEC_NH (NS%, N%, H#)
Gets the number of plies in the substrate section and the overall thickness of the 
section from the array Section. NS is the substrate section number; N is the number 
. of plies returned by the routine; H is the overall thickness returned by the routine.
Sub GTCOMA (M%, PROP#())
Gets the right material data from the array AnisoMat. M is the material reference 
number; PROP is the array of properties returned by the routine.
Sub LAMINP ()
The main routine for the generation of beam properties for the laminates in the model. 
Routines called: LAMPRO
Sub LAMPRO (NS%)
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Sets up the array PLYQPP, which holds the beam properties for the composite 
substrates in the model.. NS is the substrate section number.
Routines called: GETSEC
PLYREFS
PLYPRO
Sub LAMSTR (ISEC%, IPLY%, FORCE#(), COMP#())
Finds the component stress results for a point on the path. ISEC is the substrate 
section number; IPLY is current ply number; FORCE is the array of force results 
from the FE code; COMP is returned by the routine, and is the array of stress 
components calculated for this point on the ply.
Routines called: GETSEC
STREPLY
Sub PLYPRO (M%, TH#, QP#Q)
Uses formulae to find various ply parameters used for stress calculations. M is the 
material reference number; TH is the ply thickness; QP is the array of parameters 
returned by the routine.
Routines called: GETPLYM
Sub PLYREFS (NS%, K%, M %, Zl#, Z2#, TH#, CPOP#())
Finds the properties for an individual ply. NS is the substrate section number; K is the 
number of the current ply; M is the ply material reference number returned by the 
routine; Z l and Z2 are returned by the routine; TH is the ply thickness returned by the 
routine; CPOP is the array of composite properties created previously.
Routines called: GETSEC_NH
Sub PSTRESS (NS%, N%, IPLY%, STRESS#(), PMAIN#(), CPOP#Q)
Calculates the principal stresses in the composite. This routine is not used at the 
moment.
Routines called: PLYREFS
Sub SAINLAM (NS%, FORCE#(), STRAIN#())
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Finds the strain for a laminate section. NS is the substrate section number; FORCE is 
the array of forces from the FE data; STRAIN is the array of strain results returned by 
the routine.
Routines called: GETLAM
Sub STREPLY (NS%, N%, IPLY%, FORCE#(), STRESS#(), CPOP#())
Calculates stress results for a ply. NS is the substrate section number; N is the number 
of plies in the section; IPLY is the current ply; FORCE is the array of forces from the 
FE results; STRESS is the array of stress results returned by the routine; CPOP is the
array of beam properties.
Routines called: SAINLAM
PLYREFS
PLYPRO
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D A T AB ASE.B AS 
Sub AddMaterial ()
Sets the material editing mode to 1 (adding a material directly to the database). 
Selects a material type based on the radio button selected in the material type selection 
dialogue box, and calls up the required form.
Sub AssignMaterial ()
Assigns the material selected from the database list to the required place in the model 
data arrays. The required layer in the model. Complexity arises from the need to be 
flexible - e.g. substituting a composite for an isotropic material, or vice versa, where 
numerous arrays and references must be modified and kept consistent.
Routines called: SearchTable
SetThickness
Sub BuildRecordTable ()
This subroutine searches through all the files and compiles a table of the material 
names and their positions in the database files. This is to provide quick and easy 
access to materials data in other functions - the program can go straight to the 
required dataset with this information.
Sub ChangeCompo ()
Handles most of the aspects of editing composite material properties, whether directly 
in the database or from within the model.
Routines called: PutComposite
BuildRecordT able
ListMaterials
GetCompoFields
CompareCompo
SearchTable
ResetCompo
SetThickness
Sub ChangeIso ()
Handles most of the aspects of editing isotropic material properties, whether directly 
in the database or from within the model.
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Routines called: PutIso
BuildRecordT able
ListMaterials
GetlsoFields
Comparelso
PutIso
ResetIso
Sub ChangeOrtho ()
Handles most of the aspects of editing isotropic material properties, whether directly 
in the database or from within the model.
Routines called: PutOrtho
GetOrthoFields
CompareOrtho
ResetOrtho
SetCompo
Function CompareCompo ()
This function compares the current data in the composite material form’s fields with 
that present when the from was opened. If changes have been made, a value of 1 is 
returned; otherwise 0 is returned.
Function Comparelso ()
This function compares all the items currently in the isotropic material form’s fields to 
those present when the form was loaded. If any changes have been made, a value of 1 
is returned, otherwise 0 is returned.
Function CompareOrtho ()
This function compares all the items currently in the orthotropic material form’s fields 
to those present when the form was loaded. If any changes have been made, a value 
of 1 is returned, otherwise 0 is returned.
Sub GetCompoFields ()
Retrieves the material data from the composite material form.
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Sub GetlsoFields ()
Retrieve the material data from the isotropic material form.
Sub GetOldCompo ()
Stores the original composite material data values as set when the material is 
accessed.
Sub GetOldIso ()
Stores the original isotropic material data values as set when the material is accessed. 
Sub GetOldOrtho ()
Stores the original orthotropic material data values as set when the material is 
accessed.
Sub GetOrthoFields ()
Retrieve the material data from the orthotropic material form.
Sub ListMaterials ()
Searches through the isotropic and composite files and generates a list of the material 
names. If orthmenu is set to 1 (i.e. the user selected "Orthotropic Materials" from the 
main menu) then orthotropic materials are listed.
Routines called: lstMaterials_Click (frmDatab.frm) Called indirectly
Sub PutComposite (pos As Long)
Places a composite material into the database, pos is the position into which it will be 
placed in the file.
Routines called: GetCompoFields
BuildRecordTable
Sub PutIso (pos As Long)
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Places an isotropic material into the database, pos is the position into which it will be 
placed in the file.
Routines called: GetlsoFields
BuildRecordT able
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Sub PutOrtho (pos As Long)
Places an orthotropic material into the database, pos is the position into which it will 
be placed in the file.
Routines called: GetOrthoFields
BuildRecordT able
Sub Remove (matfile As String, matname As String, matpos As Long)
Deletes a material from the database, matfile is the name of the file in which the file 
is currently stored, matname is the material name, matpos is the material’s position 
within the datafile.
Routines called: BuildRecordT able
ListMaterials
Sub ResetCompo ()
Returns the field values in the composite materials dialogue box to their original 
settings.
Routines called: cboPly_Click (frmCompo.frm) Called indirectly
Sub ResetIso ()
Returns the data in the fields of the isotropic materials dialogue box to its initial state. 
Sub ResetOrtho ()
Returns the data in the fields of the orthotropic material dialogue box to its original 
state.
Sub SearchTable (matname As String, matfile As String, matpos As Long)
Searches through the material locations table to find where the data for a particular 
material is stored, matname is the name of the material, matfile and matpos are 
returned by the subroutine, and are the name of the material’s datafile and the position 
within the file, respectively.
Sub SetCompo (matname As String, matpos As Long)
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Sets the composite material data in the dialogue boxes when the material’s properties 
are to be viewed, matname is the material name, matpos is its position within its 
datafile. These two are used to find and extract the correct data for display in the 
forms.
Routines called: cboPly_Click (frmCompo.frm) Called indirectly
GetOldCompo
Sub SetIso (matname As String, matpos As Long)
Sets the material data in the dialogue box when the material is to be viewed, 
matname is the material name, matpos is its position within its datafile. These two 
are used to find and extract the correct data for display in the form.
Routines called: GetOldIso
Sub SetLayup (n As Integer)
Displays the ply data for the selected ply in the appropriate fields on the composite 
dialogue box. n is the index number of the selection in the ply combo box.
Routines called: cboMat_Click (frmCompo.frm) Called indirectly
Sub SetOrtho (matname As String, matpos As Long)
Displays the material data in the orthotropic material dialogue box when the material 
is to be viewed, matname is the material name, matpos is its position within its 
datafile. These two are used to find and extract the correct data for display in the 
form.
Routines called: GetOldOrtho
Sub SetThickness ()
This subroutine sets the material thicknesses for composite materials, ensuring that 
they match the sum of the thicknesses of the individual plies.
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DRAWING.BAS
Sub angabsolute (i As Integer, j As Integer, xabs As Single, yabs As Single)
This subroutine is used to calculate the horizontal and vertical offset from the origin 
for a point defined by angled construction lines. The information given to the routine 
is i: the axref construction line reference, j: the ayref construction line reference, it 
then returns xabs: the horizontal offset value and yabs the vertical offset value.
Sub axabsolute (i As Integer, xabs As Single)
This subroutine is used to calculate the horizontal offset relative to the angle set datum 
lines of an angled construction line. The information given to the routine is i: the 
axref construction line reference, it then returns xabs: the horizontal offset value.
Sub ayabsolute (i As Integer, yabs As Single)
This subroutine is used to calculate the vertical offset relative to the angle set datum 
lines of an angled construction line. The information given to the routine is i: the 
ayref construction line reference, it then returns yabs: the vertical offset value.
Sub Dimensions ()
This subroutine draws the dimensions which show the labels for the construction lines 
and the offset values.
Routines called: Draw Arrow
xabsolute
yabsolute
Sub DrawArrow (startpoint As PointAPI, length As Single, angrad As Single)
This subroutine basically draws an arrow on the end of the dimension line using the 
following information, startpoint: the end of the dimension line, length: the length of 
the arrow and angrad: the orientation of the arrow.
Sub DrawBZocÀtfype (drawpointsQ As DrawCoord, drawdataQ As DrawProp, 
length As Single, theta As Single, blocknum As Variant)
(Blocktype = ComplexComer, Comer, Double, DoubleT, Join,) (Sandwich, 
SandwichAngle, SimpleCorner, SingleAngle, ) (Subs, TjoinCorner, TripleComer, 
TripleT. )
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This set of subroutines are the drawing routines used to draw the individual blocks. 
Each of the routines refers to a particular block however the same information is 
transferred via the variables. This information is as follows, drawpointsQ: contains 
the connecting point numbers for all the key points and the absolute position of these 
points, drawdataQ : contains the thickness and material references for all the layers in 
the block, length: contains the length of the block, theta: the angle of the block and 
blocknum: the block identification number.
Routines called: DrawItem
Sub Drawconst Q
This subroutine draws the construction lines on the model. The hidden construction 
lines are those which have been constrained by the geometry of the blocks, they are 
only drawn if the hidden option is selected.
Routines called: angabsolute
xabsolute
yabsolute
Sub DrawConstraints Q
This subroutines basically draws the constraints that have been applied to the joint 
onto the model.
Routines called: angabsolute
xabsolute
yabsolute
Sub DrawItem (startpoint As PointAPI, length As Single, t As Single, angrad As 
Single, colour As Long)
This routine draws a rectangular shape and then fills in the enclosed area. The
information sent to it specifies the location, orientation and colour. The rectangles fit
together to make the blocks which go together to make the model. The information 
which is actually sent to the routine is as follows, startpoint: the absolute position of 
the first point in the rectangle, length: the length of the rectangle, t: the thickness, 
angrad: the angle and colour: the colour.
Sub drawmodel ()
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This is the main drawing routine which controls the drawing of the model. It loops 
through all of the blocks and prepares the information required for the block drawing 
routines. Once the blocks have been drawn it calls the remaining drawing routines for 
construction lines etc.
Routines called: angabsolute
Dimensions
DmwBlocktype (Blocktype: block drawing routines)
Drawconst
DrawConstraints
LabelLoads
xabsolute
yabsolute
Sub FindLine (CurrentX As Single, CurrentY As Single)
Used in selecting the construction line(s) nearest the cursor when using graphical 
picking. CurrentX and CurrentY are the coordinates of the cursor when the mouse 
button was pressed.
Routines called: axabsolute
ayabsolute
xabsolute
yabsolute
Sub LabelLoads ()
This subroutine draws the loading arrows on the model and labels them with the 
appropriate force.
Routines called: angabsolute
xabsolute
yabsolute
Sub MaterialsKey ()
This subroutine sets up the materials colour key form which is used to modify the 
properties of the materials in the model.
Sub scaledrawing ()
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This subroutine determines the limits for the drawing area so that the whole of the 
model can be clearly seen in the centre of the display. It takes into account the room 
required for the dimensions, the construction lines, the constraints and the loads.
Routines called: axabsolute
ayabsolute
xabsolute
yabsolute
Sub ThicknessKey ()
This subroutine sets up the materials colour key form which is used to modify the 
properties of the materials in the model.
Sub Transcon ()
This subroutine basically transfers the nearest connecting point found by the find line 
routine into the connecting point specification combo boxes.
Sub Transline ()
This subroutine basically transfers the nearest construction line found by the find line 
routine into either the existing line combo box or the datum reference box.
Sub xabsolute (i As Integer, xabs As Single)
This subroutine is used to calculate the horizontal offset of a vertical construction line. 
The information given to the routine is i: the xref construction line reference, it then 
returns xabs: the horizontal offset value.
Sub yabsolute (i As Integer, yabs As Single)
This subroutine is used to calculate the vertical offset of a horizontal construction line. 
The information given to the routine is i: the yref construction line reference, it then 
returns yabs: the vertical offset value.
Sub zoomarea ()
This subroutine is similar to the scaledrawing routine in that it determines the 
dimensions of the drawing area to display the model. However this routine does not 
determine the maximum dimensions required to show the whole model, instead a
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smaller area is defined using variables which are set by mouse events. In other words 
this is basically a zoom function which scales the drawing area such that only the area 
specified by the user is shown.
Routines called: drawmodel
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GEOMET.BAS 
Sub Adfind (numl, num2 As Integer)
This subroutine is used to find the material and thickness references for the adhesive 
layer in a connecting block. The numl and num2 variables are the two key points on 
the new block between which the adhesive layer lies. These two points are used to 
identify the key points on the connecting block and thus the connecting adhesive layer. 
The material and thickness references for this layer are then assigned to the 
appropriate tempsub properties for the new block and the subroutine is complete.
Routines called: Blockprop
Sub adhesiveinfo ()
The specification of the adhesive layers is controlled by this subroutine. It loops 
through each of the adhesive layers in the new block and decides whether or not there 
is a connecting layer or if a new layer needs to be specified. If there is a connecting 
layer the two key points numl and num2 are specified and the Adfind subroutine is 
called. Otherwise the layer is recorded in the tempsub2 array so that it can be 
specified correctly at a later stage. On completion of the loop the frmblockinfo form 
is either prepared with the controls necessary for the specification of the remaining 
adhesive layers, or with the controls necessary to create the fully specified block.
Routines called: Adfind
Blockprop
Sub Blockprop (blockt, nopoints, fpoint, substr, nosub, side As Integer)
This subroutine is called quite often and is used to determine information about a 
particular block type. The information given to the routine is the blocktype (blockt) 
and a key point on that block (fpoint). It then returns the number of key points in that 
block (nopoints), the substrate on which that key point lies (substr), the side of the 
block that the key point lies (side) and the number of layers in the block (nosub).
Sub Blockprop2 (blockt, substrate, tempoint() As Integer)
This subroutine is very similar to the blockprop routine in that it returns simple 
information referring to a particular block. The routine is given the block type 
(blockt), and the substrate in the block (substrate). It returns an array containing the 
key points on that substrate (tempoint). Note: Only used in the NewBlock2 routine.
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Sub Blockprop3 (blockt, fpoint, spoint, fp() As Integer)
This subroutine is very similar to the other blockprop routines in that it returns simple 
information referring to a particular block. The routine is given the block type 
(blockt), and the first key point specified on the block (fpoint). It returns the second 
point that needs to be specified on the block (spoint), and an array containing any 
additional key points that may be specified (fp). Note: Only used in the NewBlockZ 
routine.
Sub Blockselect ()
This subroutine prepares the controls on frmblockinfo form to start the specification 
of a new block. It loads the combo boxes with the appropriate information and re­
dimensions the temporary variables used to store the information about the new block. 
It can therefore be used to restart the whole of the specification process if an error 
occurs.
Sub calblocklength ()
The length property of blocks 1-6 is calculated by this subroutine. It does this by 
determining the position of two points on the block and calculating the distance in 
between. It is used to re-calculate the length property of the bdata entry if the 
construction lines are moved either due to a change in thickness or through 
modification. .
Routines called: angabsolute
xabsolute
yabsolute
Sub changedatums ()
In the construction line module the user selects which type of line they require, either 
horizontal, vertical or angled. The change datum routine loads the appropriate datum 
lines into the combo box. These lines will be different for the three different options, 
and therefore change each time the line type is changed.
Sub constb# (Array, dine, blockno, blocktype As Integer)
These routines are the constraint subroutines and are used to calculate the position of 
the constrained lines in the model. Each subroutine refers to the blocktype by which 
the line is constrained. They are all given the following information required to 
complete the calculations: Array: construction line set, dine: line reference number,
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blockno: the block number of the constraining block, blocktype: the type of the 
constraining block. The actual specification of the new offset depends on the 
constraint type identification number, ctype, which is a property of the construction 
line reference. Some routines only require the Array property to determine the value 
while others use ctype as well.
Routines called: angabsolute
xabsolute
yabsolute
Sub constlsel ()
This subroutine is used to identify the existing line selected by the user for the 
modification in the construction line module. The form is then set to only allow 
modification to the datum reference and the offset.
Sub constrained ()
This subroutine controls the re-calculation of the position of the constrained 
construction lines. It loops through all the construction line references to find those 
lines that have been constrained. It then calls the relevant constraint subroutine for the 
constraining block type.
Routines called: constb# (# -  2,3,4,5,6,11,13)
Sub correctinfo ()
A simple routine used to ensure information specified in the construction line module 
is correct.
Sub cpspec ()
This subroutine controls the specification of the key points in the block positioning 
module. It decides which key points may be selected by the user and whether or not 
the information entered is valid. After the initial point is chosen it sets the second 
point to be specified and then decides if further points may be selected. It also 
prepares the frmblockinfo form for entering the angle information for the angled 
blocks.
Routines called: BlockpropS
Blockselect
Detangle
subdefinition
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thickcheck
Sub create ()
The subroutine used to create new or modify existing construction line references.
Basically determines which array of construction lines is selected and then assigns
values specified on the frmconstruct form.
Routines called: axrefinc
ayrefinc
correctinfo
xrefinc
yrefinc
Sub createnames ()
A simple routine used to generate the name property of all the construction lines when
they are read in from a file.
Sub CreateNewBlock ()
This subroutine is used to control the creation of new blocks. The routine starts by 
calling the relevant NewBlock# routine it then creates the new block information by 
making entries into the Blockthickrefs, Blockmatrefs, BlockBeamprops, Blockcp 
and Bdata arrays.
Routines called: bdatainc
BlockBeampropsinc
Blockcpinc
Blockmatrefsinc
Blockthickrefsinc
calblocklength
constrained
NewBlock# f# = 1,2,4,5,6,11,12,13,14)
Sub datcheck ()
This subroutine checks the datum selected by the user in the construction line module. 
When a line is being modified it is possible to reference it back onto itself. This 
subroutine loops through all the datum references until it gets back to either the 
ordinate or angle origin, if it gets caught in a continuous loop it breaks out and calls an 
error.
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Routines called: datumerror
Sub datumerror ()
This simple routine is called by the datcheck subroutine if there is an error in the 
selection of a datum reference. It informs the user of the error and resets the datum to 
the existing reference.
Sub Detangle (theta As Single, errorl%)
This subroutine is used to determine the angle or orientation of the block being 
created. It does this by interrogating the position of two points on the block; then, 
using information about the block type, it determines the orientation. The theta 
variable returns the angle of the block while errorl% shows whether an error has 
occurred.
Routines called: axabsolute
ayabsolute 
xabsolute 
. yabsolute
Sub EnterAngle ()
This subroutine is used to specify the angle of the angled block. It checks that the 
information is correct and then records it in the NewBlock.angle variable. If the new 
block is an angled end block it ensures that the second side of the block ends either 
horizontal or vertical.
Routines called: subdefinition
Sub NewBlock# ()
(# = 7,2/^ ,6,77,72,7^74)
This set of subroutines create the connecting point references for the new blocks in the 
block positioning module. The new construction line references are created where 
necessary and the different constraint types specified for the constrained lines. These 
routines basically prepare the Tempcp array with the relevant information so that the 
CreateNewBlock routine can create the block references.
Routines called: angabsolute
Blockprop
Blockprop!
kprefinc
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xabsolute
xrefinc
yabsolute
yrefinc
Sub subdefinition ()
This routine determines which layers in the new block are connecting to other layers 
in the model and therefore do not have material, thickness and beamprop references. 
These layers are stored in a temporary array for definition at a later stage. If all layers 
are specified the routine calls the adhesiveinfo routine, otherwise the frmblockinfo 
form is reset with the controls necessary for the specification of the layers.
Routines called: adhesiveinfo
Blockprop
Sub thickcheck ()
This subroutine checks the points specified by the user to see if they are being used by 
another block. If they are this routine finds the material, thickness and beamprop 
references of the connecting layer and assigns them to the temporary arrays of the new 
block. This is achieved by searching through the connecting points and comparing the 
construction line references with those specified by the user. If one exists the 
connecting point is recorded in the TempcpQ.gcp variable. The routine then loops 
through these newly identified connecting points and finds the existing block which 
uses this reference. The layer references are then determined in the existing block and 
are assigned to the connecting key points in the new block.
Routines called: Blockprop
conpointsinc
thicktransfer
Sub thicktransfer ()
This subroutine basically transfers the material, thickness and beam properties 
references assigned to the key points through to the layers in the Tempsub array. 
Error checking occurs to ensure that two different references do not exist for the same 
layer.
Routines called: Blockprop
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MESHING.BAS
Sub AssignConstraints ()
This routine simply ensures that the correct x, y, or rotation constraints are applied at 
the correct nodes.
Sub CallFEA ()
Calls the FORTRAN code. It does this by shelling out to the FE code, which runs as a 
QuickWin application. Note that this is not a very elegant or efficient way of doing 
this, but it is a compromise between getting something that actually works and 
spending a lot of time trying to make it pretty.
Sub CreateBeams (pos As Integer, bpos As Integer, nelem As Integer, bp As 
Integer, block As Integer, item As Integer)
Creates the beam elements. The variables passed to the routine are: pos - used as a 
marker to set which node number to start with when creating the beams; bpos - a 
position marker used in placing the beam data in the correct place in the main beams 
array, beamelem; nelem - the number of beam elements to be created; bp - the beam 
properties reference number for this substrate; block - the number of the current 
block; item - marks the particular layer within the block (used later in conjunction 
with the pathing routines for viewing results).
Sub CreateQuads (pos As Integer, qpos As Integer, nelem As Integer, mat As 
Integer, block As Integer, item As Integer)
Creates the quad elements. Variables passed to the routine are as for CreateBeams, 
except that qpos is used instead of bpos; this is a position marker used in placing the 
quad element data into the right place in the main quad element array, quadelem.
Sub EndDataGroup (f As Integer)
Simply prints a marker in the file which allows the FORTRAN code to tell when a 
data block has ended. Variable f is file number of the file currently being accessed.
Sub MeshCorner (meshpointsQ As DrawCoord, meshdataQ As MeshProp, length 
As Single, theta As Single, block As Integer)
This routine sets up the meshing for the sandwich corner block. Data passed to the 
routine: array meshpoints stores the positions of the connecting points present in the
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current block; array meshdata holds thickness, material, and beam property references 
for each layer of the block; length is the length of the block (not actually used in this 
routine); theta is the angle of the block; block is the current block number. All the 
meshing routines have these data passed to them.
Routines called: CreateBeams
CreateQuads
Sub MeshDouble (meshpointsQ As DrawCoord, meshdataQ As MeshProp, length 
As Single, theta As Single, block As Integer)
This routine sets up the meshing for a double sandwich block.
Routines called: SetSpacing
CreateBeams
CreateQuads
Sub MeshDoubleT (meshpointsQ As DrawCoord, meshdataQ As MeshProp, 
length As Single, theta As Single, block As Integer)
This routine sets up the meshing for a ‘double T  joining block.
Routines called: CreateBeams
CreateQuads
Sub Meshjoin (meshpointsQ As DrawCoord, meshdataQ As MeshProp, length 
As Single, theta As Single, block As Integer)
Creates the mesh for the sandwich joining block.
Routines called: CreateBeams
CreateQuads
Sub MeshJoinTemp (meshpointsQ As DrawCoord, meshdataQ As MeshProp, 
length As Single, theta As Single, block As Integer)
Creates the mesh for the 'reversed' joining block. Needed because at this time the 
software is not 'smart' enough to modify the mesh automatically to take into account 
the reflected version of the block. This problem will disappear when the new hybrid 
meshes come in.
Routines called: CreateBeams
CreateQuads
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Sub MeshModel ()
The master routine for the creation of block meshes. Cycles through each block 
individually. Sets up the array meshabsQ, which holds the global coordinates of each 
of the connecting points in the model - this is needed for correctly positioning nodes 
and elements. Sets up the basic parameters that will define each layer in each block 
for later use in finding ‘paths’ for results selection in the postprocessor - the data is 
held in the array EndNodesQ. Sets up the arrays that hold the basic data necessary for 
meshing - meshpointsQ, which holds the coordinates of each connecting point, and 
meshdataQ, which holds the thickness and materials information. Then calls the 
meshing routine appropriate to the block.
Routines called: constrained
calblocklength 
xabsolute 
yabsolute 
angabsolute 
• SetBeamProps 
MeshSubs 
MeshSandwich 
MeshDouble 
MeshJoin 
MeshJoinTemp 
MeshCorner 
MeshDoubleT 
MeshSingleAngle 
SetS laves 
AssignConstraints
Sub MeshSandwich (meshpointsQ As DrawCoord, meshdataQ As MeshProp, 
length As Single, theta As Single, block As Integer)
Creates the mesh for the single sandwich block.
Routines called: SetSpacing
CreateBeams
CreateQuads
Sub MeshSingleAngle (meshpointsQ As DrawCoord, meshdataQ As MeshProp, 
length As Single, theta As Single, block As Integer)
Sets up the mesh for the single substrate angle joining block.
Routines called: CreateBeams
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Sub MeshSubs (meshpointsQ As DrawCoord, meshdataQ As MeshProp, length 
As Single, theta As Single, block As Integer)
Creates the mesh for the single substrate block.
Routines called: SetSpacing
CreateBeams
Sub SetBeamProps ()
Sets up the beam properties for the various substrates present in the model. 
Routines called: LAMINP
Sub SetMatrix ()
This subroutine sets up the matrix items dl, d2, d3, d4 for each material used for quad 
elements. It also ’translates’ material references from the global system used in the rest 
of the program to the system required by Wu’s data structure, where the materials are 
divided into those assigned to beams and those assigned to quads.
Sub SetSlaves ()
This routine uses the data stored in the array cpnodes to determine which (if any) 
nodes need to be slaved to others due to multiple occupation of the same location. 
(Multiple occupation occurs because of the system of meshing each block 
individually, which means that, where blocks actually connect, more than one node 
will exist in the same place).
Sub SetSpacing (minsize As Single, nelem As Integer, exesQ As Single, length As 
Single, thick As Single)
An iterative routine which sets up the node spacing for a graded mesh, minsize is the 
minimum element length (i.e. the minimum node spacing); nelem is the number of 
elements in the block; exesQ is returned form the routine with the node positions 
along the block; length is the length of the block; thick is the thickness of the current 
layer..
Sub WriteModel Q
Writes all the model data to ’gasjas.dat’, the file used as input by the FE code.
Routines called: EndDataGroup
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MESHPL.BAS
Sub Beampl (ByVal En%, ByVal Ine%, ByVal Inn%, Picl As Control)
Draws an individual beam element. En is the number of the current element; Ine is a 
flag indicating whether the element number should be shown on the drawing; Inn is a 
flag indicating whether the node numbers should be shown on the drawing; Picl is the 
identifier for the picture window in which to draw..
Sub Block_Maxmin (Mbe%, Mqe%, Xmax!, Xmin!, Ymax!, Ymin!, Belist%(), 
Qelist%(), XyzUvwQ As Xyzinf)
Currently not used. Was to be used in drawing the meshes for individual blocks, but 
this option hasn’t been implemented. Determines the maximum dimensions of the 
block mesh to be plotted. Mbe is the number of beam elements; Mqe is the number 
of quad elements; Xmax, Xmin, Ymax, Ymin are returned by the routine, and are the 
maximum and minimum coordinates of the mesh; Belist is the array of beam elements 
in this block; Qelist is the array of quad elements in this block; XyzUvw may be 
either the Xyz array, or the Xyz and Uvw arrays combined.
Sub Deform_BQ (ByVal In%, Picl As Control, XyzUvwQ As Xyzinf)
Draws the deformed model shape, either with or without the original mesh. In is a 
flag telling the procedure whether to draw the original mesh as well as the deformed 
shape; XyzUvw contains the information to draw the deformed shape. Picl is the 
identifier of the picture window in which to draw.
Sub Deformpl (ByVal In%, Picl As Control)
(
This is the main deformed shape plotting routine. It sets up the window parameters, 
scales the picture, and calls the routines that will do the actual drawing. In is a flag
indicating whether the undeformed shape is to be drawn as well; Picl is the identifier
for the picture window in which the mesh will be drawn.
Routines called: Joint_Maxmin
Xyz_Uvw
MeshjScale
DeformJBQ
Sub Joint_Maxmin (Xmax!, Xmin!, Ymax!, Ymin!, XyzUvwQ As Xyzinf)
Finds the maximum and minimum coordinates present in the array passed to it. 
XyzUvw is passed to the routine, and may be the main mesh coordinates array
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(Nodalinfo), or the deformed shape coordinates array (XUsum); Xmax, Xmin, Ymax, 
Ymin are the maximum and minimum values returned by the routine.
Sub Mesh_Draw (ByVal Inn%, ByVal Ine%, Picl As Control)
Calls the drawing routines for the individual elements. Inn is a flag indicating 
whether to print the node numbers on the mesh drawing; Ine is a flag indicating 
whether to print the element numbers on the mesh drawing; Picl is the identifier for 
the picture window in which to draw.
Routines called: Beampl
Quadpl
Sub Mesh_ScaIe ()
Sets the scaling parameters for the picture window, so that the picture to be drawn will 
fit in it.
Sub Mesh_Show ()
The main routine for drawing the mesh.
Routines called: Joint_Maxmin
Mesh_Scale
Mesh_Draw
Sub Quadpl (ByVal En%, ByVal Ine%, ByVal Inn%, Picl As Control)
Draws an individual quad element. En is the number of the current element; Ine is a 
flag indicating whether the element number should be shown on the drawing; Inn is a 
flag indicating whether the node numbers should be shown on the drawing; Picl is the 
identifier for the picture window where the drawing will take place.
Sub Xyz_Uvw (Ampli As Single, Uvw() As Xyzinf)
Adds the displacement results to the original node coordinates to find the deformed 
mesh node coordinates. Ampli is a scaling factor; Uvw returns the deformed 
coordinates into the array XUsum.
Sub zoom_mesh ()
Sets up new window scaling parameters to give a ‘zoomed in’ view of the mesh. 
Routines called: Mesh_Draw
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PRESERVE.BAS
All of these routines are used to increase the size of the arrays f>y one whilst still 
preserving the existing values. The array which each increases can be identified by 
removing the inc from the end of all names of the sub routines.
Sub angsetinc ()
Sub axrefinc ()
Sub ayrefinc ()
Sub bdatainc ()
Sub BlockBeampropsinc ()
Sub Blockcpinc ()
Sub Blockmatrefsinc ()
Sub Blockthickrefsinc ()
Sub conpointsinc ()
Sub kprefinc ()
Sub xrefinc ()
Sub yrefinc ()
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READFILE.BAS 
Sub NewModel ()
Takes the place of an input file when starting a model form scratch, and initialises the 
arrays for the setup of the new model.
Routines called: FormJLoad (frmGeom.frm) Called indirectly.
Sub ReadFile (filel)
Reads in the model data from the selected input file (filel holds the number of the 
file).
Sub SaveFile (filel As Integer)
Writes the model data to a model file, filel holds the number of the selected file.
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STREPL.BAS
Sub cal_Distance (XyzlîQ, Xyz2!(), Dis!)
Finds the distance between two points. Xyzl and Xyz2 are arrays containing the 
coordinates of the two points; Dis is returned by the routine, and is the distance 
between the points.
Sub fill_nnode (Lnode%, Rnode%, Nnode%)
Finds and stores the node numbers of all the nodes that fall on a selected path. Lnode 
is the path’s starting (‘left’) node; Rnode is the path’s end (‘right’) node; Nnode is the 
number of nodes on the path (returned by the routine). The node numbers on the path 
are stored in the array Node_on_Path.
Sub Nodal_Stress (Node%, NodeI%, Noder%, Ln%, material %,
Stress_Results() As Node_Info)
Calculates the stress results for an individual point on the path from the raw data 
supplied by the FE code. Node is the number of the current point on the path; Nodel 
and Noder are the mesh nodes immediately to left and right of the point; Ln is the 
current data set (or line, if this is being graphed rather than tabled); material is the 
material reference number for the material of the current data set; Stress_Results 
holds the results of the calculations.
Sub Nodal_Xyz (Pnodel%, Pnode2%, Leng!, Ln%)
Finds the coordinates for each data point on the current path. Pnodel and Pnode2 are 
the ‘left’ and ‘right’ mesh nodes that defined the path; Leng is returned by the 
procedure, and is the length of the current path; Ln is the current data set. 
Coordinates are stored in the array Path_Stress; note, however, that each adhesive 
path requires a second set of data (for stress averaging) which is stored in 
Adhesive_S tress.
Sub node_Match (NodeA%, Nodel%, Noder%, Ln%, Nnode%, adflag%)
A search routine to find the FE nodes closest to an individual path data point. NodeA 
is the number of the current data point; Nodel and Noder are returned by the routine, 
and are the FE nodes immediately to ‘left’ and ‘right’ of the data point; Ln is the 
current data set; Nnode is the total number of nodes in the path; adflag signals 
whether this is a normal data set or a secondary adhesive data set used for stress 
averaging.
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Routines called: cal_Distance
Sub Ply_Stress (Node%, Nodel%, Noder%, Ln%, Iply%, Isec%)
Calculates the composite material stress results for an individual point on the path 
from the raw data supplied by the FE code. Node is the number of the current point on 
the path; Nodel and Noder are the mesh nodes immediately to left and right of the 
point; Ln is the current data set (or line, if this is being graphed rather than tabled); 
Iply is the ply number under consideration; Isec is the current substrate section. The 
routine LAMSTR is called to start up the composite material stress routines. 
Stress_Results holds the results of the calculations.
Routines called: LAMSTR
Sub Stress_Draw (Picl As Control)
Draws the graph of the stress results requested. Picl is the identifier for the picture 
window in which the graph is to be drawn.
Routines called: fill_nnode
Nodal_Xyz 
node_Match 
Nodal_Stress 
Ply_Stress 
Stress_Scale
Sub StressJList (Index %, Fnum %, Picl As Control)
Almost identical to Stress_Draw, except that it outputs the results to a table or a file 
rather than as a graph. Index is a flag indicating whether the results are to be sent to 
file; Fnum is the file number; Picl is the identifier for the table in which to output the 
results.
Routines called: fill_nnode
Nodal_Xyz 
node_Match 
Nodal_Stress 
Ply_S tress
Sub Stress_ScaIe (dx!, dy!, Xm!, Ym!, Pw!, Ph!, Sw!, Sh!, Spx!, Spy!)
Scales the graph so that it will fit into the picture window, dx and dy are the overall 
dimensions of the graph; Xm and Ym represent the midpoint of the picture; Pw and
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Ph are the current picture window dimensions; Sw and Sh are returned by the routine, 
and are the width and height scaling factors; Spx and Spy are likewise returned by the 
routine, and represent the origin for drawing the graph.
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INDEX
A
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MeshDoubleT. 1 9 4 , 195
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FIRST STEPS: 
Starting the program:
The title window is the default startup form. Pressing the Continue button removes it 
and loads up the main menu bar:
Sub Form_Load (frmMenu)
BuildRecordTable (database.bas)
Compiles an array relating all the various material names to their positions in 
the datafiles
Loads the predefined joint selection form.
End operation
Single-clicking on any of the predefined joint pictures activates
imgSelect_Click (frmS elect)
Enable the Open command button on the form  
Draw a rectangle around the selected picture 
Set a flag to indicate which joint has been selected 
End operation
Double-clicking on any of the predefined joint pictures activates
cmdOpen_Click (frmSelect)
Which is the command associated with the Open command button: 
cmdOpen_Click (frmSelect)
I f  a file is already open, first check to see if the user wishes to save changes to it. 
Select a model name based on the picture chosen.
Readfile (readfile.bas)
Read in the block type data.
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Read in the data for the model selected.
Hide the predefined joint selection form  
Show frmGeomain: this calls routine 
Sub FormJLoad (frmGeom) 
createnames (geomet.bas)
Assign names to lines 
constrained (geomet.bas)
Cycles through each constrained construction line and calls 
constb#
where # = 2,3,4,5,6,11,13 and corresponds to the type o f block the 
constrained line is attached to . See elsewhere for details o f each of 
these routines.
Next constrained line
calblocklength (geomet.bas)
Cycles through each block
Calculates the length of each block in the model
Next block
scaledrawing (drawing.bas)
Scales the drawing to fit  the picture box
drawmodel (drawing.bas)
Show the model window
Clear any existing picture
Set up colours array
Cycles through each block
Sets the basic data needed to draw each block
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Selects a drawing routine based on the block type. For more detail o f 
the individual routines, see elsewhere in this documentation. Possible 
routines are:
DrawSubs 
DrawS andwich 
DrawDouble 
Draw Join
DrawS impleCorner 
DrawDoubleT 
DrawSingleAngle 
DrawS andwich Angle
Next block
Drawconst (drawing.bas)
Draws the construction lines 
Dimensions (drawing.bas)
Cycles through each of the x-references (except the first) 
xabsolute (drawing.bas)
Finds the absolute x-value for the required point 
Draws the dimension line 
Draw Arrow (drawing.bas)
Draws the dimension line arrowhead 
Next x-reference
Cycles through each of the y-references (except the first) 
yabsolute (drawing.bas)
Finds the absolute y-valuefor the required point 
Draws the dimension line 
Draw Arrow (drawing.bas)
Next y-reference
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DrawConstraints (drawing.bas)
Draws the constraint symbols on the model. Calls xabsolute and 
yabsolute where necessary
LabelLoads (drawing.bas)
Cycles through the loads on the model and draws them. Calls 
xabsolute, yabsolute, and angabsolute where necessary
Enables items on the main menu.
End operation
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MENU COMMANDS : (Except Postprocessing)
File: 
Build New Model:
mnuNew_Click (menuform.frm)
Hides the predefined joint selection form 
NewModel (readfile.bas)
Reads in the data for the array btype
Initialises all the arrays that would normally get their data from the model file
Loads frmGeomain, which calls
Form_Load (frmGeom.frm)
Procedures called from here have already been detailed elsewhere in this 
document
End procedure
Open Predefined Model:
mnuOpenPre_Click (menuform.frm)
Shows the predefined joint selection form  
End procedure
Open User-defined Model:
mnuOpen_Click (menuform.frm)
Hides the predefined joint selection form
Opens the Load/Save interface, which calls:
FormJLoad (opensave.frm)
Sets the default path for loading/saving, which calls: 
dirSource_Change (opensave.frm)
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Initialises the list boxes on the form  
End procedure
Save Model:
mnuSave_Click (menuform.frm)
I f  this is a newly-created model
mnuSaveAs_Click(menuform.frm)
The routines associated with this are detailed under the section for the menu 
item “Save Model A s”
Else
Save the current model.
End if  
End procedure
Save Model As:
mnuS ave As_Click
Opens the load/save form, which calls 
Form_Load (opensave.frm)
Sets the default save name for the model
Initialises the form
End procedure
View: 
Model:
mnuGeometry_Click (menuform.frm)
I f  not already loaded, loads frmGeomain, which calls 
Form_Load (frmgeom.frm)
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The routines associated with this have already been detailed elsewhere in this 
document.
End procedure
Options: Show Constrained Lines:
mnuShowConst_Click (menuform.frm)
Sets a flag to toggle the constrained line drawing on or off 
DrawModel (drawing.bas)
Routines associated with DrawModel have already been detailed elsewhere in this 
document.
End procedure
Options: Show Block Numbers:
mnuShowBlockNum_Click (menuform.frm)
Sets a flag to toggle the block numbering on or off 
DrawModel (drawing.bas)
End procedure
Mesh: Whole:
mnuViewWhole_Click (menuform.frm)
Loads the postprocessing form, which calls 
Form_Load (postpro.frm)
Initialises some variables
Loads the modal dialogue box JointDraw, which calls 
FormJLoad (jointdr.frm)
Read_Mesh (readin.bas)
Reads in the mesh data
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To continue, one of the buttons on the Joint Draw dialogue box must be pressed; 
pressing either one calls 
comJDraw_Click (jointdr.frm)
I f  ‘Draw ’ is pressed
Mesh_Show (meshpl.bas)
Joint_Maxmin (meshpl.bas)
Finds the maximum dimensions o f the joint 
Initialises the picture box in the postprocessing window 
Mesh_Scale (meshpl.bas)
Sets the scaling factor for the mesh drawing 
MeshJDraw (meshpl.bas)
Clears the picture box 
Cycles through all the beam elements 
Beampl (meshpl.bas)
Draws the beam element 
Next beam element 
Cycles through all the quad elements 
Quadpl (meshpl.bas)
Draws the quad elements 
Next quad element
End if
Hides the Joint Draw dialogue box
Enables the zoom buttons on the postprocessing form  
End procedure
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Mesh: Block
mnuViewBlock_Click (menuform.frm)
Not Available (menuform.frm)
Displays a message explaining that this option is not yet available 
End procedure
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Analysis: 
Generate Mesh:
mnuMeshGen_Click
Checks whether this is a valid model (i.e. it has blocks, an adhesive layer, 
materials, loads)
I f  the model fails any of the checks 
Exit from the subroutine 
End if
MeshModel (meshing.bas) 
constrained (geomet.bas)
Cycles through each constrained construction line and calls 
constb#
where # -  2,3,4,5,6,11,13 and corresponds to the type o f block the 
constrained line is attached to . See elsewhere for details o f each of 
these routines.
Next constrained line
calblocklength (geomet.bas)
Cycles through each block
Calculates the length o f each block in the model
Next block
Sets the absolute positions of all the connecting points 
SetBeamProps (meshing.bas)
Cycle through each block in the model
Cycle through each substrate o f the block
If the material for the current substrate is a composite
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I f  the code to find composite material beam properties has not 
been called yet
LAMINP
Cycles through all the materials in the model 
LAMPRO
End if
Sets the composite beam properties 
End if
I f  the material for the current substrate is isotropic 
Calculates the beam properties 
End if 
Next substrate 
Next block
Sets up the arrays that will be used to hold the numbers o f the end nodes in 
each layer (for the purpose o f path selection)
Cycle through all the blocks in the model
Sets up the basic data needed to mesh the current block
Selects a meshing routine based in the type o f block. Currently possible 
routines are:
MeshSubs 
MeshSandwich 
MeshDouble 
Mesh Join 
MeshJoinTemp 
MeshSingleAngle 
Details o f these routines can be found elsewhere in this document
Next block
SetSlaves (meshing.bas)
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Ensures that, where more than one node occupies the same space, one will 
be a master and the rest slaves
AssignConstraints (meshing.bas)
Sets constraints (x, y, or rotational) at the appropriate nodes
Enables the Analysis>Execute menu option
End procedure
Execute:
mnuExecute_Click (menuform.frm)
Shows the Analysis Type dialogue box. In order to continue, the user must select 
an analysis type and press OK or Cancel. Pressing Cancel exits the procedure. 
Pressing OK calls 
Command 1 _Click
SetMatrix
Sets the dl, d2, d3, and d4 matrix elements for use with quad element 
materials
Converts the materials data format into the format used by the FORTRAN 
code
WriteModel
Writes the model data to the file gasjas.dat for use by the FORTRAN code 
Gets rid o f the Analysis Type dialogue box 
CallFEA
Sets the FE code executable running. Also pops up a message window 
telling the user to wait until the analysis is finished.
End procedure
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Materials Database: 
Isotropies and Composites:
mnuDatabase_Click (menuform.frm)
Sets the materials editing mode
Shows the frmDatabase, which calls:
FormJLoad (frmDatab.frm)
Initialises the materials database form
ListMaterials (database.bas)
Extracts all the isotropic and composite material names from the datafiles 
and lists them.
End procedure
Orthotropic Materials:
mnuOrtho_Click (menuform.frm)
Sets the materials editing mode
Shows frmDatabase, which calls:
From_Load (frmDatab.frm)
Extracts all the orthotropic material names from the datafile and lists them.
End procedure
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MAIN WORK WINDOW: 
Picture:
Moving the cursor over the picture activates: 
picModel_MouseMove (frmDraw.frm)
I f  the zoomflag has been set (i.e. the Zoom In button has been pressed) and a 
mouse button is being pressed
Draw a zoom area box
End if
End procedure
Pressing the left mouse button activates: 
picModel_MouseDown (frmDraw.frm)
Sets the coordinates for the start o f the zoom box
I f  a line is to be picked then
FindLine (drawing.bas)
Otherwise if ‘Zoom In ’ button has been pressed
Set the zoomflag
Otherwise if automatic selection is on
I f a new block is being placed
FindLine (drawing.bas)
Cycles through all the lines present in the model and selects the one 
closest to the point clicked on (or the pair, if an intersection is 
required)
Transcon (drawing.bas)
Puts the identifiers for the lines selected into the appropriate slots on 
the dialogue box
Otherwise if a line is being changed
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FindLine (drawing.bas)
(as above)
Transline (drawing.bas)
Puts the identifier for the line selected into the appropriate slot on the 
dialogue box
Otherwise if a new line is being added
FindLine (drawing.bas)
(as above)
Transline (drawing.bas)
(as above)
End if 
End if 
End procedure
Releasing the left mouse button activates: 
picModel_MouseUp
Sets coordinates for the end of the zoom box
I f  the ‘Zoom In ’ button has been pressed
zoomarea (drawing.bas)
Sets scaling based on the dimensions o f the zoom box
drawmodel (drawing.bas)
Details o f the routine drawmodel have already been given elsewhere in 
this documentation
End if 
End procedure
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Zoom In button:
cmdZoom_Click (frmDraw.frm)
Sets the zoom enabling flag 
End procedure
Zoom Out button:
cmdUnzoom_Click (frmDraw.frm) 
scaledrawing
Scales the drawing to fit the picture box 
drawmodel
Redraws the model 
End procedure
Auto/Man. button:
cmdmanualauto_Click (frmDraw.frm)
Toggles the graphical picking on and off 
End procedure
Materials button:
cmdKey_Click (frmDraw.frm)
Displays the materials key, which calls 
Form_Load (frmMatke.frm)
MaterialsKey (Drawing.bas)
Initialises the materials key, setting up all the display elements
End procedure
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Thickness button:
cmdThick_Click
Displays the thickness key, which calls 
FormJLoad (frmthick.frm)
ThicknessKey (Drawing.bas)
Initialises the thickness key
End procedure
Loads button:
cmdLoads_Click
Displays the loads and constraints form, which calls 
FormJLoad (frmLoads.frm)
Initialises the loads and constraints dialogue box
End procedure
Close button:
cmdDrawQuit
Closes the main work window, and the Geom window; also the Loads, Thickness, 
and Materials windows if they are open
End procedure
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Materials Key: 
View button:
cmdView_Click (frmMatke.frm)
I f  the material selected has not yet been defined, an error message is generated 
I f  the material selected is isotropic 
Setlso (database.bas)
Displays the isotropic materials data 
GetOldlso (database.bas)
Stores the original values of the data
Otherwise
SetCompo (database.bas)
Displays the composite materials data, and associated orthotropic 
materials data
A default selection for the ply to be shown is made; this activates 
cboPly_Click (frmCompo.frm)
SetLayup (database.bas)
Displays the data for the selected ply
When the ply material is displayed, the following routine is 
activated:
cboMat_Click (frmCompo.frm)
SetOrtho (database.bas)
Sets the display for the relevant orthotropic material data 
GetOldOrtho (database.bas)
Stores the original data set 
GetOldCompo (database.bas)
Stores the original composite data
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End if 
End procedure
Change button:
cmdChange_Click (frmMatke.frm) 
Shows the database window 
End procedure
Close button:
cmdClose_Click
Closes the materials key 
End procedure
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Thickness Key:
cmdok_Click
Puts the new thickness data into the relevant arrays 
constrained (drawing.bas) 
calblocklength (drawing.bas) 
drawmodel (drawing.bas)
End procedure
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Loads And Constraints Dialogue Box: 
X and Y Line combo boxes:
cboX_Click, cboY_Click (frmLoads.frm)
SetLoads (frmLoads.frm)
Displays the load and constraint data for the currently selected intersection 
End procedure
Set button:
cmdSet_Click (frmLoads.frm)
Sets the load and constraint data for the current point 
drawmodel (drawing.bas)
End procedure
Close button:
cmdClose_Click 
Closes the form  
End procedure
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Materials Database Window: 
View button:
cmdView_Click (frmDatab.frm)
Sets the materials data edit mode
SearchTable (database.bas)
Finds where the material data is stored
Depending on the type o f material selected, calls one of:
Setlso
SetCompo
SetOrtho
These routines display the material data 
End procedure
Cancel button:
cmdCancel_Click (frmDatab.frm)
Closes the database window and any open materials data display forms 
End procedure
Add button:
cmdAdd_Click (frmDatab.frm)
Displays the material type selection dialogue box. This is a modal dialogue box, 
so one o f its buttons must be pressed before the program will continue.
I f  the Cancel button is pressed:
cmdCancel_Click (frmAddse.frm)
Unloads the form, ends the procedure
I f  the OK button is pressed:
Sets the material type to be added based on the radio button selection
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Unloads the form 
AddMaterial (database.bas)
Sets the material edit mode
Opens blank material data forms based on the material type 
End procedure
Delete button:
cmdDel_Click
Checks that user really wants to delete material 
SearchTable (database.bas)
Remove (database.bas)
Removes the material from the database 
BuildRecordTable (database.bas)
Rebuilds the record table to take account o f the deletion 
ListMaterials (database.bas)
End procedure
Assign button (only active when the database is opened in conjunction with the 
materials key):
cmdAssign_Click
SearchTable (database.bas)
AssignMaterial (database.bas)
SearchTable (database.bas)
Places the material data in the appropriate place in the arrays. I f  the material 
in question is a composite, the routine SetThickness will be called:
SetThickness (database.bas)
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Calculates the thickness o f a composite as the sum o f the thicknesses o f 
its plies
End procedure
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POSTPROCESSING 
The Results Menu:
Deformation:
Selecting either No Original Mesh or With Original Mesh calls the same subroutine,
mnuDef!tem_Click (In module menuform.frm)
Opens the postpro window, which activates 
FormJLoad (postpro.frm)
Initialises a set o f variables.
Read_Mesh (readin.bas)
Reads in the mesh data from thefilefeamesh.dat.
D eform jn (readin.bas)
Reads in the displacement results from the file feadis.res.
Deformpl (meshpl.bas)
Finds the maximum displacement component in the model.
Joint_Maxmin (meshpl.bas)
Finds the maximum and minimum coordinates o f the model (for use in 
scaling the picture).
XyzJJvw (meshpl.bas)
Adds the displacement results to the original mesh coordinates to give 
the deformed shape.
JointJVlaxmin (meshpl.bas)
This time, this routine finds the maximum and minimum coordinates o f 
the deformed shape.
I f the original mesh is to be drawn as well as the deformed shape, choose 
which maximum and minimum values to use for scaling.
Mesh_Scale (meshpl.bas)
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Scales the drawing to fit  the picture window.
Deform_BQ (meshpl.bas)
Draws the deformed shape (with the original mesh if required).
End operation.
Selection:
mnuSelect_Click (menuform.frm)
Opens the path selection dialogue box, which calls 
FormJLoad (pathsel.frm)
I f  the mesh data hasn ’t yet been read in, then do so
Read_Mesh (readin.bas)
ErzdTf
I f  the stress data hasn’t yet been read in, then do so 
Stress_In (readin.bas)
Reads the stress results from the file feastr.res.
End
Initialises the block selection list box.
Sets a default for the block selection on the path selection form; this in turn 
activates
cboBlock_Click (pathsel.frm)
Initialises the path selection form.
End operation.
Path selection form:
Once the appropriate data has been selected in the form's various boxes, pressing Add 
In activates
comPathAdd_Click (pathsel.frm)
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Sets up the appropriate basic path data for the line. To actually view the 
results, the user must select the Graph or List options under the Results menu.
Graph:
mnuGraph_Click (menuform.frm)
Stress_Draw (strepl.bas)
Cycle through each line to be graphed:
filljnnode (strepl.bas)
Finds the nodes present on the path for this line.
Nodal_Xyz (strepl.bas)
Finds the coordinates o f each o f the data points on the path.
Cycle through each data point on the path:
node_Match (strepl.bas)
Finds the nearest FE node to the current data point.
cal_Distance (strepl.bas)
I f  the material is isotropic
Nodal_Stress (strepl.bas)
Finds the stress results. I f  the current data point is not on an 
FE node then it interpolates.
End if
I f  the material is a composite.
Ply_Stress (strepl.bas)
Starts the process o f finding the stresses for a composite 
substrate.
LAMSTR (composit.bas)
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Finds the stress results for the data point on the ply in 
question.
GETSEC (composit.bas)
Gets the beam properties for the current composite 
substrate.
STREPLY (composit.bas)
SAINLAM (composit.bas)
Finds the strain for the laminate
GETLAM (composit.bas)
Gets the correct beam properties for the current 
laminate section.
PLYREFS (composit.bas)
GETSEC_NH (composit.bas)
Gets the number o f plies in the section and the 
thickness o f the whole section.
PLYPRO (composit.bas)
Finds a set o f parameters for use in the stress 
calculations.
GETPLYM (composit.bas)
GTCOMA (composit.bas)
Gets the material data for the ply.
Assigns the property values to a set o f variables.
End if
Do next point 
Do next line
Stress_Scale (strepl.bas)
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Scales the graph so it will fit  in the picture window.
Draw the lines 
End operation
List:
mnuList_Click (menuform.frm)
Opens the results list window, which in turn calls the subroutine
Stress_List (strepl.bas)
This subroutine performs exactly the same functions as Stress JDraw 
(in terms o f accessing the correct raw data and preparing it for  
output), but outputs the data to the results table rather than drawing 
them as a graph. From the results table, the user may save the data to 
a file using the Save button.
End operation
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GEOMETRIC MODULES
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User selects the construction line module 
from the main form. This enables the new 
and exist buttons on the form.
0  I New H New or existing 
construction line.
Exist F
Combo box loaded 
with available lines.
User selects line required.
Current line info loaded 
into controls on form.
Controls on form set 
to default settings.
User selects line type, either 
horizontal, vertical or angled.3
User specifies the datum 
line to use as a reference.
Checking function ensures that line 
is not referenced back onto itself.
Yes
Is there an error with 
the datum reference.
User specifies displacement 
from datum line.
Line is now specified
Cancell
User confirms 
or cancels.
Confirm F
Information entered is checked 
to ensure it is all sensible.
Yes Is there 
an error.
No
Line created or modified.
User returns to main menu. <y
Diagram 1 - Construction line module flow chart. Page 239
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U se r selects block positioning module from 
m ain form. This brings up the two forms which 
comprise the block positioning module. The first 
contains diagram s of the different blocks available 
allowing selection of b lockt/pe while the second 
provides the m eans for specifying the new block.
U se r selects the blockfype. A diagram  
of this is shown highlighting the layer 
and key point Identification numbers.
Operation zone loaded with the 
specification of key point controls.
U ser specifies key point using 
construction line references
Key point recorded.
IC a n c e lF
U ser presses confirm, 
cancel or continueConfirm F
I Continue r  M l )
Specified points are investigated to 
find connecting points in the model
Do connecting 
points exist
Transferthickness, material and beamprop  
references for these substrates
Is the block an 
angled block
U ser specifies angle
for the block.
1 r
CnçlT
Have all the substrates 
been assigned references
Operation zone resets for 
undefined layer assignm ent
U ser cycles through layers 
and creates references
oes block contain 
adhesive layers.
Can layers be determined  
from connecting blocks
Operation zone loaded 
with adhesive layer 
assignm ent controls
$ Transferthickness and material references
Users specifies 
new references
Block Is now configured
C ancelp U ser confirms or 
cancels block
Confirm F
New Block Is created.
Ï
U ser returns to mam menu
Diagram 2 - Block positioning module flow chart,.
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Construction Line Module 
1. Select new construction line option:
frmgeom.cmdNew_Click()
loads frmconstruct and sets up 
controls with default settings.
Changedatums (Geomet.bas)
End operation
2. Select existing construction line option:
frmgeom.cmdExist_Click()
loads frmconfirm and loads available 
construction lines into combo box.
frmgeom.cbolines_Click()
loads frmconstruct
Constlsel (Geomet.bas)
End operation
3. Select line type option:
All o f the following events calls the same routine.
frmconstruct. optangled_Click() 
frmconstruct. op thoriz_Click() 
frmconstruct. op tvert_Click()
Changedatums (Geomet.bas)
End operation
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4. Specify datum reference:
frmconstmct.cbodatums_Change()
Datcheck (Geomet.bas)
I f  there is an error.
Datumerror (Geomet.bas)
End if.
End operation.
5. Cancel specification of construction line:
frmconfirm.cmdcancel_Click()
Unload frmconstruct 
Unload frmconfirm
reset temp variables.
End operation.
6. Confirm specification of construction line:
frmconfirm. cmdOk_Click()
Create (Geomet.bas)
I f  no error detected, new line is created and 
one of the following routines is called.
Correctinfo (Geomet.bas)
axrefinc
ayrefinc
xrefinc
yrefinc
(Geomet.bas)
(Geomet.bas)
(Geomet.bas)
(Geomet.bas)
Unload frmconstruct 
Unload frmconfirm
reset temp variables.
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Constrained (Geomet.bas)
Cycle through each constrained line
Select relevant constraint sub routine.
constb# (Geomet.bas) (# = 2,3,4,5,6,11,13)
I f  angled construction line.
angabsolute(Drawing.bas)
Else.
xabsolute (Drawing.bas) 
yabsolute (Drawing.bas)
End if
End select.
Next constrained line.
Calblocklength (Geomet.bas)
Cycles through each block.
I f  angled construction lines.
angabsolute (Drawing.bas)
Else.
xabsolute (Drawing.bas) 
yabsolute (Drawing.bas) 
End if.
Next block.
Scaledrawing (Drawing.bas)
I f  angled construction lines exist. 
axabsolute (Drawing.bas) 
ayabsolute (Drawing.bas)
End if.
xabsolute (Drawing.bas)
yabsolute (Drawing.bas)
Drawmodel (Drawing.bas)
Loop through each Block.
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I f  angled construction lines.
angabsolute (Drawing.bas)
Else.
xabsolute (Drawing.bas)
yabsolute (Drawing.bas)
End if.
Select drawing routine.
DrawS ubs (Drawing.bas)
DrawS andwich (Drawing.bas)
DrawDouble (Drawing.bas)
Draw Join (Drawing.bas)
DrawSimpleCorner (Drawing.bas) 
DrawDoubleT (Drawing.bas)
DrawSingleAngle (Drawing.bas) 
DrawS andwichAngle (Drawing.bas) 
End select.
Next Block.
Drawconst (Drawing.bas)
Cycle through xref lines.
xabsolute (Drawing.bas)
Next xref.
Cycle through yref lines.
yabsolute (Drawing.bas)
Next yref.
I f  angle construction lines exist.
Cycle through axref lines.
angabsolute (Drawing.bas) 
Next xref.
Cycle through ayref lines.
angabsolute (Drawing.bas) 
Next yref.
End if.
Dimensions (Drawing.bas)
Cycle through xref lines.
xabsolute (Drawing.bas)
Next xref.
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Cycle through yref lines.
yabsolute (Drawing.bas)
Next yref.
DrawConstraints (Drawing.bas)
Cycle through each constraint
I f  angled construction lines.
angabsolute (Drawing.bas)
Else.
xabsolute (Drawing.bas)
yabsolute (Drawing.bas)
End if.
Next constraint.
LabelLoads (Drawing.bas)
Cycle through each load
I f  angled construction lines.
angabsolute (Drawing.bas)
Else.
xabsolute (Drawing.bas)
yabsolute (Drawing.bas)
End if.
Next load.
End operation.
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Block Positioning Module 
7. Select new block option:
frmgeom.cmdNew_Click()
loads frmblockinfo andfrmblock.
End operation.
8. Select new block type:
frmdraw.Picture#_Click() (#= 1-10)
Specifies NewBlock properties.
Blockselect (Geomet.bas)
Enables frmblockinfo 
Unloads frmblock.
End operation.
9. Specification of key point:
frmblockinfo. cmdcpconfirm_Click()
cpspec (Geomet.bas)
Determines the stage o f the definition process
and then checks that the information entered is correct.
I f  first point to be specified.
Blockprop3 (Geomet.bas)
Else if second point to be specified.
Detangle (Geomet.bas)
I f  angled construction lines.
axabsolute (Drawing.bas) 
ayabsolute (Drawing.bas)
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Else
xabsolute (Drawing.bas) 
yabsolute (Drawing.bas)
End if.
I f  no error detected.
Blockprop3 (Geomet.bas)
I f  further points may be specified.
reset form for these points.
Else
clear form.
I f  sandwich angle block.
Thickcheck (Geomet.bas)
Loops through Tempcp array values.
I f  a global connecting point 
has been specified
Blockprop (Geomet.bas)
Loop through existing blocks 
to find same reference used.
I f  the same reference.
Conpointsinc (Preserve.bas) 
Blockprop (Geomet.bas)
End if.
Next block.
End if.
Next Tempcp value.
Thicktransfer (Geomet.bas)
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Loop through Tempcp array values.
Blockprop (Geomet.bas) 
Next Tempcp value.
Prepare controls for specification o f angle.
Else
Thickcheck (Geomet.bas)
Loops through Tempcp array values.
I f  a global connecting point 
has been specified
Blockprop (Geomet.bas)
Loop through existing blocks 
to find same reference used.
I f  the same reference.
Conpointsinc (Preserve.bas) 
Blockprop (Geomet.bas)
End if.
Next block.
End if.
Next Tempcp value.
Thicktransfer (Geomet.bas)
Loop through Tempcp array values.
Blockprop (Geomet.bas)
Next Tempcp value.
Subdefinition (Geomet.bas)
Blockprop (Geomet.bas)
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information.
Loop through substrates in the new block. 
Loop through all points in new block.
Blockprop (Geomet.bas) 
Next points.
I f  unspecified layer.
Record in Tempsub2 array.
End if.
Next substrate.
IfTempsub2 values have been recorded.
Prepare form to enter new sub
Else.
Adhesiveinfo (Geomet.bas)
I f  block contains adlayers.
Loop through all adlayers.
Blockprop(Geomet.bas)
I f  layer can be determined 
from connecting block.
Blockprop (Geomet.bas)
Adfind (Geomet.bas) 
Blockprop (Geomet.bas)
Else.
Record layer in 
Tempsub2 array.
End if. 
Next adlayer.
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End if.
IfTempsub2 entries exist.
Prepare controls on form for  
new layer definition.
Else.
Block specification complete, 
OK button enabled.
End if.
End if.
End if.
Else if error detected
Start specification o f points again. 
Blockselect (Geomet.bas)
End if
Else if single angle block.
Clear old controls from the form
Thickcheck (Geomet.bas)
Loops through Tempcp array values.
I f  a global connecting point 
has been specified
Blockprop (Geomet.bas)
Loop through existing blocks 
to find same reference used.
I f  the same reference.
Conpointsinc (Preserve.bas) 
Blockprop (Geomet.bas)
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End if.
Next block.
End if.
Next Tempcp value.
Thicktransfer (Geomet.bas)
Loop through Tempcp array values.
Blockprop (Geomet.bas)
Next Tempcp value.
Prepare controls for specification of angle.
End if.
End operation.
10. Restart block specification:
frmblockinfo.cmdcpcancel_Click()
Blockselect (Geomet.bas)
End operation.
11. Continue to substrate definition:
frmblockinfo.cmdcpfinish_Click()
Remove the key point controls from the form.
Thickcheck (Geomet.bas)
Loops through Tempcp array values.
I f a global connecting point has been specified 
Blockprop (Geomet.bas)
Loop through existing blocks to find same reference used.
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I f  the same reference.
Conpointsinc (Preserve.bas) 
Blockprop (Geomet.bas)
End if.
Next block.
End if.
Next Tempcp value.
Thicktransfer (Geomet.bas)
Loop through Tempcp array values.
Blockprop (Geomet.bas)
Next Tempcp value.
Subdefinition (Geomet.bas)
Blockprop (Geomet.bas)
Loop through substrates in the new block.
Loop through all points in new block.
Blockprop (Geomet.bas)
Next points.
I f  unspecified layer.
Record in Tempsubl array.
End if.
Next substrate.
I f  Tempsubl values have been recorded.
Prepare form to enter new sub information.
Else.
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Adhesiveinfo (Geomet.bas)
I f  block contains adlayers.
Loop through all adlayers.
Blockprop(Geomet.bas)
I f  layer can be determined from connecting block.
Blockprop (Geomet.bas)
Adfind (Geomet.bas)
Bockprop (Geomet.bas)
Else.
Record layer in Tempsubl array.
End if.
Next adlayer.
End if.
I f  Tempsub2 entries exist.
Prepare controls on form for new layer definition.
Else.
Block specification complete, OK button enabled.
End if.
End if.
End operation.
12. Confirm angle:
frmblockinfo. cmdAngleConfirm_Click() 
EnterAngle (Geomet.bas)
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I f  angle not acceptable.
Error message sent to user who is asked to enter angle again.
Else
Clear form o f angle specification controls.
Subdefinition (Geomet.bas)
Blockprop (Geomet.bas)
Loop through substrates in the new block.
Loop through all points in new block.
Blockprop (Geomet.bas)
Next points.
I f  unspecified layer.
Record in Tempsubl array.
End if.
Next substrate.
I f  Tempsubl values have been recorded.
Prepare form to enter new sub information.
Else.
Adhesiveinfo (Geomet.bas)
I f  block contains adlayers.
Loop through all adlayers.
Blockprop(Geomet.bas)
I f  layer can be determined 
from connecting block.
Blockprop (Geomet.bas)
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Adfind (Geomet.bas) 
Blockprop (Geomet.bas)
Else.
Record layer in Tempsubl array.
End if.
Next adlayer.
End if.
I f  Tempsubl entries exist.
Prepare controls on form 
for new layer definition.
Else.
Block specification complete,
OK button enabled.
End if.
End if.
End operation.
13. Confirm substrate thickness:
frmblockinfo. cmdsub2confirm_Click()
Records thickness and creates new material, beam and thickness references. 
I f  there are more substrates to specify.
Moves to next layer in Tempsubl and clears text in thickness text box.
Else
Clear substrate specification controls from form.
Adhesiveinfo (Geomet.bas)
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I f  block contains adlayers.
Loop through all adlayers.
Blockprop(Geomet.bas)
I f  layer can be determined 
from connecting block.
Blockprop (Geomet.bas)
Adfind (Geomet.bas)
Blockprop (Geomet.bas)
Else.
Record layer in Tempsubl array. 
End if.
Next adlayer.
End if
I f  Tempsubl entries exist.
Prepare controls on form  
for new layer definition.
Else.
Block specification complete,
OK button enabled.
End if.
End if 
End operation.
14. Confirm adhesive layer thickness:
frmblockinfo. cmdsubconfirm_Click()
I f  thickness is >0 then.
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Record value and create new material and thickness references. 
Move to next adhesive layer.
Else.
Inform user o f error.
End if.
I f  all layers have been specified.
Clear away the adhesive layer specification controls.
Block specification complete, OK button enabled.
End if.
End operation.
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15. Cancel block specification:
frmblockinfo.cmdcancel_Click()
Reset controls on form.
Unload frmblockinfo.
I f  new material, thickness and beam references created
End if.
End operation.
16. Confirm specification of new block:
frmblockinfo. cmdOk_Click()
Reset controls on form.
Unload frmblockinfo.
CreateNewBlock. (Geomet.bas)
Remove the last entries.
Select Case new block type.
NewBlock# (Geomet.bas) (#=1,2,3,4,5,6,11,12,13,14)
The above routines call a variety o f the following routines.
Angabsolute (Drawing.bas)
Blockprop (Geomet.bas)
Blockprop2(Geomet.bas)
Kprefinc
Xabsolute
Xrefinc
Yabsolute
Yrefinc
(Drawing.bas)
(Preserve.bas)
(Drawing.bas)
(Preserve.bas)
(Preserve.bas)
End select.
Blockthickrefsinc (Preserve.bas)
Blockmatrefsinc (Preserve.bas)
Blockbeampropsinc (Preserve.bas)
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Blockcpinc
Bdatainc
(Preserve.bas)
(Preserve.bas)
Constrained (Geomet.bas)
Cycle through each constrained line
Select relevant constraint sub routine.
constb# (Geomet.bas) (# = 2,3,4,5,6,11,13)
I f  angled construction line.
angabsolute (Drawing.bas)
Else.
xabsolute (Drawing.bas) 
yabsolute (Drawing.bas)
End if
End select.
Next constrained line.
Calblocklength (Geomet.bas) 
Cycles through each block.
I f angled construction lines.
angabsolute (Drawing.bas)
Else.
xabsolute (Drawing.bas) 
yabsolute (Drawing.bas) 
End if.
Scaledrawing (Drawing.bas)
I f  angled construction lines exist.
Next block.
axabsolute (Drawing.bas) 
ayabsolute (Drawing.bas)
End if.
xabsolute (Drawing.bas)
yabsolute (Drawing.bas)
Drawmodel (Drawing.bas)
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Loop through each Block.
I f  angled construction lines.
angabsolute (Drawing.bas)
Else.
xabsolute (Drawing.bas)
yabsolute (Drawing.bas)
End if.
Select drawing routine.
DrawSubs (Drawing.bas)
DrawS andwich (Drawing.bas)
DrawDouble (Drawing.bas)
Draw Join (Drawing.bas)
DrawSimpleCorner (Drawing.bas) 
DrawDoubleT (Drawing.bas)
DrawSingleAngle (Drawing.bas) 
DrawS andwichAngle (Drawing.bas) 
End select.
Next Block.
Drawconst (Drawing.bas)
Cycle through xref lines.
xabsolute (Drawing.bas)
Next xref.
Cycle through yref lines.
yabsolute (Drawing.bas)
Next yref.
I f  angle construction lines exist.
Cycle through axref lines.
angabsolute (Drawing.bas) 
Next xref.
Cycle through ayref lines.
angabsolute (Drawing.bas) 
Next yref.
End if.
Dimensions (Drawing.bas)
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Cycle through xref lines.
xabsolute (Drawing.bas)
Next xref.
Cycle through yref lines.
yabsolute (Drawing.bas)
Next yref.
DrawConstraints (Drawing.bas)
Cycle through each constraint
I f  angled construction lines.
angabsolute (Drawing.bas)
Else.
xabsolute (Drawing.bas)
yabsolute (Drawing.bas)
End if.
Next constraint.
LabelLoads (Drawing.bas)
Cycle through each load
I f  angled construction lines.
angabsolute (Drawing.bas)
Else.
xabsolute (Drawing.bas)
yabsolute (Drawing.bas)
End if.
Next load.
End operation.
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APPENDIX F
PREPROCESSOR INPUT FILE 
STRUCTURE GUIDE
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This appendix presents the data structure of the input file used by the pre-processor. 
The basic data structure is detailed first, and examples based on models containing 
two different joint configurations and different material types are then given.
INPUT FILE STRUCTURE
(a) Number of blocks in the model
(b) Number of connecting points in the model
(c) Number of X references
(d) Number of Y references
(e) Number of angled X references
(f) Number of angled Y references
(g) Number of angled line sets
(h) Number of thickness references
(i) Total number of different materials
(j) Number of isotropic materials
(k) Number of orthotropic materials
(1) Total number of plies of orthotropic material in the model
(m) Number of different beam properties
(n) N u m b e r  of constrained connecting points
(o) Number of loads acting on the model
(p) Width of the joint
(q) Block data (array bdata). Each line consists of the following data:
Block type 
Block length 
Angle
Starting thickness reference number 
Number of thickness references for the block 
Starting material reference number 
Number of material references for the block 
Starting beam property reference number 
Number of beam properties for the block
(r) Thickness reference array (blockThickrefs)
(s) Material reference array (blockMatrefs)
(t) Beam properties array (blockBeamprops)
(u) Block connecting points (one block per line) (blockcp)
(v) Connecting point X and Y references (one CP per line) (kpref)
(w) X positions (xref)
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(x) Y positions (yref)
For the X and Y positions, each line consists of:
Datum for the line 
Offset type 
Offset value 
Block number 
Constraint type
(y) Angled X positions (axref)
(z) Angled Y positions (ayref)
For the angled X and Y positions, each line consists of the same data as
for the ordinary X and Y positions, with the addition of:
Angled line set identifier
(aa) Angled line definition data (angset). Each line consists of:
(bb) Thickness values (tref)
(cc) Material references (matref). Each line consists of:
Isotropic/composite identifier
If isotropic: material reference. If composite: starting ply for this
composite in the 
layup array
Number of plies (ignored if isotropic material)
Line set angle 
Line set starting X ref 
Line set Starting Y ref
(dd) Material properties (isomat, orthomat) 
If isotropic: Name
Young’s modulus 
Poisson’s ratio
If orthotropic: Name
Moduli- E l l
E22
G12
G13
G23
Poisson’s ratio
(ee) Ply data (layup)
Name of the composite to which this ply belongs
Ply thickness 
Ply orientation
Orthotropic material reference
(ff) Constraints (constraints)
Connecting point at which constraint is applied 
Flag for constraint in X (1 = constrained, 0 = free) 
Flag for constraint in Y
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Flag for rotational constraint
(gg) Load data (loads). Each line contains: 
CP
Force in X 
Force in Y 
Force in Z 
Moment about X 
Moment about Y 
Moment about Z
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Joint 1
G eom etry
x 4i 112.5
x 3: 62.5
400 H
C onnecting points
SAMPLE INPUT FILE 
Joint 1
Note: blank lines in the file are only for clarity in this document.
3 (a)
6 (b)
4 (c)
2 (d)
0 (e)
0 (f)
0 (g)
3 (h)
3 (i)
2 (i)
0 (k)
0 (1)
2 (m)
2 (n)
1 (o)
1 (P)
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1 , 5 0 , 0 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1
2 , 1 2 . 5 , 0 , 2 , 3 , 2 , 3 , 2 , 2
1 , 5 0 , 0 , 5 , 1 , 5 , 1 , 4 , 1
1 , 1 , 2 , 3 , 2 (r)
1 , 1 , 2 , 3 , 2 (s)
1 , 1 , 2 , 2 (t)
1 , 2
2 , 3 , 4 , 5 (U)
4 , 6
1 , 1 , 1
1 , 2 , 1
1 , 3 , 1 (v)
1 , 3 , 2
1 , 2 , 2
1 , 4 , 2
1 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0
1 , 0 , 5 0 , 0 , 0 (w)
1 , 0 , 6 2 . 5 , 0 , 0
1 , 0 , 1 1 2 . 5 , 0 , 0
1,  0 , 0 , 0,  0 _ (x)
1 , 1 , 2 . 1 , 2 , 2
2 , 2 ,  . 1 (bb)
0 , 2 , 0
oCMO (cc)
0 , 1 , 0
"G e n e r i c  e p o x y  " , 2 8 0 0 ,  .4  (dd)
" A l u m i n i u m  a l l o y  " , 6 8 9 0 0 , . 3
1 , 1 , 1 , 0  (ff)
6 , 0 , 1 , 0
6 , 4 0 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0  (gg)
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Joint 2
Geometry k 5: 25
ax 1
2: 1.5
100 H
32.9
y  2
13
Joint 2
Connecting points \
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SAMPLE INPUT FILE 
Joint 2
(containing angled substrates and composite materials)
8 (a)
13 (b)
6 (c)
4 (d)
2 (e)
1 (f)
1 (g)
4 (h)
4 (i)
2 (i)
1 (k)
2 (1)
2 (m)
1 (n)
1 (o)
1 (P)
1 . 5 . 9 0 . 1 . 1 . 1 . 1 . 1 . 1
1 , 1 . 5 , 0 , 2 , 1 , 2 , 1 , 2 , 1
1 . 1 . 5 . 0 . 3 . 1 . 3 . . 1 . 3 . 1
3 . 2 0 . 0 . 4 . 5 . 4 . 5 . 4 . 3  (q)
2 . 5 . 0 . 9 . 3 . 9 . 3 . 7 . 2
1 . 2 5 . 0 . 1 2 . 1 . 1 2 . 1 . 9 . 1
1 1 . 4 5 . 0 . 1 3 . 1 . 1 3 . 1 . 1 0 . 1
1 . 3 2 . 9 . 4 5 . 1 4 . 1 . 1 4 . 1 . 1 1 . 1
1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 2 , 1 , 3 , 4 , 1 , 2 ,  3 , 1 , 2 ,  2 (r)
1 , 1 ,  1 , 1 ,  2 , 1 , 3 ,  4 , 1 , 2 ,  3 , 1 , 2 ,  2 (s)
1 . 1 . 1 . 1 . 2 . 1 . 1 . 2 . 1 . 2 . 2  (t)
1 . 2
1 . 3
2 . 4
3 , 5 , 6 , 7 , 4 , 8  (u)
5 , 9 , 1 0 , 6  
9 , 1 1  
1 0 , 12 
1 2 , 1 3
1.1.1 
1 , 1,2
1 , 2 , 1
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1 , 2 , 2
1 . 3 . 1  
1 , 3 , 3
1 . 3 . 2  (v)
1 . 2 . 3
1 . 4 . 1
1 . 4 . 3
1 . 5 . 1
2 . 1 . 1  
2 , 2 , 1  
1 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0
1 . 0 . 1 . 5 . 0 . 0
2 . 0 . 2 0 . 0 . 0  (w)
3 . 0 . 5 . 0 . 0
4 . 0 . 2 5 . 0 . 0
1 . 1 . 2 7 . 2 0 7 1 1 . 7 . 1
1 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0
1 , 1 , 5 , 4 , 5  (x)
1 . 1 . 2 . 5 . 4.3
1 . 1 . 2 . 7 9 2 8 9 4 . 7 . 2
1 . 2 . 0 . 7 . 3 . 1  (y)
1 . 0 . 3 2 . 9 . 0 . 0 . 1
1 , 2 ,  0 , 7 , 4 , 1  (z)
4 5 , 6 , 4  (aa)
1 , 2 , 1 , 1  (bb)
0 , 1 , 0
1 . 1 . 2  (cc)
0 , 2 , 0
0 , 2 , 0
" G e n e r i c  s t e e l  " , 2 1 0 0 0 0 , . 3
" A c r y l i c  " , 5 0 0 ,  . 45  (dd)
" C a r b o n  f i b r e
" , 2 . 5 E + 0 7 , 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 , 5 0 0 0 0 0 , 5 0 0 0 0 0 , 2 0 0 0 0 0 , . 2 5
" Compl  " , 1 , 9 0 , 1  (ee)
"Compl  " , 1 , 9 0 , 1
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1 1 , 1 , 1 , 1  (ff)
1 3 , 1 0 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0  (gg)
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APPENDIX G 
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This appendix details the data formats for the various files that transfer information 
between the pre-processor, analysis code, and postprocessor.
The pre-processor transfers the model data to the analysis module via a text file called 
gasjas.dat. A detailed breakdown of the information in gasjas.dat is given, together 
with a sample file.
The output from the analysis code consists of the file feamesh.dat (containing basic 
mesh data), feadis.res (containing nodal displacement results), and feastr.res 
(containing stress and force results).
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A N A L Y S I S  I N P U T  F I L E  S T R U C T U R E  
G A S J A S .D A T
(a) File header
(b) Number of nodes, number of element types, E
In the current version of the software, the number of element types is 
always 2 (beam elements and quadrilateral elements).
E is used throughout the file as a marker to tell the FORTRAN code 
that the end of a particular data group has been reached.
(c) Node data, one line per node. Each line consists of:
X coordinate of node 
Y coordinate of node 
Z coordinate of node (currently always 0)
Node qualification number 
Master node number
The node qualification number characterises the translational and rotational 
displacements of the node, as described in Chapter 7 (section 7.3.4).
Each node has a master node number. If the current node is not part of a 
master/slave pair (following the system described in Chapter 7), then this 
number is the same as the current node ID.
(d) E ends the data group
(e) Beam element type identifier, number of beam elements
(f) Beam element data. One line per element, each line consisting of:
Node 1 for the element 
Node 2 for the element 
Beam property number 
Geometric property reference 
Spare parameter 
Spare parameter
The beam property number refers to a beam property set defined later in the 
file.
The geometric property reference is always 1 in the current software, but is 
included for future flexibility.
Spare parameters are unused currently, and are set to 0. Also included for 
future flexibility in the software.
(g) E ends the beam element data group
(h) Quad element type identifier, number of quad elements
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(i) Quad element data. One line per element, each line consisting of:
Node 1 for the element 
Node 2 for the element 
Node 3 for the element 
Node 4 for the element 
Property reference number 
Spare parameter 
Spare parameter 
Spare parameter 
Spare parameter 
Spare parameter
The property number refers to quad element properties defined later in the file. 
Spare parameters are unused currently, and are set to 0. Included for future 
flexibility in the software.
(j) E ends the quad element data group
(k) Number of beam properties, number of geometric properties, number of quad
element properties
(1) Beam properties data. One line per property, each line consisting of:
Beam axial stiffness 
Beam bending stiffness 
Beam effective shear stiffness 
Beam torsional stiffness 
Spare parameter 
Spare parameter 
Spare parameter 
Spare parameter
Spare parameters are unused currently, and are set to 0. Included for future 
flexibility in the software.
(m) E ends the beam properties data group
(n) Geometric properties (8 parameters)
Not currently used, but expected by the FORTRAN code. All 8 
parameters set to 0.
(o) E ends the geometric properties data group
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(p) Quad element properties. One line per property, each line consisting of:
D1
D2
D3
D4
Spare parameter 
Spare parameter 
Spare parameter 
Spare parameter
Dl-4 are the four nonzero terms of a plane elastic coefficients matrix [D], as 
described in Chapter 7 (section 7.3.2).
Spare parameters are unused currently, and are set to 0. Included for future 
flexibility in the software.
(q) E ends the quad elements property group
(r) Number of local coordinate frames in the model
Not currently used, and so set to 0
(s) E ends data group
(t) Number of load modules, number of load cases
Currently both always set to 1
(u) Load type, Number of loads
Load type currently always set to 0 (point load), but FORTRAN 
program will accept 1 as well (distributed load).
(v) Loads data. For each load, one line for the load itself:
Force in X 
Force in Y 
Force in Z 
Moment about X 
Moment about Y 
Moment about Z
Number of nodes, n, having this load
This line is followed by n lines, each containing a node number that the load 
acts upon.
(w) E ends the loads data group
(x) 1
Parameter currently unused by pre-processor, but required by FORTRAN code 
(y) E ends data group
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(z) Node reordering parameter
Used in reordering the nodes by their position in a given coordinate 
frame. Currently always set to 0, representing the global coordinate 
frame.
(aa) E ends the file
Sample File
This sample data file is one generated using the model detailed in Chapter 8 (section 
8.2.3), and so contains both composite and isotropic substrates. Some sections of 
repetitive data have been omitted for the sake of brevity.
c -------------------- Model  Mesh D a t a --------------   (a)
2 0 3 , 2  (b)
E
0 , 0 , 0 , 3 3 0 0 0 1 , 1  " (c)
1 , 0 , 0 , 1 1 0 0 0 1 , 2
3 . 9 2 7 8 2 7 . 0 . 0 . 1 1 0 0 0 1 . 3
1 2 . 5 . 0 . 0 . 1 1 0 0 0 1 . 4
2 1 . 0 7 2 1 7 . 0 . 0 . 1 1 0 0 0 1 . 5
2 4 . 0 . 0 . 1 1 0 0 0 1 . 6
2 5 . 0 . 0 . 1 1 0 0 0 1 . 7
(some data omitted for brevity)
2 6 . 5 6 9 7 4 . 1 . 0 . 2 2 0 0 0 0 . 1 4
2 6 . 9 3 7 3 4 . 1 . 0 . 2 2 0 0 0 0 . 1 5
2 7 . 3 4 4 2 . 1 . 0 . 2 2 0 0 0 0 . 1 6
2 7 . 7 9 4 5 . 1 . 0 . 2 2 0 0 0 0 . 1 7
(some data omitted for brevity)
7 1 . 0 7 2 1 7 . 0 . 0 . 1 1 0 0 0 1 . 1 9 6
7 4 . 0 . 0 . 1 1 0 0 0 1 . 1 9 7
7 5 . 0 . 0 . 3 3 0 0 0 1 . 1 9 8
4 8 . 5 . 4 . 2 5 . 0 . 2 2 0 0 0 2 . 1 9 1
4 8 . 5 . 5 . 7 5 . 0 . 1 1 0 0 0 1 . 2 0 0
4 8 . 4 9 9 9 8 . 1 5 . 2 5 . 0 . 1 1 0 0 0 1 . 2 0 1
4 8 . 4 9 9 9  6 , 2 4 . 7 5 , 0 , 1 1 0 0 0 1 , 2  02
4 8 . 4 9 9 9  6 , 2  6 . 2 5 , 0 , 1 1 0 0 0 1 , 2  03 
E (d)
2 , 1 0 4  (e)
1 , 2 , 1 , 1 ,  0 , 0  (f)
2 .3 .1 .1 .0 . 0
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3 . 4 . 1 . 1 . 0 . 0
4 . 5 . 1 . 1 . 0 . 0
5 . 6 . 1 . 1 . 0 . 0
6 .7 .1 .1 .0 . 0
(some data omitted for brevity)
E (g)
5 , 4 4  (h)
4 7 . 4 8 . 8 7 . 8 6 . 1 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0  (i)
4 8 . 4 9 . 8 8 . 8 7 . 1 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0
4 9 . 5 0 . 8 9 . 8 8 . 1 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0
5 0 . 5 1 . 9 0 . 8 9 . 1 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0
5 1 . 5 2 . 9 1 . 9 0 . 1 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0
5 2 . 5 3 . 9 2 . 9 1 . 1 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0
5 3 . 5 4 . 9 3 . 9 2 . 1 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0
5 4 . 5 5 . 9 4 . 9 3 . 1 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0
(some data omitted for brevity)
E Ü)
2 . 1 . 1  (k)
244100 . 1 , 1 2  0413 .7 ,  833 33 . 3 4 , 1 ,  0,  0,  0,  0 (1)
2 1 0 0 0 0 . 1 5 7 5 0 0 . 6 5 7 8 9 . 4 7 . 1 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0  
E (m)
0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0  (n)
E (o)
1 8 9 6 . 5 5 1 , 1 5 5 1 . 7 2 4 , 1 8 9 6 . 5 5 1 , 1 7 2 . 4 1 3  8 , 0 , 0 , 0 ,  0 (p)
E (q)
0 (r)
E (s)
1 . 1  0)
0 , 1  (u)
0 , 1 0 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 1  (v)
203
E (w)
1 (x)
E (y)
0 (z)
E (aa)
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FEAMESH.DAT
(a) Number of nodes, number of element types
(b) Node X, Y, Z positions. One node per line.
(c) Beam element type identifier, number of beam elements
(d) Beam element data. One line per element, each line containing:
Node 1 for the beam 
Node 2 for the beam 
Beam property reference
(e) Quad element type identifier, number of quad elements
(f) Quad element data. One line per element, each line containing:
Node 1 for the quad 
Node 2 for the quad 
Node 3 for the quad 
Node 4 for the quad 
Quad property reference
Sample File
203 2 (a)
. 000000 . 000000 . 000000
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 000000 . 000000
3 . 9 2 7 8 2 7 . 000000 . 000000
12 . 500000 . 000000 . 000000
(data omitted for brevity)
2 104 (c)
1 2 1 (d)
2 3 1
3 4 1
4 5 1
(data omitted for brevity)
5 44 (e)
47 48 87 86 1 (f)
48 49 88 87 1
49 50 89 88 1
50 51 90 89 1
51 52 91 90 1
(data omitted for brevity)
(b)
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FEADIS.RES
One line per node. Each line contains the three translational displacement results for 
the node.
Sample File
. 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0
. 000258 .158665
. 001015  . 620435
. 003229  1 . 8 8 8 3 9 9
. 005444  2 . 8 8 6 8 3 7
. 006200  3 . 1 3 3 0 5 3
. 006459  3 . 2 0 3 6 8 7
. 006459  3 . 2 0 3 6 8 7
. 006492 3 . 2 1 6 8 9 1
(data omitted for brevity)
. 000000 
000000 
000000 
000000 
000000 
000000  
000000  
000000  
000000
FEASTR.RES
One line per node. Each line consists of the node type followed by three results. The 
node type may be 0 or 1. Node type 0 corresponds to a quad element (adhesive) node, 
while node type 1 represents a node on a beam element.
If the node type is 0, then the three results on the line represent the nodal average 
stresses c x, a y, and Txy.
If the node type is 1, then the three results on the line represent the nodal resultant 
forces, Nx (axial force), Ny (shear force), and Mz (bending moment).
Samples From File
1 . 6306E+02 . 3533E+02 - . 2 7 0 0 E - 1 1
1 . 6306E+02 . 3533E+02 - . 3533E+02
1 . 6306E+02 . J 53 3 E + 0 2 - . 1388E+03
1 . 6306E+02 . 3533E+02 - . 4417E+03
1 . 6306E+02 . 3533E+02 - . 7446E+03
0 . 1623E+03 . 1928E+03 . 4699E+02
0 . 13  67E+03 . 1614E+03 . 4578E+02
0 . 1113E+03 . 1306E+03 . 4433E+02
0 . 8692E+02 . 1009E+03 . 4279E+02
0 . 6388E+02 . 7294E+02 . 4116E+02
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